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Address Agricultural
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Importance of L nderclraimng.
The great need of our American agriculture is drainage,
it is also the first to
be attended to : underlying and controlling as it does the success of the whole
farming enterprise. Without it the farm
is only a farm in part. It is well known
that a wet soil is not a profitable soil;
that a partially wet soil is only partially
profitable ; and that it requires dry, welldrained laud to answer all the purposes.
You then, and then only, get the full benefit of the land, for then, and then only
is it in condition to work.
Few farmers,
however, are aware of the extent that
our land needs drainage.
It looks dry
uiiough : and at the surface is so. It will
grow grain and grass, and even to some
extent corn and fruit trees; and so the
evil is not suspected.
Thus farms are
run for generations, always at a comparative loss some fields in a wet season a
c
lUipietc failure ; and the thing is not
mended in a dry season, as would be supposed. as then the soil (a wet soil is usually a clay soil) is baked and becomes
hard, showing large cracks. How much
laud of this description there is!
It all
needs draining, and needs it greatly.
A
swamp it is known what to do with : but
■re .s an evil out of sight.
Yet has it
anitestations by which it maybe known.
In a wet time the water sinks away slow:
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Dairymen’s Association.

The annual

!

sickly

meeting of the Maine Dairymen’s Association for t he election of
officers and for the discussion of questions
pertaining to dairying will lie held at
Phillips, Feb. ‘T'i< 1 and -24th. The following speakers have been engaged for the
occasion: O. S. Bliss, Secretary Vermont
Dairymen’s Association, Butter and Butter Making; Frances Barnes, Boulton,
Associated Dairying: S. L. Boardman,
Augusta, Butter Packages: D. F. Hodges,
Phillips, The Relative Value of Cattle;
Foods and Results of Feeding the Same;
S. Dill. Phillips, The Advantage of the
Dairy to the Farm; .1. R. Nelson, Winthrop. Improvement of Dairy Stock: J.
W North, Jr., Augusta, The Superior
and Inferior Cow : J. \V. North, Jr., Augusta. Milking. Papers are also expected from several prominent dairymen in
the State.
Board at the hotels at Phillips will be at low rates; and one fare
for the round trip will lie charged over
the Maine Central and Sandy River Railroads.
There will he a display of dairy
products, apparatus, butter packages, \e.

appearance, turns yellow, ami unless relieved, dies. We have already described
How to Make Beel' Tea.
'. rass and
the effect in a drouth.
grain
atv lifted up by the frost on such land.
We find in tin* Boston Journal of ('hemThis is ,t common and great evil —so j istry -most excellent authority, by the
le
mid s tppose' it would way--the following directions
M-t fa; ait-rs to thinking ami adopting the
Beef tea is too well known to need any
uif.ms
avoiding it. All farmers hav- special recommendation, but it is too
< hie ounce
lei; land are severe sufferers: and often spoiled in the making.
ng
ue>s: "f' nr land is of this nature. Except
of beet to six tablespoonfuls of water is a
shalev and sandy districts, there fair proportion for a good article. Cut the
n
are few farms that do not need it, either meat into dice, put it into a stewpan and
m iui ger or smaller
spots, sometimes whole add the water colii. Certain components
tielus. and not unfrequently entire farms. of the beef arc .soluble in cold water:
Itesides the signs we have mentioned, a therefore let it.stand ten minutes. Chicksure test is the post-hole.
II' that keeps en for broth should ho boiled for six
watei ii a on time the land sutlers serihours in a covered stone jar set into a
ous damage every year while it remains
pan of boiling water. Celatiue (which
in this condition.
Eight here is where was for a long time considered as absothe neglect is.
We see the effect in the lutely innutritious, but is now recognized
spring, tie: only in the plant being thrown by the best authorities as valuable food)
to the surface, hut the frost remaining renders beef tea or chicken broth more
late, usually about two weeks later before
nourishing, and, as a change, more acthe ice in the soil is thawed, and then ceptable to the patient.
Soak a quarter
s'ill wet, taking sometimes till quite late of an ounce of gelatine in a quarter of a
c tinground is dry enough to plant, pint of cold water, rdd to it a cupful of
mg it almost invariably hard. We the tea or broth, and stir it over tin* fire
set
it in the suffering crops in a rainy till the gelatine is dissolved: when cold
s'-ason, when the grain droops and the it will be a firm jelly.
weeds thrive -new dormant weeds springAnd we behold it with reing into life
Asparagus.
grei when the ground is parched : and
K very farmer might easily have a grand
all the while we lay it to the weather; so
Sow the seed thisspriug
the evil is continued. And what are we asparagus bod.
going to do about it '! In the first place in rows, fifteen inches apart, in rich, mellow soil.
a man has no business to purchase a farm
Keep the lied free from weeds
unit s' a knows what to do with it. and by the frequent use of the hoe. Next
particularly how to put it in a condition spring set out the plants in a deep, well
work, for it is only then that it is really enriched soil, in rows three feet apart, it
a farm.
He must therefore include in his took me several years to iearn how to
The mistake 1
pm aliases means sufficient to drain liis raise good asparagus.
land where it needs it, which does not made was in setting out old plants and in
necessarily require a sum covering the setting them too thick. If I was going
whole amount, hut sufficient to start the to set out a large bed for marketing, 1
work and carry it through to completion would mark out the land with a corn
ina reasonable time, the sooner of course marker, three and a half feet each way,
the better. To drain but a quarter or a and set out the plant where the rows
The ground should he rich and
sixth ol the land in a year would require cross.
hut comparatively a short time, mean- mellow, ami a little well rotted manure
whi «• the improved land aiding to tinisli raked into each kill before setting out
the rest. The expense, all things cousid- the asparagus roots, will he of great ben( red,
is from thirty to forty dollars per efit.
Keep the land entirely free from
acre ; and should be
put in the estimate weeds by the frequent use of the cultivatwhen the farm is secured, which requires or and hoe. The more manure you use
a
previous acquaintance with the soil. and the cleaner you keep the land the
All is a matter of hare calculation. As to larger and better will he the asparagus.
those who already have their land and An annual dressing of stilt, say two pounds
may be in a strait as to what to do with to the square rod, will he found beneficial.
it. the sooner they begin to lay the foun- [Harris' Catalogue.
dation so long neglected the better.
BeBrighton Cattle Market.
gin to dig at once, eva-n if it requires ex1 ><»** ! « »N \\ KI»M SDAV. F ell. lb.
tra effort.
This can be afforded at lirst,
Amount "l <i«.ck at market: < atilt*, 2b*b; sheep
and it may be, and quite likely is, the I aii' I lam u-t s I on. -wine, Iik.V.tT; cal. sj : number of
wc-tern rattle. Job**: cn-iern cattle, i; milch row*
:m .ms ot sav ing the land.
And now for j aii'l
northern ealth 177*.
tie final and most important advice :
Price ot beef p loo it, live weight, extra
ijuality,
*;-j
; lirst. si
j.mjU
make thorough work as far as you go:
<jb2o; scroml. si b2:.j«7)
£1 12
third,
<j l 7>u;
«>1‘coarse
poorest
grade
foi a clogged drain is no drain at all. and oxen,
bulls, etc., s:{ 7>oa f on.
the ditches too shallow, or too far apart
Brighton Hides, se P lh; Briglilon Tallow', be p it,.
<
Hides, 7«7':c. P it.; Countrv Tallow,4«>
is but little better.
Your ditching must P ountry
H>; L alt' "kin-. Hojlic. p il>;
Sheep .skins, sf 27.
lie done so as to drain thoroughly and <2earn
Lamb Skins, si 2.1 <j 2 Obeacli.
W ofking *»x♦ i»— \\ c ijiiotc sales in full
permanently. As to how it is to be done 1 pair
b ft., lo inches, live weight 2S<hi It.. $l:jo;
I will not attempt to explain here. There i pair girth
girth *; ft., a inches, live weight 27<>o !*,. .ipo;
is so much variety of soil and difference 1 pail* girth b ft., lu inches, live weight 27 mi 11,. SI21;
1
girth 7 ft.. 7. inches, live weight :>ooo lt>. $I.*J7»;
ni the lay ol
the land, and other things 1 pair girth
b ft., b inches, ii\e weight 1*00 11.. s7.',;
pail*
affected by locality, etc., that it would ^i.air girth b ft., lu inches, live veight 2sbu !h. £112.
*
M;i''li
.<V>«77»; "ldinarv, S-H?,11;
require more space than can be here spring* t iws—Extra,
.■?!>#!7iti p hea<l.
We ijimte -ale- of 2
given. There are books that will tell row and calves at S'.'7.; milcl rows at Shi each;
4
mili
li
rows
at S_,s to $:>."» each. 1 new milch
about it.
But the better way is to concow,
S17. 1 springer. S17. i .-pringer- at
each; 1 exfer with a man who is qualified to
give tra c»»w ami calf, s77; cow- and calves for spin
advice: and let him examine and give the lot.
"beep and Lamb.—Those from the West cost,
directions, for. remember, to drain a lauded
at Brighton, from b to 7‘* P tt>, live
weight.
hole farm, the whole of it, is equal to None offered in the market fn-alr ail for slaughter.
swine—Brices
of fat hogs have advanced, those
one.
The importance, therefore,
buying
lor this week’s market costing the butchers from
"f proceeding carefully,
beginning with a t'4 to b v. P It*, live weight.
trustworthy man for advice, and carrying
o it the work
faithfully to the end, which
The invalid's hope anil strength beyond all other
makes, in effect, a new farm.
I say this remedies is Malt Bitters.
the more as so much poorditchingis'done.
Even dumb animals exhibit attachment
The
! I tica Herald.
horse is
—

■
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draws
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A mother writes to an

Onions.

The

Mr. David

Maine

Brown,

i'armer.

of

Hampden,

con-

eludes a series of articles iu the Home

Farm,

Successful Farming in Maine
Conditions, as follows—

on

and its
1 his

subject is too expansive for newspaper articles, and I will close bv saving,
if 1 was to attempt the
portrayal of what
comes nearest to a paradise on
earth, it
would

be

a

Maine farmer located in

a

virtuousfarming community, with a small,

well-cultivated fann unembarrassed with
debt, whose physical energies were directed in
more

Edwin Clav, M. 1 > of Nova Scotia, writes :
I know of no better medicine for persons
suffering
from exhaustion ot the powers of the Brain and
nervous system, from long continued studv, or the
cough following Typhoid Fever. Ac than "Fellows’
Syrup of llypophosphites.

English agricul-

tural journal as follows:
"twice a week -and it was
generally
when we had cold meat minced
I gave
the children a dinner which was hailed
with delight and looked forward to. Ibis
was a dish of boiled onions.
The little
things knew not that they were taking the
best of medicine for expelling what most
children sutlerlrom—worms. Mine were
kept tree by this remedy alone It was
a medical man who
taught me to eat
boiled onions as a specific for a cold in
the chest.
He did not know at the time,
till I told him, that they were
good for
anything else.” The editor of the journal
add-:
"A case is now under our own
observation in which a rheumatic
patient,
an extreme
sufferer, finds great relief
from eating onions freely, either cooked
nr raw
He asserts that it is by no means
a laney, and he says so alter
having persistently tried Turkish baths, galv: nism,
and nearly all the potions and
plasters
that are advertised as certain alleviatives
or cures.”
In. (r. \\. Balfour, in the
Edinburgh
-Medical Journal, records three cases in
which much benefit was afforded patients
by eating of raw onions in large quantities.
They acted as a diuretic in each
instance. Case first was a woman who
had suffered from a large white
kidney,
and constriction of the mitral valve of
the heart.
Her abdomen and legs had
been tapped several times, but after
using
onions as above she had been free from
dropsy for two years, although still suffering from albuminuria. Case second
suttered trom heart disease, cierrhotic
liver, and dropsy. Case third had
dropsy
depending on tumor of the liver. In
both ot them the remedy had been used
with good results.
Both had been previously tapped, purgatives and diuretics
alike having fuilec to give relief. All other treatment having
failed, recourse was
had to the onions.
Under their use the
amount passed steadily arose from 10 to
15 ounces to 7r* or 100.

improving and making his land
productive every year, and whose

mental and moral influence tended to
make the community better for
having
lived in it; and of whom it could be
truthfully said, in the language of the
Psalmist, ‘-Thy wife shall be a fruitful
vine beside thine house, and
thy children
like olive plants round about
thy table.”

attached to the vehicle which he

Den Hazen, the in-w •Old Probabilities,"
began
life as a plumber. How the old fellow favors the
trade 1
d ill-; ► i.;» i.>i aULisnm» mkdii'ink, known as Djc
Ill EEO( KS KIDNEY REM EDY, under the name
oi
N F1*H RE l’H'l M. has proved itself a
preparation of great eflicaey in curing
Dropsy. Gravel,
Diabetes, and all I rinaiy difficulties. All who
use it most readily recommend it
<

A
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1

happy mother of twins enthusiastically refers

her treasures

s-

as

her ••sweet bov and bov

Eifk I ns: K.\N’ k. The B?th annual
report of the
New England Mutual Life Insurance
Company,
which is now ready, cannot fail to be of the greatest interest to policy holders, and to those intendThe year just passed is
ing to take out policies
the most prosperous ever known for this old, reliable anil liberal company, as will be seen by their
card in our paper.

According to the Burlington (Iowa) Hawkeye,
the stylish purse this season is made of undressed
sealskin, with nothing in it.

Dr. David Kennedy’s “Favorite Remedy”
stimulates and helps Nature in her efforts to throw
off disease. It does not light nature
It does not
send the unhappy sufferer into deeper pits of pain
under the pretense of doing him good.
It acts
tenderly aud sympathetically like a mother lulling
her child into sleep and health
Do you have
trouble with your digestion, your
kidneys, your
Is your head thick and heavy ? “Favor-

liver .'
ite

Remedy"

will drive out the

poison

and make

you weli again. Hand your druggist On* Dollar
fora bottle or write to the Doctor at
Rondout, NY

Adolphus 'i es. hull'is a color between a light
a yellow
In blind-mail’s buff’ there is
little more ot the yell, oh !

pink and
a

Consumption Cured.
An old physician, retired from practice,
having
had placed in his hands by an East India missionary the formula of a simple vegetable remedy tor
the speedy and permanent cure for Consumption,
Bronchitis. Catarrh. Asthma, and all Throat and
Lung A fleet ions, also a positive and radical cure
for Nervous Debility and all nervous Complaints,
after having tested its wonderful curative powers
iu thousands of cases, has felt it his duty to make
it known to his suffering fellows
Actuated by
this motive and a desire to relieve human suffer
iug, I will send free of charge to all who desire it,
this recipe, in German. French, or English, with
full directions for preparing and using. Sent
by
mail by addressing with stamp, naming this paper.
W. \Y. Siierar, I 1'.* Power’s Block, Rochester
N”. Y.
13teow45

Philadelphia girls
quick travellers. One of
them who went sleighing the other night made
twelve miles in one lap.
are

>ive hundred dollars reward for a better
remedy
for the relief of coughs, colds, sore throat,
whooping cough, consumption, bronchitis, etc., than I)r.
Graves Balsam of wild (.'berry and Tar.
It gives
immediate relief, is pleasant to take, and occasions
no unpleasant
nauseating feelings. Sample hot
ties, only 10 cents : large bottles, 50 cents.
Dr. Graves Blood Purifier eradicates all
impurities from the system, cleanses the blood, renovates
tho liver and stomach, which from
being torpid
and inert, by its use become unusually stimulated,
and, in fact, gives a healthy tone to the entire system. Price, £l
Improved Family Cathartic Pills are the best
pill ever given a patient by a physician, and are
frequently prescribed by them. They give prompt
action to tho bowels, contain no mercury, and are
entirely vegetable. When you desire a prompt
movement of the bowels, give the Improved Fain
ily Cathartic Pills a trial. Price, 25 cents per box.
Dr. Graves’ remedies are for sale by W. 0. Poor &
Son, Belfast.

The
It

Old

Subscriber.

blush like a schoolboy, and stand twisting his great hands behind him, and
glancing anxiously this way and that for
a chance to bolt.
To imagine him carrying on a courtship was too daring a (light
of fancy for any one but Helton. With
children, however, Camlion was completely at home, and he would spend hours of
uproarious happiness in a nursery, tumbling his gigantic frame about on the
door amid the screams of delight of the
small people.
He treated them with ardent reverence and abject forbearance,
and they led him unresistingly captive.
Our class day came round at last -the
longest and loveliest day of summer—
with its “spreads" in the men's rooms, its
dancing on the college green, its illuminations in the evening, and its various
other diversions.
Miss Capel was there,
and beyond a doubt she was, in appearance, at least, nearly all that Frank had

the old subscriber,
His eyes were rheumy and dim.
Hut “be wan't takin' no paper
That was pokin' chad' at him
was

For he picked his paper up one day.
And it went to his heart like a rocket,
“Whim the gods love die young." it said.
"But they whose hearts are dry," he read
“As summer's dust, burn to the socket."
Then he looked through the paper with wrath and
doubt.
And his heart with auger burned.
For he found a “t" had been left out
And he found an “o” that was turned.
And he lifted his voice with a mighty shout.
As the sheet with his feet he spurned.
He stopped his paper ; he would not read
Such a blundering, villainous sheet;
Of the news it contained he had no need,
He could hear the news on the street.

Only

teu days later he sold his corn :
But he pounded his head full of dents.
When he learned, after selling for twelve and

a

half.

declared

Hut for ray own part,
while recognizing the bewitching brilAnd his farm was sold for taxes because
liance of her face and manner. I found
He didn't know when they were due,
her slender lips too satirical and her clear
And he bet on a race three days after date,
brown eyes too unsympathetic to comAnd he bet on the wrong horse, too.
mend my entire fealty.
She was one of
He was lined nine dollars and seventy cents
those women, who, as a bare return for
For going out shooting on Sunday,
For he didn't know, with no paper to read.
condescending to exist in the presence of
a man, demanded from him a devotion
Whether 'tw-asSunday or Monday
scarcely distinguishable from slavery. She
He came to town to the Fourth of July,
was witty, rapid, and at once subtle and
But it had been over a week.
And he felt so mad that he wanted to cry,
There was in her, I fancied,
daring.
For ho did’nt know how to speak.
more of intellectual appreciation of pasHe thought Grunt was President yet.
sion than of passion Itself.
She seemed
And he never had heard of Hayes ;
to think that the proper place for her
It was worry, and blunder, and trouble and fret.
arched foot was on he neck of the rest
All of his weary days.
of humanity.
She had never been opSo he came to town one summer morn.
much less rebuffed or humiliated ;
posed,
Aud signed f«r his paper again.
she expected that your eye should fall
And went back home to his wheat and corn.
before hers. Her figure was tall and
The happiest man among men
nobly proportioned, graceful, erect and
alert.
A Story of the
Hut I was brutal enough to think
War.
that some of the ear-boxings that she
IiV .I I I.I AX HAWTHORNE.
had doubtless administered to her slaves
Iii the mouth of May, 1 r*t»4, we were at
home might have been wholesomely
encamped, under Grant, on the bank of returned to her own defiant head. Fred
the Rapidan. The opposite side of the
Helton, on the other hand, considered her
ri ver was held by Lee’s forces. Our reg“divine,” and squired her about most iniment—400th Massachusetts—had fought
veterately, she accepting his homage in
in many of the bloodiest battles of the
good
part, and laughing with him, or at
war, and comparatively few of the original him, (piite
affably. For several hours he
volunteers now survived. Camlion, Fred was a
object of envy. At length,
general
Helton, and myself, however, still held catching sight of Camlion. he whispered
and
neither
one
of
us, in all the a few words to his beautiful
together,
companion,
dangers to which we had been exposed, who glanced at our serene Hercules, ami
had ever received a wound.
nodded her head.
A moment later he
Our acquaintance antedated the war. had been
brought
up and presented.
We had been classmates in Harvard Uni'•mt you again m liall an hour at Harversity. I remember we used to nick- vard Hall,” said Belton, and was oft,
name Camlion “Captain” long before the
chuckling to me, “We've cooked old
war of the rebellion was thought of.
He (.'million's
goose for him this time, at all
was tall, strong, and serene, with a digevents 1”
nity about him, half boyish and half manPerhaps lie had, though not in the way
ly, which made him respected as well as he imagined. What induced Miss Rosaloved.
He was president of every col- lind
absolutely to lay herself out to captilege society to which he belonged; he vate Camlion of all men? Was it from a
pulled the heaviest oar in the University. subtle feminine perception that no woman
No exertion tired him, and no provoca- had
yet won him, while yet he was worth
tion put him out of temper, though I do
any woman’s winning ? Was it, perhaps,
not forget his encounter with Fred Helton.
that she was really impressed by someIt was, indeed, the beginning of their
thing in the man’s noble simple nature
Fred was a Virginian by that revealed to her
friendship.
possibilities she had
birth, though he afterward fought on the never till then suspected? or was it a
northern side ; he was full of fun and mere
whim, because she was weary of
humorous mischief, but subject to unbeing worshipped, and wanted to have
governable outbursts of passion. One the novel sensation of
finding herself on
day he undertook to play otf a practical tlie soliciting side ? 1 cannot say : but,
on
Mrs.
joke
Clapper, our laundress, who at all events, she did it—how effectively
was more than suspected of using chemiand lastingly no one knew until years
cals in her washing, to the detriment of afterward.
Meanwhile, it may be remarkthe fabrics committed to her charge. ed that she and
Camlion did not make
Fred, who was something of a chemist, their appearance at Harvard Hall, where
hit upon the ingenious device of saturatBred waited for them until his patience
ing one of his shirts with a mixture which, was exhausted. (>n the
contrary, they
when brought into contact with the inkept together by themselves the rest of
gredients Mrs. Clapper was accused of the day and evening; and it was not until
using, produced an explosion which ut- the illuminations were over, and most of
terly upset her and her washtub, and, the merry-makers had dispersed, that
besides rendering the poor old lady alBelton came across them, wandering
most idiotic with fright, injured her rather
arm-in-arm under the trees at the outseverely on the face and hands. Fred skirts of the college grounds.
They met
related the incident with great glee at his rather discomfited
comgreeting
very
the supper table that evening. We all
posedly.
thought it funny and laughed, all except
“1 thought you two must have decampCamlion.
ed for good!" he exclaimed, with a rel ou ought to beg the woman’s
pardon, proachful look at the lady. “You know,
Helton," lie said. There was an immedi- Miss
Capel, you were engaged to dance
ate silence when his low but
powerful the first waltz with me at the hall, and
voice struck in, and everybody turned
afterward to come to my spread, and- ”
toward him as he sat with both hands
“1 found better employment,” interresting on the edge of the table and his rupted Miss Capel, with a glance of suface, which was the type of the young perb insolence.
Grecian Hercules, slowly reddening. Fred
Her white hands, which Belton noticed
laughed, fancying at first that Camlion were ungloved, were clasped over Camwas chaffing. Hut in a moment the latter
lion's mighty arm, and now she looked
added, “It was a blackguardly thing to
up at him, in the bright moonlight, with
do.”
what seemed to Belton an expression of
Thereupon Fred jumped up white with secret intelligence. Camlion bent toward
rage.
her and said something, but in so low a
“Will you take that back?" he called tone that
Belton did not catch it.
Miss
out.
Capel then turned to the latter and de“I say it was a shameful and
cowardly manded brusquely whether he knew where
trick ?” was Camlion’s answer.
her brother was.
Helton snatched up a heavy bread knife
“I came to escort you to him,'’ was
that lay ou the table and hurled it with
Helton’s reply.
all his force at Camlion’s face.
It struck
She allowed her hands lingeringly to
him on the cheek, a little below the right
leave Camlion’s arm; they confronted
It was a murderous act. We all each other
eye.
fora
their eves meetIt

was

rose

quoted

at

confusedly

forty

two cents.

to our

moment,

feet, anticipating a

ing.

violent sequel; for Camlion could have
shaken Belton’s heart out of him with one
hand. He alone remained seated, however, pressing his handkerchief to the
deep gash, while he kept his glance fixed
on his assailant.
“01 course that makes no
difference,
Belton,” he said, after a pause.
Belton, who was by no means a bad
follow, had no sooner done the deed than
he was sorry for it, and manfully said as
much on the spot.
“I don’t care a fig about this," answered Camlion, quietly, “but" he
added,
with the grim tenacity which was a feature of his
character, “you ought to make
it up to Mrs. Clapper.”
The upshot was that Belton
yielded,
and presented Mrs.
Clapper with $25 and
a handsome
apology. But the incident
roused a good deal of discussion, and
opinion was fora while somewhat divided
as to t amlion’s behaviour.
Some declared that he ought to have sent the Southerner a
challenge; but most of us felt that
a duel would have been a
gratuitous absurdity for a man like Camlion; and it
was a sign of the
general confidence felt
in him, that no one ventured to intimate
that the fact of Belton’s
being a notoriously dead shot had anything to do with the
pacific termination of the affair. Camlion
himself never alluded to it in any way,
but, as I have said, the two men afterward became firm friends, and Belton,
who had before belonged to the last
set,
gradually mended his ways under Camlion’s influence, and joined the athletic

party.
Another follower of Camlion—and he
had many, though his intimates were few
—was Frank
Capel, also a Southerner,
and a well mannered,
pleasant fellow
enough. He was chiefly noted, however,
for his fanatical devotion to a certain famous sister of his, to whose
praises his
friends were obliged to listen in season
and out. She was,
according to Frank,
the cleverest, most
beautiful, most fascinating creature above ground. Herdaneing, her riding, her music, were all perfection ; and Frank used to declare that
she could beat even Fred Belton hollow
at
1

shooting.
by,

live seen her,” Frank
exclaimed,
“take a revolver and
put a bullet through
each of the five fingers of
my glove while
I was throwing it up in the air ten
paces
away from her!”
In short she was the ideal of all that
woman can or might
be, and we looked
forward with interest to her promised
appearance on our class day.
“We’ll introduce Camlion to
her, and
he shall make her an oiler of
marriage!”
said Belton with a chuckle.
The joke of this suggestion
lay in the
fact that the else heroic Camlion was
what is called “afraid” of
young ladies;
that is, he could seldom be got to
open
his mouth in presence of
any woman who
was not over 30 and
married; and if
brought to bay, he would stammer and

her to be.

i

‘•Don't forget,” she said to him at length
almost in a whisper.
■‘I shall he there,” he answered, lifting
his hat as he spoke.
After another pause she turned away
from him slowly and moved toward the
college, quite ignoring Helton, who nevertheless walked beside her. He addressed
several remarks to her, to which she
vouchsafed no answer whatever. At last,
being piqued, he said:
“Well, Miss Capel, I hope you’ve enjoyed your visit to Harvard and the men
you’ve met here.”
“1 have met only one man here,” she
replied, facing him imperiously. And
this was all he got from her that
evening.
Next morning Camliou was not at
breakfast; but some hints of his adventure of the previous evening had leaked
out, and Helton had to sustain a great
deal of chart' about the manner in which
lie had been “cut out.”
As 'for Miss
Capel, it was known that she was staymg with her brother and mother at the
Tremout House in Hoston. After breakfast, curiosity or idleness carried me
around to Camlion’s room.
I was surprised to liud him hurriedly {lacking his
trunk, his usually healthy-lookiug countenance very pale and drawn.
I asked
him what was the matter.
“I’m going home,” he said.
“I got a
telegram this morning—something very
bad has happened to my father.” Presently he resumed: “You were introduced
to—to Miss Capel, I think 1 Will
you see
her before she goes, and tell
her—say I
would have come if it had been
possible ;
and—I hope I may see her again some
day f”
“1 promised,
wondering, that I would
do what he asked, and soon after I bade
him good-by. We did not meet
again
tor some years.
When I called on the
to
deliver
his
Capels
message, they were
not in : and 1 did not have another
opportunity ot discharging my commission.
In the course ot a few
the
days
newspapers contained the information that something having gone wrong in the banking
house of which Camlion’s father was manager, the latter had committed suicide.

“By Jove,” exclaimed Fred Felton,

when he heard the report, “I almost wish
it had been me. Dear old Camlion.”
When Camlion and I found ourselves
together again at the outbreak of the
war, he was much matured in appearance,
though his boyish simplicity and gentleness were
unchanged. I had heard in a
vague way that he had devoted himself,
not without success, to paying off the
liabilities which his unhappy father had
incurred. But contact with men and the
world, and the hearty preoccupation of
his struggle to atone for the sins of the
dead, instead of embittering him, had
brought his strong nature into a more
cheerful frame, and his quiet geniality
made his companionship more than ever
delightful to me. But once, when I asked
him half jocularly whether he had no

Washington D. C.
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horseback just as I was palavering at
the front door for provender.
By Jove,
she’s more divinely handsome than ever !
And oh, my wig, didn’t she give me a
rating, though ! Whew!”
What did she scold you about1 demanded, amused.
“For being a Virginian, and lighting on
the Northern side.
I tell you, she made
me feel like a born sneak and
blackguard.
A little more and 1 believe I should have
ratted again, and joined the Johnny
Rebs.
‘If 1 were a man,’ said she,
I
would make it my business to catch such
creatures as you, and hang you!’
It's
my opinion, if a few hundred women like
her were to enlist on the Rebs’ side, we
should be thrashed out of our boots in a
month.
But luckily, there's not another
woman like her on the planet.”
“You’d better look out, or she’ll make
a conquest of you in more
ways than
one," said I. laughing. “By the way,
this news would interest ('million.
Does
he know ?”
"No; and I don't mean to tell him,”
returned Belton, rather sharply ; and after sitting a few minutes longer, lie
got
up, and left me in apparently no very
humor.
good
That same evening, however, he appeared again, this time in a preoccupied
mood, and with his pipe in his mouth.
The conversation presently turned upon
the ever-active sharpshooter, and after a
lew r emarks had passed, Belton suddenly
exclaimed:
“I've made up luy mind to lull thatfellow, ami I've thought of a wa\ how it
1 guess I'm as good a shot
may he done.
as he is, and if 1 can get
sight of so much
as a square inch of
him, lie’s settled!'’
He then went on to unfold to me his
scheme, which appeared feasible, though
there were certain obstacles in the way.
After we had discussed it for a while, he
said : “Do you know whcil want to shoot
him ?”
“From patriotic motives, I trust,” was
my reply.
“That’s very well so far as it goes ; but
there’s something else.
I believe 1 know
who he is—or what he is at all events. 1
believe lie's the man whom Rosalind
Capel means to marry. From something
she said to-day I’m certain she knows
him, and tluft there’s something more
than ordinary between them.
And I
don’t intend that she will marry him if 1
can help it.”
I did not much like this attitude of lidton’s, and 1 told him so; but lie took my
strictures in such ill part that for the
present 1 judged it best to say no more.
Plainly he was in love with Miss Capel.
I devoutly wishedthat she was out of the
way, but before breakfast time next
morning I was destined to hear of her
again. It was about the hour of sunrise
when Camlion, who had been out on
picket duty during the night, entered my
tent, with his face Hushed, and his blue
eyes kindled with repressed excitement.
“I have seen Miss Capel,” he said, going to the point at once, as his custom
was.
“There was an alarm at my outpost two hours ago, and one of my men
We heard something fall, went
tiled.
out, and found a rider entangled with his
horse, which was shot dead. I knew her
in a moment, though she was in man's
clothes—a blouse and high boots. She
had lost her way, and had stumbled on
us in the darkness.
Their house is near
here, she says. It was a narrow escape,
if she had been killed—I could not have
borne it I I wish this war were over.”
“Was she armed ?” I inquired, feeling
more uneasy than I cared to confess.
“No. Why should she, poor girl f She
bad been to see some friend of theirs
somewhere up the country.
I gave her
a man to see her safe home.”
He had
spoken the latter sentences in a low
voice; now he looked up suddenly, and
said with deepest emphasis:
“I "would
give my life to know that she loves me
still as I love her ! She did love me once.
There’s no other woman in the world for
me.”
“You must bear in mind that she’s a
red-hot rebel,” I ventured to remark.
“On the contrary she’s more than half
inclined to our side,” returned Camlion
eagerly. “She told me almost as much.
In her heart she loves the Union best.”
Tliis unlikely assertion increased my
misgiving tenfold; but, before I could
make up my mind what to say, 1 was
summoned to attend another victim of
our mysterious
enemy on the opposite
bank. The man was mortally wounded;
but before he died he was able to state
that he hud seen his executioner—a young
fellow, with a straw hat and a dark-blue
jacket or shirt, who parted aside the
bushes and looked across at him, the
smoking rifle in his hand.
“If any one with a good aim had been
with me,” added the poor chap, “we’d
had him potted then, suie.”
They were his last words. Hut it was
not the first time the terrible
sharpshooter had been said to have shown himself
under similar circumstances; and it set
me thinking again of Helton’s scheme of
the night before.
At five o’clock that afternoon, the officers and non-commissioned officers of our
company were summoned to meet the
on

■

Then lie

cold torpid foolino'
came over him ; he turned about, and
sluggishly at first, then more rapidly,
made his way back to the camp.
A little before noon the next day, Camlion, Helton and myself, and another mail,
Hay don by name, a reckless, daredevil
fellow who had volunteered for the post
of duty on the occasion, moved silently
and cautiously down toward the fatal
spot mi the river’s bank. The adventure
was kept a strict secret
for since the
night previous there had been whispers
of treachery in the camp, and we knew
not where to look for the traitor among
us.
It was, of course, indispensable to
the success of our plan that the sharpshooter should have uo suspicion of there
being more than one person in the neighborhood.
Keeping heedfully behind cov
er. wo crawled
along, and at length layhidden in tile bushes a few yards from
the place. Then Camlion, with llaydou
;u his charge,
slipped a little way down
toward the left, until they were concealed from our sight by the intervening
shrubbery. Helton got bis rifle in readiness, and 1 made my preparations to do
all that could be done for 11 ay < Ion, as i
soon as the enemy’s bullet had struck
him.
When 1 last caught sight of the
poor fellow there was a droop about the
corners of his mouth, and a yellow
pallor
in his cheeks, which showed that he was
not insensible to the gravity of the situation.
Hut Camlion had taken care to
bring a flask of brandy along with him,
and a quiet, steady cheerfuhiess'of demeanor, that was, perhaps, a better cordial still.
Left to ourselves, Helton and I had
nothing to do but to wait; and wo did
wait for what seemed to us many intolerable minutes. The river lapsed'smoothly and silently hv ; a bird skimmed over
the surface; a breath of wind rustled
over our beaus.
1 began to tear, lest the
suspense should make Helton's hand unsteady. .Just then a half smothered exclamation reached our ears from the direction of our unseen companions, and
almost simultaneously with it, the sound
of a heavy step passing from the bushes
to the open margin of the stream.
The
time was come.
Helton crouched with
his ritie at his shoulder: our eyes were
fastened on the opposite bank. Suddenly
a puff of white smoke leaped forth —a
sharp, Hat report, like the cracking of a
whip; then the low, unmistakable thud
of a bullet striking its quarry. The
stricken man staggered and fell, still out
of our sight, could wc have had our eyes
for him then.
Hut all depended on our
absolute immobility during the next few
moments. The white smoke drifted down
to w indward. Hefore it had passed away
1 saw the figure tor which we were lying
it wait, emerge quietly from its covert on
the other side and stand revealed.
At
the same instant the bang of Helton’s
ritle rent the stillness; yet 1 had time to
remark something inexplicably familiar
in that alert, graceful form—something
not compatible with its blue-belted blouse
and high boots. And what happened
next'! To me it seemed like an ugly
1 remember leaping
tumultuous dream.
down through the bushes to the water's
edge. I remember seeing Haydon, alive
and unhurt, supporting Camlion’s dying
head on his knee, while he tore open the
front of his uniform, and disclosed the
shirt covered wdth blood.
1 remember
Helton with ghastly face and sobbing
breath, tearing loose the painter of a
small skiff that was moored close at hand,
and putting with frantic haste across the
stream.
And I knew—but how 1 cannot
tell—that he was going to fetch the body
of the woman he loved, and whom he had
slain.
For the famous sharpshooter of
the kapidan was Rosalind Capel.
She was still living when he brought
her in ; but she had been hit mortally in
the right side, and was fast bleeding to 1
death.
Hut she smiled as we lifted her
out, and her \oiee, though very faint,
was distinct and composed.
“Lay me by Caption <'million,” she
said ; “1 should like to die beside him.
Had you no more worthless men in your
army, but you must lie me with a man
like him !”
“1 was the one you were to have had,”
said Haydon; but at the moment the
Captain Hung me down and went forward
himself.
It was too late to help it then.
God knows 1 am sorry !” and he hurst into tears as lie said it.
Rosalind smiled strangely, and moved
her hand until it touched Camlion’s.
“Captain Camlion acted like the hero
he always was,” she said, now almost inaudibly. “I loved him—never any one
else—never you, you double traitor !” she
added, turning her darkening eyes on
Helton, who knelt in voiceless despair before her.
“Last night you sold your
adopted country for a kiss.” Her eyes
half closed for a moment, and she breathed stertorously. She opened them once
more, turned her face toward Camlion,
and made an effort to lift his hand to her
lips. I helped her to accomplish her
purpose. “Thanks!” she whispered. “I
am not lit to kiss his mouth; but—if he
were alive—I would ask his leave—and
—his pardon!”
She did not speak after this, and in a
few minutes she died very quietly.
Among Camlion’s papers was found a
letter to. Helton, explaining his object in
sacrificing himself. “You are my friend,”
it ran; “I will not stand between you
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What then

thought of the man who has not
only found a way to utilize these scraps
of tin but is making a fortune out of them .'
He certainly deserves the fortune.
His
place of business is in Haltimore, where
large quantities of tin are worked up in
manufacturing cans for oysters and fruits,
he

1’hesc

contracts

for

all

the

enough to pick up

mean

and

will be

and

thing

just put

into

he does is to hunt

a worm or a kernel of corn, and
then asks the lions up to “take something"—stand
treat as it were, aud 1 have seen roosters who were

thoughts of getting married, he looked at Colonel. 1 was also present. As I antici- and her now that I know you love each
very gravely and answered, in his pated, it was Helton’s scheme that was other; but I shall never find a better
the subject of discussion; the long and time or cause to die in than this.”
deep, straightforward voice:
“1 never met but one woman whom I short of it was as follows:
A volunteer
Poor Helton ! He was acquitted
by the
could have married, and 1 gave her up was to be found to show himself on the court-martial
appointed to try him on the
long ago. Do you remember Miss Capel?” bank and take the enemy’s fire. Belton, charge of having given information to the
This led to my telling him how his meanwhile was to conceal himself close at
enemy; but I fear there was that in his
message had failed to reach her; and the hand, and as soon as the “young fellow in memory which made the remainder of his
intelligence seemed to produce a great the straw hat,” peered out of his ambush life more bitter to him than any death.
effect upon him. He murmured to him- to see the effect of his shot Helton was to
[London World.
self, several times: “That may have put a minie ball through his head. There
been the reason,” and thereafter became were only three things that
Problems—Solved and Unsolved.
might intertotally uncommunicative on the subject. fere with the successful prosecution of bis
What becomes of the pins? is an unI do not know whether Fred Helton ever plan ; thelack of a volunteer
prepared to
heard of this conversation; but for my meet almost certain death; the
possible solved problem. They vanish while their
own part the stirring events that were omission on the
enemy’s part to reveal usefulness is unimpaired ; but where, no
daily happening around us soon put it out himself; and finally, the chance that one has been
able to discover.
Not so
of my head.
Helton might, after all, miss his aim.
with
As I began by saying, we were encamp- Nevertheless, the Colonel
skirts,
in the days when these
hoop
gave his consent
ed on the Rapidan river, just before that that the
thing should be tried, in default structures were in vogue. Thediscarded
terrible series of battles in the Wilderness, of any better suggestion ; and the folwore perhaps even more
dangerous
which ushered in the close of the Rebel- lowing morning was appointed for the ex- hoops
when thrown into tfie
lion. Meanwhile an ominous quiet reign- periment.
highways and byed in our neighborhood, the only excepAt six o’clock I saw Camlion leave his ways than when in use. They tripped
tion being a rather annoying one in the tent and set off in the direction of our
up the near-sighted or absent-minded
shape of a sharpshooter on the confeder- left, 1 had already noticed Helton headwound themselves around the
wayfarer,
ate side of the river (which was there
ing the same way about a quarter
about three hundred yards wide,) who of an hour previous: and, putting this legs of horses, tangled themselves in
unerringly picked off any of our men who and that together, 1 awaited the issue in buggy wheels, and played the mischief
ventured to show so much as his elbow some suspense.
Hut before seven o’clock
generally. They could not be utilized or
on the Federal bank.
As he had estab- Camlion returned, passed me with a
As chicken coops or tolished himself opposite the only spot in a strange look on Iiis, taco and witliout rc- gotten rid of.
mato
of
trellises
miles
where it was practicable turning my greeting, and
couple
they were failures. It was
immediately
to water opr cattle, his presence was
re-entered his tent, where, as was after- said that the goats which browsed on the
particularly inconvenient; and we ex- wards inferred, he must have spent a bare rocks in the
vicinity of Central Park
pended an apparently disproportionate great part of the night in writing and arfed
on
old
skirts
and tin cans, but
deal of trouble in our efforts to dislodge ranging some papers. What had
hoop
happenhim, but nothing had any effect. As ill ed (as nearly as I can judge from subse- this was palpably an attempt to enlist
luck would have it, there was no gun at quent
developments) was this : lie had public sympathy in behalf of that loud
this point: and it was in vain that we started with the intention of
calling on
and generally objectionable batpeppered the place whence the deadly Rosalind Capel at her house. The way smelling
shot proceeded, with our lilies. Every lay through a wood ; but just before em- tering ram on four legs. And then the
day several valuable men were lost, until erging from it into the open ground in tin cans! what a nuisance they were.
at last the question, what is to lie done
front of the house lie saw a man and a Hut now
they are utilized as flower pots,
became a serious and pressing one. The woman standing beneath the shade of
utensils and in various other
cooking
unknown marksman never was known to some trees about
fifty yards away. The
miss; and all that any of us ever saw of man was Helton, the woman Rosalind. ways, and no longer litter back yards or
him was the puff of smoke from the muz- Helton was
apparently speaking eagerly obtrude elsewhere. Hut worse than all
zle of his weapon.
and excitedly. Rosalind occasionally re- are the
scraps from the tin shops. They
One afternoon Fred Belton came to my
plying briefly, and moving her head as if cannot be
burned up, will not rot away,
tent (I was surgeon to our company,) in a in assent.
After a minute or two, Helton
state of such manifest discomposure that ceased; she extended her hand to him, and are a nuisance wherever they are
at tirst I thought that the colonel had
which lie grasped in both of his and rais- deposited. The small
boy who has enbeen killed or the mysterious sharpshoot- ed to bis lips. The next moment he had
countered a mass of these scraps --which
er captured.
It turned out to be quite drawn her to his breast and kissed her
another matter, however.
face passionately and repeatedly, she not had been thrown into the dock -when
‘■What do you think ?” he began, in an nsistiiig.
When Camlion saw this, a bathing will testify to the correctness of
the latter statement at least.
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hoarse cry broke from him. and lie strode
forward a step, with fire in his heart.

Travels.

Did you over notices rooster when

me

excited undertone. “Whose house do
you suppose is a mile off there, on our
leftVnd without giving me time to
hazard aguess, he went on : “TheCapels,
as sure as you sit there.
And whom do
you suppose I saw? Miss Rosalind, herself, as I’m a living sinner! She rode up

His

ou
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scraps.

play

pebble, and try
sighted hen for a

small

a

it off on an old near

grain of barley. Well, all this goes to show that
the first thing any rooster wants, whether he
wears feathers or not, when he is in a
strange
place, is a friend, and I naturally thought of Ned.

Cunningham,
Ned !

He

my old schoolmate. You remember
out in the old 1th Maine, and he

was

accidentally leaned up against
was going ou an errand, and it
of his shoulders.

one

miuie hall, that
hinge of

a

broke the

He has for many years been

illustrating that sage remark of the late red headed
Mr. Richelieu, (cardinal is red isn't it!) that the
“pen is mightier than the sword." Ned is a clerk
iu the fid Auditors office, and is regarded as an efficient aud capable employe. He is pretty well
“up" in the Department I guess, some four or five
flights. When lie saw me, I thought I discerned
a look of
pain cross his brow, and divining what
was in his mind I said, “It's all
right Ned, I've got
money enough to get me home.”
Friendship, by
the way. is an article that we prize higher when
don't have to advance any money on it, and
as a sort of collateral.
After giving me a

we

take it

hearty

welcome, he got his coat aud hat, excused
day, aud if he hail owned the city
he could not have given me a better chance to see

himself for the

it, and 1

under great obligations to him for his

am

kindness and attention tome while in Washington
The first point of interest, of course, was the
1

Capitol.
it,

it

as

unfortunate in my time of

was

iu session.

not

seethe

visiting

duriug the holidays and Congress

was

1

building

was

rather surprised however, to
standing, as I had been led to bewas

lieve from what l had read and heard that each
successive

Congress had

all it could, and 1

was

met

rather

there simply to steal
expecting to find the

Capitol consisting of some upright posts, covered
with a bit of leaky canvas, the original building
having been voted to. and carried awav by the
successive members, who tor the last hundred
veurs have met here and kept ruining our country
until it has shrunk from

lit'le three cent,

a

horse power nation, to the grandest
world ever saw.
We talk about ourselves

meeting,

and tells what

wicked he is. and

as it

the

up in
and how

man t*ets

he

sinner

one

is.

himself down until he is

runs

worth two cents

not

just

a

Republic

on

a

dollar; but if

any

one

else present should get up and say the same things
about him. he would rise in his Christian indigna-

tion, and knock that

man

clean

through

the

parti

it made of three quarter inch
boiler iron. And we talk of Congress in the same
way. when we all know, that taken as a whole, it
tion,

is

as

oven

were

clean, honest, and intelligent

a

body

of men

rule any nation on the globe
I will shut off
this burst of eloquence and proceed with my de-

as

scription of the Capitol, and yet I scarcely know
what to say. for after having lived nearly three
quarters of a century in this fair land, and haviug
seen pictures of the building and heard it described tune and

again. I had no more real idea of it
than 1 had the morning after I was born, what l
should have for my dinner. 1 had a lot of architectural terms written down on a bit of paper, and I
intended to pour them on the unsuspecting reader,
and

so astonish him that he would labor under
the delusion that I had described the Capitol to
him, but 1 have lost the slip, and so will give you

sorted, pressed out, put up in only a few chunks ot pure fact, out of which you
packages and sold to basket makers, can build your own building.
The grounds about the Capitol contain a little
lamp makers, makers of labels, and others.
I'here are a thousand uses for small pieces over .">0 acres, a fair sized farm you see. all handlaid out with trees,
Arc. The
are

ot tin. and this

dealer in scrap tin finds

a

market for all lie can supply.
In this
connection it may lie mentioned that tin
is manufactured in Kngland in sheets of
uniform size.

These cut to waste in mak-

cans, and the llaltimore manufacturers

ing

at one time wrote

to

Kngland asking

to

have sheets made to suit their purpose.
They received an unfavorable reply.
I'he tin-makers said their workmen

were

accustomed to making sheets of the pres
they could make no other
Hut American ingenuity has found a way

cut size and

to work

We know now
up the waste.
what becomes of the scrap tin —a large
portion of it at least: hut until we find
out what becomes of the

he

pins

we can

not

entirely happy.
nook 1 lie

ono

nearly

s|s.io

Now

York

sen.nail

over

d.mug

poor.

This

year.

a

olK-e. king ot tin- Ashuutees
I

pon what grounds

t

despatches

say.

do not

has

declared

war

oifee made this declaration

Near Castine"
speaks of it

Boston Art

recent

the

••On

was

by tieorgo

as “a

Bagaduee

S. Wasson

The Herald

beautiful picture of Maine coast

just as he
frequently

to

a

originated in the
repudiate the “tipover"

we

it

ship,

was a

fresh water sailor

that doctored that item.
Aroostook is tired of being out in the euld. and
the North Star, of Presque Isle, says : “There is a
interest in the scheme of the direct (rail
way) route from the Aroostook river to Mattn
wamkeag. and unless we sadly underrate the pluck

growing

of

plete
a

people they will push the

our

matter to

a com

correspondent

a

•

f the Vdvertiser refers to

the record and tiuds that

January

no

thaw

occur-

red in 1 St id. when the harbor was frozen over on
the Nth, and the temperature Idegrees below ze
ro ; or in 1 Si>7, when there was a great snow storm
the 17th:

on

or

in 1S7.">, when the mercury was
during the month ; or in 1S7!»

below zero ten times
A

special

committee of the Senate, of which
Senator Blaine is a member, has unanimously re

ported in favor of a bill which provides that the
principal officers of each of the executive depart
may occupy seats on the door of the Sen
ate, and House of Representatives with tho right
to participate in debate on matters relating to the
business of their respective departments, and that

meuts

either House may require their attendance at its
pleasure. The report of the committee shows that

they have

no

doubt

as

to

the

constitutionality

of

the bill, and several instances are mentioned when
iu the early days of the government. Cabinet officers
did

personally appear in the sessions of the Sen
and House to make explanations of public bus

ate

iness.

The report remarks very truly that if Cab*
are allowed and may be
required to
take part in debate in the houses on matters with
iuet officers

in their
(ii

departments

this will force the selection

able men for the Cabinet.

that it

would

It is also believed

greatly expedite the public busithe present tendency to transact

ness, and cure
the public business in secret committees instead
of in public. The position of the Cabinet minis
ter who would have to

reply at a moment’s notice
hurled at him would certainly not
be an enviable one, and the men who could fill
such a position creditably are few.
Mon like
to

the

questions

Blaine, (iarfield, Kdmunds and
of course till the bill.
that

in

the

same

which contained
this

bill,

and T18 feet wide, and to the top of the dome is
Think of sleeping up in the roof
of that dome, and coming home tight and mean

about *.*.••) feet.

was

a

to your room which would belike sleeping
the -“.Uh floor of a common residence. Or. to

imagine yourself coming

out

of

your room in the morning and steppiug on a cake
of soap that the hired girl had left on the top stair,
and having your heels fly out from under you. and
you come a bumping,
those thirty flight of

bumping, bumping, down
uncarpeted marble stairs,

each step loosening a different tooth, and you will
a vivid idea of how high that dome is without

studying

a

work

The Hours

are

marking that
ever

it

been in.

on

civil engineering
1 remember

all made of tile.
was

the

most

The walls and

tilish

ceilings

place
were

frescoed

ami

bologna

allegorical pictures, but allegory

sausages
which l

are a

couple

re

l had

of the arts and sciences, with

am not
much acquainted. There are
elegant br uize doors representing scenes in
discovery ami early history of our country

the

which were very line, but when l remembered that
but for Columbus discovering America, we never
should have had church levees, grab bags, ami
guess cake. I sometimes wish that the attack of
croup he had in his iu fancy had been more severe.
There is also a bronze stair rail, which attracts the
visitor’s attention
It attracted mine. Do you
know
was

why

You don’t, and

because every

figure

so

I’ll tell you

that had

an

arm. or

It

leg.

finger; ‘-very gun. sword spar, or any part of a
vessel that could be broken oil' with a knife, chisel
or

realization.

One of Portland's oldest inhabitants not recalling
year prior to I SSI in which there was no January

thaw,

will get a vague idea of what size a building must
be, to cover J.i acres of land.
It is 751 feet long

some

The lir.st half of this sentence

applied

shovel full of snow sticking to the shovel, as only
snow can stick when you don't want it to. and you

in

A sen captain brings a horse round
would luff
ship; both maneuvers
cause tipovcis
I Dexter tiazette.

as

and you must get up and shovel off the roof."
N'ow you try and comprehend going up there with
a barn shovel, and
cleaning off that roof; every

River.

scenery."

Journal office; but

remark to make in the middle

“John ! Jn/m l say ! there is a leak
in the roof somewhere.
There is a foot of snow
on it, and it is raining like the
Emperor of Russia,

get

Among the pictures in the
Club exhibition

a

uight:

make it plainer,

Herald received

against England
the

has when she has
of the

on

Nctos.

tor relief of the

is nt the rate of

it liable to leak.
Imagine your wife, prodding
your ribs with her elbow some night, and saying
in that sweet, pleasant way that a woman always

deriug

Editorial
In

somely
shrubbery.
building itself covers over db acres. In order to
better comprehend this, you men 1 mean who own
acres of roof, and all of
buildings, just think of

It is

a

a

few others would

strange coincidence

issue of the New York Herald
of the favorable report on

news

cable

despatch giving an

in London with Mr. Parnell, from which
as follows—

Correspondent—Do
practice !

you

prefer

the

interview
we

quote

American

Mr. Parnell—Yes ; the refusal of Congress to let
Ministers have seats in the House is very much to
be preferred, as the tendency of recent years in the
British Parliament is to subordinate everything to
the will ami opinions of the paid servants of the
Crown, independent members being left practical
ly nowhere
The auecdote of the inquisitive man. who asked
another how he lost his leg, and. after having
promised to ask no further questions, was told
that it was ‘‘bit off," has beeu variously told, and
often wrongly attributed
The incident is properly told in Scribner for March, in a paper on Copley,
the American artist of the last century. The incident occurred between Brook Watson, afterward
Lord Mayor of London, and his servant, who, in
pulliug off his boot, was warned in vain that if lie
was not careful he would
bring the leg off too,—
which, much to his astonishment, he did. As a
matter of fact, Watson's leg had been bitten oft'
by
a shark in the harbor of Havana; an event commemorated iu a famous picture by Copley, which
is engraved with the above mentioned paper.

>r trip hammer, 1 should think, had been hacked
oil* and stolen b\ that iiemi incarnate of modern

•

times, the relic hunter.

All the tine

beauty

of

those bronzes, marred by such vandalism, (I hope
that’s the word, as it carries a sort of a feeling of
“mash’ with it.) It detracts considerable from
the poetry of the thing, to see Columbus standing
on one leg, the other
amputated at the knee, and
And theu to see .t
gone at the elbow
of soldiers, charging bayonets and notice
that the bayonet on every gun is broken otl. leads
one arm

platoon

one

to

charge

surmise that they better have made their
on a day book.
It's too bad. It’s not only

bad, but ’tis disgraceful, and the best thing
can do. is to buy him a
good revolver, and just, seat himself on the Capitol
too

that President Garfield

steps, and the lirst person he catches mutilating
those

bronzes, just

skin will make
When

there

a

fill him

good sieve

are

so

many

so

to

full of holes that his
screen

hundred

country who would gladlv kill

coal

through.

men

iu this

person for fifty
cents. I think the Government better hire a couple
of them, to watch those doors and stair rail, and
see if it cannot rid the C 8. of this class of eiti
zens. who would steal the Sacrament if the minister
was not looking and
carry it awa\ as a relic.
The House of Representatives aud Senate chain
ber seemed small, but when I learned that the
galleries would seat l.’JOO people, two hundred
more than can be accommodated in Hay ford Hall
aud gallery, 1 concluded that it would hold us a
while longer, unless we elected such men to rep
represent us as Mr. -, but come to think of it,
it's no matter
1 visited the President’s room, and the marble
room, so called, in the Capitol, and the former is
the most elegant room 1 ever saw, and it ought to
be. for the President of 40.000,001) people, ought
not to sit round on a dry goods box or under an
umbrella. He ought to have salary enough so
that he can wear seven shirts a week if he wants
to. aud when lie goes down and out of the office
he holds, he should have enough trade dollars, so
that lie can live the balance of his life without
having to either saw his own wood, or his neigh
hors’, and if £.‘>0,000 a year is not enough, let us
give him another dollar. The simple fact of having been considered tit to be President for four
years, ought to uufit him forever after, from being
obliged to earn a dollar unless lie wants to.
Before leaving the Capitol, l proceeded to ‘*si
lenily clime, dome, clum, clem, clam,” as Bur
dette says, up into the dome, from whence I got a
tine view of the city. Washington is laid out in
squares, the streets crossing each other at right
augles. The Capitol faces the Bast, and the Avenues chiefly run from either the “White House,”
or the Capitol, like the
spokes from the hub of a
wheel, aud cross the streets diagonally. Pennsylvania Ave. is the principal business street, but
Massachusetts Ave is the handsomest in the city.
It is 100 feet in width, and straight as one of my
stories. The local editor of the papers here, never
makes an item, of a drunken man coming down
this Ave. taking up the whole of the street, for ho
knows that no matter how great an artist a man
may be in this business, that he cannot stagger
back and forth across a street 1 GO feet wide, and
keep it up for miles. The inebriate simply confines himself to the sidewalk hero, and aoes not
affect that style which his brother in our small
cities does
The streets running N. aud S. are
numbered, aud those running E. and W. are lettered, so that the stranger can in a short time,
very easily (iud his way about, but in case he does
get lost, a mouth under good cultivation, full of
well solected word#, will help a man out wonder
Omt George.
fully.
a

Maine

Rev. Mr. Baker has been compelled by the failof his health lo give up his regular charge on
Swan's Island, and is traveling and exhibiting
views of "The Pilgrim's Progress."
Capt. Kben W. Bragdon, ot I.amoiue, died re-
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dog in the
placed if given to the Boers in South
Africa. They are slave-holders, and gain
possession of their slaves in the most
cruel manner, namely: by attacking the
native tribes in their vicinity, slaughtering the adults and carrying off the children into captivity. They seize the lands
and cattle of their neighbors by force, and
by such acts as these have kept the Zulus
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and

THE

LEWISTON

A

LONG
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<>
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dition than

England has been compelled to take these
unruly Boers in hand and she will no
doubt bring them into subjection.

The

Valuation

of

Maine

Counties.

Vi. Polls.

Io,312
7.734
21,539
t.Twl
9.500
13.252

Val. isso.

Androscoggin...
\ roo-dook.

Cumberland—
Franklin.
Hancock.

“.“10
17.UiT

Kennebec.
Knox.
Lincoln.
Oxford.
Penobscot.

3,022
5,1.“-2

Piscataquis.
Sagadahoc.

w.osT
0,75o

2o.770,W73
7,5*54.932
51,530,510
0.153.012

8.274,9M
23,292,1(4
10.s7S,73(>
0,034,093
lo,(l5“. >54
21,40.“. 151
5,255.740
M.297,215

s.09“
Miieivet.
12.12S.S7S
four years ago, Caj t Ray Means lived in
“.503
Waldo.
W,577.s-S4
Hancock County. Maine, and had several !
0,75“
W,721.71*2
Washington.
sons and Laughters
Among the suns was one
York. 22.123,wrto
15,5u \
named ••Knot Viceroy Means.' who ran away from
home when about seventeen } ears old. and lias
100,509
$235,978,710 $224,822,918
not been seen or even heard from, by any of the
'fhe valuation of wild lands is included in the
family since that time, until the present winter
above tabulation. The gain in wild lands is *2.During the past year, one of Cap:. Kav Means'sons, 71*1.704.
living in Millbridge. Captain Lemuel G Means, ai
The gain and loss in valuation by counties has
rived home from a two rears’ voyage, bringing
been as follows
with him a little girl, taken from the cannibals,
Loss.
residing on an island in thp Pacific ocean About A udro-oi Cain.
>ygi u.. $3,1 “4,41 s Lincoln.s 222,917
three months ago. an article appeared in the Fils
Aroostook.. 2.572,047 Penoh.-rot. 1,2*9,797
worth American, and Lewiston Journal, giving <
uinherland...
741.125
2,58“.1*7 “agadahoc.
some account of the little girl that ( apt
Means
Franklin.
512,742
301,'>93 Waldo.
had brought home
These articles were copied
Hancock.
72o.sw3 Y«*rk.
1*.915
quite extensively into other papers, and were thus Kennebec. 2.2<*,13o
371,194
brought to the notice ot G. 11 Means, a Methodic Knox.
<*xford.
104,388
minister in Louisville, Ky.. who proves io be a son
Piscataquis.... 398,■400
of the missing man. [American.
Somerset. 1.13s,200
A MAINE SHI 1' WITH A VALTALLE
ARGO U>Si
155,754
Washington....
St. John. Feb 17
on the DUb of November
The population of the State is tHV.* 15—a gain of
the ship Jamestown cleared for Liverpool wi»h a
J2.030 since IS7o. 01 this population .’>s soil are of
valuable cargo, but tor some cause was obliged to
foreign birth The number of polls, which is also
into
Biiss
f.
w
Harbor a
put
days later Here the substantially the numbers of voters, is 100,509—a
second and third lini'es and several of the crew gain of 17.21b.
deserted. Almost a month elapsed before she
Here follows the valuation of the fourteen cities
sailed again and as nothing was heard from her at
in Maine:—
Isso.
l“7o.
terward, some anxiety concerning her/ate w as felt
$ 5,099,440
Despatches to day state that the crew had been Auburn..* 2,9ls.ini
5,1(58,9*54
Aiigu>ta. 4.s81,|35
taken ot!'by a passing steamer, the vessel having
liaittfor. 10,030,501
s,738,(505
been in a disabled condition. She was lxxo twins,
Bath.
*5.402,713
5,W13,ltr2
built in Richmond, Maine, in 1 *»'■:♦ and owned by
Belfast. 2,*50o,s7W
2,4(5.3,(577
J M Hagar of Richmond, and others. .*he was
Hiddeford.
5,
“77,8*57
5,082,402
well insured audit is believed her cargo was also
( alui-.
1,523,452
1,732,05*5
insured
ldl> worth.
1.45*5,3*5*5
1.233,199
* tardiuer.
London. Feb. hi. Ship Jamestown. Wiietmore.
2,179,243
2,379.129
Hallow »11.
from St John. N B Nov. id. tor Liverpool, was
1,222,295
1,011.320
9,521,103
abandoned in 1 at -id 10. Ion jJ. with loss ot rudder Lewiston. *,*13,(529
30,437,541
1‘ortland. 29.459,257
and boats and crew exhausted.
Tweut\ seven
dockland.
3.419,355
2,951,019
persons, including the captain's win- and child,
>aco.
3,408,5.33
3,11*5,374
wcie rescued by steamer
a(Br
PTthioj
). from Xew
Vork. and landed at Glasgow to day.
s s;; ,54 “. 5‘. *5
$ “< 5,75* ,818
IN GENERAL.
It will bo seen that Bangor. Bath. Belfast and
Rockland, have lost ground during the decade,
the
items
Among
passed in Hie river and harbor
w hile the other cities have gamed.
The per centbill by the House without objection wen* the fol;'._ro ot
m the group of cities is 3.8
in the
lowing: (athanee river. *0.0HH; Gut opposite State* atgain
large. 1 9. The country towns have acBath, >o.00l»; Kennebunk river £'Ji'.ooO: Lubee
cordingly been gaining upon the cities
channel, £J0.000
The following additional statistics are obtained
The Bangor Theological .Seminary has been in
from the report of the valuation commission :
existence since 1*10. and lias sent out 000 gradu
Whole number of horses in the State, 31.819:
ates. 0 of whom are now college presidents. Id
value. £1.420.49-1: average value. £10 70.
professors in colleges, and J l have been foreign ! aggregate
Oxford county has the largest number, having 4.
missionaries. The Seminary needs a more liberal
7 90 ; and York stands next, having 1.598.
endowment. The income for IXXU was xl-J.lxo.17,
Whole number of cows in the State. 141,200:
and the expenses £LV281 0d.
aggregate value. £ .'.953 014 : average value. £20 94.
The shoe shipments from the Richmond factory
Penobscot county has the largest number, having
for the week ending Feb Pth. were -J 17 cases, coii
15.304: and York next, haring 13,234.
taiuing. all told. 1-J.K3J pairs. The pay roll ot last
Whole number of young cattle in the State. 147.Saturday amounted to *d.o‘»o
70*:
aggregate value. £1 798,902: average value.
The town debt of West Watervillc has been re
Oxford county has the.largest number,
£12.18
duced £3.1J0 during the past year, and the pauper
18.7 is
having
bills are *700 less than the year previous
NY hole number of horses and mules in the State.
The President has approved the bill changing
*7 30>: aggregate v due. £5,037.398: average value.
the boundaries of the Bangor collection district.
07
Penobscot lias tin* largest number, having
Mr.
Porter Hall, a prominent Republican of £57
! ‘.528.
Kennebec has the next largest number,
West Buxton, formerly ot Gorham, died at his residence in the former village Thursday, aged 03 having 8.818
Whole number of colts in the State, 10.052: ag
Mr. Hall, while always interested and inyears
gregate value. £591.51*: average value, £35 52.
tluential in politics, would never accept ulliee.
Penobscot
has the largest number, having 2.153:
The straight Greeubackers ot Portlaud, have
and Somerset the next largest number, having
nominated a full ticket for aldermen and council
1,809.
men, with Asa L Ames for mayor. They can poll
Whole number of sheep in the State. 495.410;
about fifty votes in the city.
aggregate value. £1.310.050; average value. £2.82
Representative March, in the House, success- Somerset
county has the largest number, having
fully moved to amend the River and Harbor bill, 98,915 ami
Franklin has the next largest number,
of >J0.oou fur the Rockland
by an

Forty

Surry.

the

1870 there

appropriation

breakwater.
R O Robbins la now connected with the Sent:
uel. the new paper recently started at Watervillc.
R C Green’s store on Odell's wharf. East
port,
was
totally destroyed by ti’o Feb. 17th. Loss
•*3.000; insured *1.000
Abel U. Harrimau A Go 's bobbin manufactory
at Bridgton Centre, was burned Feb. 17th
He
had just started, working ten hands. The loss, including a grist mill in the lower story, is estimated
at *3.000; no insurance.
Cause unknown. The
mill is to be rebuilt at once.
The Ind.a street. Portlaud. Uuiversalist
Society
finds itselt unable to pay its debts The mortgagees
have taken possession and the church wili probably
be sold for the debt, which amounts to >17.000
The Rockland division case is settled once more,
for two years at least.
In the 1J hour champion race in Bangor. Feb.
D»th, Corliss won first money, £bo making To
miles and 1 lap; Harrimau second, *.’o. 71 miles,
I lap: Caswell third, £10. 00 miles : Dunbar fourth.
£o, 01 miles, 1 laps.
The blacksmith^ say an epidemical lameness,
forward, is affecting the horses.
The vegetable gardeners of Cape Elizabeth are
marketing large quantities of cabbages at *30 per
ton.

Miss Lillian Norton, the singer, will visit Farmington, where her people reside, din ing the coming
spring. Miss Norton has been singing to immense
and delighted audiences iu many of the
priucinal
eities of Europe.
throat
diseases
are
Lnngaud
prevailing at Lincoln
The young millionaire Sears, of Boston, has late
ly paid $3(1,000 for a building lot at Bar Harbor,
situated between the Yeazie and Prentiss lots, ir
from of the Atlantic House
A Mr Musgrave, of
Boston, has paid $10,000 for a lot and a Mr. Crow,
of Philadelphia, has given the same sum for ail
other; lie will build a house thereon this winter
An elegant and costly monument to he erected
over the tomb of Hon Zaebariah Chandler, is
being
cut out of H allowed I granite at the Uallowell
granite works ; also a statue of Stonewall Jackson
-Manchester boasts of eight octogenarians within
a radius of a mile and a half.
A club composed ot prominent
gentlemen will
make extensive alterations and repairs in the resi
deuce of the late Alfred Yeazie. at liar Harbor
The bouse and grounds were sold last autumn for
tbe sum of $15,000 to the following gentlemen—
Samuel E Lyon. Gouverneur M Ogden. Gardiner
Sherman, Jr. of New York; Edward Goles. DeGrasse Fox, of Philadelphia; Charles II
Dow,
Charles T. How. of Boston : Henry Sayles. of Bar
Harbor; Eugene Hale and Lucilius A Emery, of
Ellsworth.
Daniel W. Scribner, an attorney of Portland, lias
been disbarred for illegal practices
Dunlap Commandery will celebrate the centenary
of Bath with a grand dress ball and
supper to
which are iuvited members of the fraternity
from all parts of the State
The Gardiner Home Journal refuses to take
skunk skins in payment of subscriptions
The Bath Times says that this winter the Kennebec River has remained clear of ice from Bath
to the sea.
It has been over twenty years since
Bath has known an actual ice embargo.
Gn Tuesday, Feb 7, Mr Daniel Moore of New
Portland, was 98 years old. He roads without
glasses and is quick of hearing.
The Somerset Reporter thinks it is a little rough
on the woodchuck to
say that he knows no more
than Vennor about the weather. True
Weapol
ogize to 'ho woodchuck.
According to the Sullivan Bulletin the people of
Deblois, killed last fall. 1880, 5,885 pounds of pork,
the lightest hog weighing 300 pounds. The town
contains about twenty families; each family had
394 pounds of pork.

having £70.121

Whole number of swine iu the State. 14,998; ag
gregate value, >.'49 915; average value, £5 50
Aroostook county has the largest number, having
5.518 and Penobscot has the next largest, having
5.509.
The total value of logs, boards, timber and other
lumber as returned is £71 5.331.
The aggregate value of carriages is £000,252
Washington county returns the largest number,
having 2.007, and York next, having 1.704 iu num
her.
The total value of bank stock as returned is £9,
1.52,708. Cumberland county returns the largest
amount, the value being £2,412.002. Kennebec re
turns £1.341,121. and Sagadahoc £1.102.584.
The whole number of tons of shipping, new
measurement, owned in the State is 409.205 ; ag
gregate value. £10,045.835; average value per too.
The largest amount of tonnage is owned
£21 4!
in Sagadahoc, amounting to 104,222 t ms, valued
at £2.5] 1,483.
Cumberland county stands second,
05,599 ions being owned there, valued at £1,002,
095
Some ad litions are to he made to this sum
on account of money and securities taxed with
other property.
The total value of household furniture, exceeding £200 to each family, is returned at £399,544
The total value of musical instruments, exceed
•iug £15 in value is returned at £585,010
The total value of money aud obligations for
money and other property is returned at £0.034,485
The total value of stock in trade is returned at
£8.159.1. >1
The total value of public stocks and securities
not exempt from taxation is returned at £220.000.
The total value of stock, machinery and other
property in manufacturing corporations not exempt
from taxation is returned at £1,078 350
The total amount of stock in other moneyed cor
porations, excepting railroads, which are taxed by
the State, is returned at £5148.117.
Annuities on capital not taxed in the State
amount to

£1.793

Merchandise and personal property in possession
for sale belonging to non-residents, £10,314.
Personal estates held as administrators, executors. guardians or trustees, £71,199.
Personal property held in trust for religious societies. £1,590.
Stock employed iu mechanical arts, £10,950.
Stock iu toll bridges, £58,457.
Buildings on others land taxed as personal estate. £131,428
Hides and leather from beasts slaughtered in the

State, $1,216

Yaluation of all other personal property not before enumerated, £9,840.228.
The

otliee announces the following approximate distribution of the total population of
the country among the several classes: Males,
25,520,582 : females, 24.632,284 : natives of United
States, 43,475,506; foreign born, 6,677,360; whites.
43,404,877; colored, 6,577,151; Indians and half
breeds not in tribal relations on reservations under
care of the government. 65,122:
Chinese, 105,463;
other Asiastics, 255
Number of females to every
100,000 males is 96,519, against 97,801 in 1870. The
number of foreign persons borne to every 100,000
natives is 15,359, against 16,875 in 1870
census

The funeral of Hon. Fernando Wood took place
Saturday afternoon from his late residence in
Washington. It was largely attended. The pall
hearers were Senators Thurman and Bayard,
Speaker Randall and Representatives Morton and
Loring. The remains loft Washington at 10 o'clock
for New York.

Cong Island Sound is
month of obstruction.

now

free from ice, after

a

were

period by

17,*2lo.

choose for the

particularly,

Id voters in

1

is

amendments, and that the bill will become

York Herald says—
The chances are decidedly against the success of
three per cent, bonds, and if they fall Hat upon tin*
market the government will continue to pay six
and live per cent on the existing bonds for a peri
od long enough to cancel the difference between
three ami three and one-half per cent on the new
bonds, with the attendant hazard of inability to
sell thice and one half per cent, bonds a year or
If it should turn out that iho new
two hence
three ter cents, cannot be sold the government
will pay a heavy forfeit for the Democratic bun
combe of a proffered three per cent loan.
The numbers of the Living Age for the weeks
ending February 1-th and IHth. respectively, have
the following
Arteveld. the

cent.

T he

cent.

The

was

gain of
gain in population is
valuation prr capita

8d5S (i*2.

It is

wealth of the State.

The real

gain

instalments of “The Freres." “Don John," and
“Visited on theCbiidreii.”and Illouscha. a Shadow
Also the usual amount ot poetry.
Lit tell A Co., Boston.
The March number of the North American Re-

able

ever

mission

organized

was

ship railway

is

the

of

as

tabulating
by

returned

the

On

to

proposed

some

hereafter.

day

President Garfield is to be inauguk Co of Boston, will publish a

book entitled “Chips from the White House." We
do not like the title—it suggests the sa\ ing. “dry

chip"--but have
of much interest.

as a
one

doubt the book will be

no

It will comprise selections

from

tho speeches, conversations, diaries, letters
and other writings of all the Presidents of the
United States, from
ing) Garfield.
It

Washington

(and iuclud

to

is

balance of the Geneva award.

j

a

bill at the last

The House

looking

session

its

to

passed
equitable

distribution, but the Senate has failed to act upon
it
The Boston Journal says of this money
“It

belongs

several thousand

to

people

who need it.

and who should have had it years since

tlie property of the State I
assessors.
The

j

in- !

Acknowledgements
tor

Hamlin for

a

We

are

indebted to Sena

valuable Government

publication

concerning •Contagious diseases <»1 swine and
added greatly to the work. In I other domestic animals," and other
public docuseveral cases there were errors of over i ments... Mr. F E Richards, of Camden, Bank Ex$1(10,lion. Then the assessors generally aminer, has our thanks for a copy of his annual reseemed to think that it was for their in- port of the condition of the savings banks of the
stances

terest to have the property of their towns
valued at as low a rate as possible. The
work of tabulation

having been complet-

ed about the lirst of
took

a recess

.May,

the Commission

state.

The latest

not

of several months and

on

reassembling proceeded to the most important portion of their duties, that of
affixing the valuation. During the progress of tins work hearings were given to
town officials and no pains spared to enaccuracy in every detail. The result
of the labors of the Commission speaks

so

Washington special

The last

just

towns, with the

which have

exception

in debt to

run

of

secure

a

few

railroad

have been

steadily and surely
their indebtedness, which was
contracted mainly during the war. The
Somerset Ueporter lias compiled a table
of thirty-six towns, scattered throughout
this State, which, with one exception,
very decided decrease in

a

debts in 1870

as

compared

with

their

lSfiii,

and in

the past four years still further reductions have been made. Sherman

in Aroostook county,

incorporated

in ]S(i2, had no debt in lstiti, and in 1870
owed only $1,087.
Liberty, in Waldo
County, owed $.'$,427 in 1870 as against

$11,008 in 1800.

The aggregate debt of
these 30 towns in 1800 was $000,580, and

$324,300—a reduction of $.>.">,more than fifty per cent.

in 1870

220,

or

The

1). C\, Post says Gov.
Plaisted’s message “contains a great deal
of nonsense”; but it commends his re-

Washington,

marks

“sensible
to a

imprisonment for debt as
and just.” Perhaps they are,

on

limited extent; but the Post is not

very sensible when it agrees with Gov.
Plaisted that this law of imprisonment
for debt
causes

of

“is

one

of the most

emigration”

prolific

; nor very well in-

formed,

when it says that the census returns show “a steady falling off in the
population” of this State. The former
statement is ridiculous, and both statements are untrue.

The Post is not well

convalescing

Maicli

The locale

to

Island,

judge

The enthusiasm of the de

is

Cuttyhuck, Gayhead, and
Vineyard, where, if one

Martha's

from Mr.

Endicott’s account, the fish

ing is spirited enough to satisfy old I/aak himself
Among the illustrations is a beautiful engraving of
this lish-The recent rain aud succeeding cold
snap have converted the loose snow on the ponds
into a mass of solid ice. This is good news for
the pickerel fishers,

who

can now

favorite sport without

engage in their
up to their knees

“slumping"
step-About the first

at

of February,
every
Daniel Thurston, of Orland, sent to Boston and
New York 7.7BO lbs of smelts. These were taken

in nets within two miles of Orland village, during
one week. Some of the fishermen earned £100. net.
-There

thirty smelt shanties on the
vicinity of South Waldoboro_South

arc some

river in the

Newcastle is

shipping large quantities of smelts to
Boston and New York-Young A Stimpsou’s
sardine factory at Jonesport is nearly completed,
and operations will probably begin in April. Sev
eral weirs will be built, and negotiations are
pending for

tug boat to be used in towing boats, laden
with lish. from the weirs to the factory_The
lish hatching room on Broad street, Bangor, is

now

a

in successful

already

have

operation,

SuiPi'iNt]

ami about

80,000eggs

been received-Lobsters

in Gloucester and briug
wholesale.
Itkms.

A

ten

cents

Port Said

are

per

scarce

pound

despatch

says

Andrew Mack, of Portland, an old shipmaster, died
in San Francisco on the 15th inst., aged (id years.
_The Bath Times says: About the bow of the
ship at the Master John McDonald yard, iron
straps five inches wide and half an inch thick have
been fastened to the outer sido of the

frames,

run-

ning diagonally from the stem tc the fore chains,
which is a great addition to the strength in that
portion of the ship-Sch S. C Evans, Sylvester,
from New York at Fernandina, made the passage
in forty-eight hours, said to bo the fastest time
ever made by steamer or sailing vessel_The
new

ship

York

a

James Drummond, which arrived at Xow
days since from Bath, has been char-

few

The freight will
Bros
of East
Boothbay, are getting out the frame for another
small vessel.\ small schooner is building at

a

who says that the great loss of property in Washington and elsewhere by ice
gorges could have been averted by blastman

He recommends

$18,000_Hodgdon

Jonesboro and

Cherrytiold

This seems to
be the extent of shipbuilding in Washington
county this winter.
one

at

of an

cartridges
powder, to be
Our up-river friends

Atlas

a

to

note of this—the

Bangor Commercial in particular, when it
gets through with writing up the icegorges and icebergs which it has imaginatively located in Belfast Bay.

Augusta.

[Special Correspondence

of the

News

Journal.J

Justice Clifford of the Fnited States Supreme
Court is under the constant care of his devoted
wife, who has grown very old in her looks since
her husband's attack. A few days ago the invalid
escaped from her care and wandered out through
the halls of the hotels, looking pitifully iuto the
faces that he did not remember, although they
were the faces of his old friends.
He was going to
court, he said, when one of them detained him: in
a few moments his nurse led him back, without
resistance, into his room.

of

Belfast

and

It has snowed in this vicinity on thirty-two different days since cold weather set in.

Vicinity.

The melancholy days have come,
The saddest of the year,
When wood and coal burn out so fast
And both are very dear.

The crew of the ship Jamestown, of Richmond,
Me., were landed at Glasgow, on the lGth, hav i»£
been rescued from their abandoned vessel by a

From the report of the Valuation commission we
learn that Waldo county has8,563 polls, and a valuation of $9,577,834, against 10,090,581 in 1870. Belfast has 5,308 population, and a valuation of $2,463677. In 1870 Belfast's valuation was $2,660,879.

yes, as contented as I would be at home, if it wasn’t
for these d—d variegated clothes,” was one of the !
Mr. Geo. W. Burgess, job printer, has leased the
first answers 1 received from a convict. The clothes rooms in Hayford Block, recently occupied by Mrs.
which cause this discontent are the regular prison Kelsea, and will remove bis ottice there early in
j
garb. One half of coat, cap, vest and pants is a April. Mr. Burgess has the printing of a hook
snuff colored brown; the other half black. I symcalled “Farm Talk” by Geo. E. Brackett, of this
pathized with this person by telling him we couldn’t I city.
have everything we wished for in this checkered
Tuesday was Washington’s birthday, or the 149th
world: even petitioners to the legislature were reanniversary of it. It is a legal holiday, but was not
fused their prayers sometimes. A similar reply
observed here except by displaying the national
would probably be received from most of the conensign from the Custom House and Masonic Temvicts. They are well cared for, and, as far as their
ple. The school children enjoyed a holiday and the
condition will allow, contented. 1 could but notice
banks were closed.
one or two marked peculiarities which seemed to
The morning coffee had a peculiar flavor, but was
be universal. Any one who had been in the prison
drank. The tea for dinner was no better, so the
for several months was acquainted with the names,
housewife instituted an investigating committee
crimes and sentences of all who were employed in
and found in the bottom of the tea-kettle the stove
his department. Yes, and each one had his
opinion
blacking brush. Fluid extract of blacking brush
whether that sentence was just or not. Further,
have its uses, but that city family think as a
none
then answered the query “How long have I may
it is not a success
'”
beverage
been
bere
by stating the number of years,
yon
Attention is called to an article on tlu* fourth page
but invariably it was so many months. The next
question, “How long do you remain?” would be ! headed “Flour, Provisions and Produce.” If gives
reckoned bv years, tin- convicts endeavoring thus to 1 a sketch of the great flour house of Wright Bros. A
convince themselves that the larger part of their
James, Boston. This firm, which is well known to
Belfast busings men, lias taken rooms in tlu- new
sentence was past if they said twelve months have
building known as state street block, Boston. It is
gone, and only one year remains. None of the prisclaimed that Mr. Whitcomb, formerly of this firm,
oners seemed to over exert themselves in
their
was the tirst runner who ever visited Belfast for the
work. It is evidently regarded, in many cases, as
the only means at hand with which to kill time. To
purpose of selling goods.
be >ure the products of the various
-\i.on<; Tin: Wn\nvi:s. ><*h. Malabar is loading
shops compare
favorably with the work turned out by other manu- hay at Lewi-' for Boston by Bangor parties. At
facturers; yet the amount is meagre. And there
Fredericks’ Wood A Mathews have loaded for Bosis little wonder when you consider why and for
ton, with liav, schr. >. Ponder, Jr., and are loading
what they work. Speaking of the justice of sensell. Minetta for same
srh. Emma Hotchkiss

British steamer. We mention this here from the fact
that the Jamestown sailed from st. John tor Liverpool, Nov. 10th, or about three weeks later than the
ship C. W. White.
The jewelry store of Doe A M ullan, Bangor, being
destroyed hv fire, the company will dispose of their
stock by giving a promenade concert, at Norembega
Hall, Bangor, April 14th, 1881. Every ticket to the
concert draws a prize aud are for sale at Bote’s, in
this city, who will give information on the subject.
Also

rape, the other for burglary; yet all had
it need- no argument to show
sentence,

the same
the injustice of thi~.
Murder, the highest crime except
treason, -hould receive the severest penalty, yet
here the same punishment is accorded crimes of

enormity.

much less

The

burglary

aggravated
by an assault, yet within ten feet of this convict is
another who shot a fellow man, with intention to
kill, and he is punished with imprisonment for
was

three year-!
Is this justice? There are prisoners
sutiering for murder, arson, rape and burglary, the
same sentence in Thomaston, and that i- for life,
while others who committed equally as heinous
crimes, are punished for a term of years. This
matter should be investigated carefully, and sen

graduated,

that they shall hear some consideration to the crime committed.
High up in the third story of the prison is a large
apartment devoted to three women, the sole representative- of the softer sex found within these
prison walls. All of them are under sentence for
life.
Two have committed murder, and one is
tences

so

punished for the alleged crime of arson. It may be
a compliment to the -ex t«-ay that the prison has
no accommodations for female
prisoners, yet it ihard on that class of prisoner- when they happen
to he sent here.

Chas. G. Bachelder and al., Lincolnville, to
Knight, same town. James c. and Alden
F. Brown, Searsnnont, to Ellen A. Hart, same town.
Geo. E. Currier, Swanville, to David E. Seekins,
same town.
Edward M. Doane, Winterport, to
Howard I. I)oane same town. Luther W. Frederick, Winterport, to John Cole, same town. TheoWm. S.

dore Gerrish, Belfast, to A. K. B. Moore, Belfast.
James Grover, Brooks, to Leonard Rowe, same
town. Noah G. Johnson, Brooks, t<» Charles F.
Charles E. Lane, Brooks, to Joseph A. Roberts, same town. John McGrav Buie
L. R. Palmer heirs,
to Lucy A. Penney, Knox.
Belfast, to Chas. E. Lane, Brooks. Chas. B. Rich,
Winterport, to Wm. Yerrill, same town. Samuel
Fane,

!

Due

very interesting feature of the prison is the
-cliool system, w inch is growing up under the direction or David d. starrett, Ksq. This is a work
of pure philanthropy, and
considering the limited
means available is accomplishing wonders,
it \\as

Albert C. Burgess, on Monday, received by
express the carcass of a black bear from which
only the inwards had been removed. Tin* animal
was frozen in a sitting posture, and looked
very
life like as lie sat on his haunches.
A letter from
I. V. Miller, who i- in the eastern part of the State,
Mr.

says lie bought the bear at Sysladob>is, near Passadumkeag, that the animal was two years old and
weighed when alive about Pin pound-. The fur is
very line and heavy, and the skin with others will
go into a robe.
The follow ing new instructions have been reeoix
ed at the Custom HouseMasters or owners of vessels are required to pay
tow ards the marine hospital fund f.»rt\ cent-per
month for each seaman on board.
In order to prevent any evasion of tlii- law a circular has just been
issued from the Treason Department, providing
that when an endorsement for a change of master
on any ve-sel i- received the collector -hall
require
the production of the seaman’s time book belonging
to the vessel. If the retiring master has failed t >
make tin* required entries, eu-toin officers an* required to seize or libel the vessel if necessary un
less the master shall conform w ith the regulation-.
for

Cyrus

Davis a sketch of steamer Sea Flower oil Dice’s
Head. The picture is a representation of the boat

K.

crossing the bay, after a very heav\ storm last fall,
with a gunning excursion party on board. The
painting is true to nature, and almost makes a

that party seasick to look at it. Castine
light can he seen dimly through the smoke made by
the privilege of the writer to pass along the corri- ; the steamer, the bay i- very rough and the waves
dors in tin* •■veiling, and haviugon covering.- to our | are hoarding the vessel, while on the upper deck
can be seen the duekle-sgunnerboots, see the prisoners at their tasks. With few
hangingon for life.
exception- w e found them engaged in reading and Had the artist been on the -pot he could not have
studying. Some had barely learned to spell out done better.
their word-*, and were stumbling through the ele( apt. Fred S. Dyer, of I.incolnville, of the Port
ments of arithmetic and grammar, while others
land bark Alice, w riting from Bio Janerio under
date of Jan. 2.">th, -ays that leu days out from New
were far advanced in these branches.
Some w’eiv
engaged in reading works of fiction, magazines and York, one of the sailors stabbed tin* second mate
with a knife, names not given; laying him up for
papers, while others had histories and biographiethe remainder of the voyage. The wounded man
and the Holy Bible. One y« ung man, whose term
expires in a few days, has become so interested in was put into the hospital where he remains very
low. Thu officer was paid the three months extra
his studies that he intends a college course, which
his parents were and are anxious to give him.
wage-, which our government demand- when a man
is discharged in a foreign port.
Prison life is not solely for punishment, but for reA Mr. Dodge of
ionu and improvement. The library numbers but
Northport, w as shipped as second mat *. The bark
is loading eotl'ee for New York, and is now on the
about three hundred volumes, and the constant use
ol these i- rapidly diminishing their number. The
passage. The captain w rite-that tiler.* i- little or
no \ellow fe\or in port.
discarded books of any library would be acceptable
presents.

study,

at

The most of

those whom

we

did not find

employing their time making various
carvings, bracket-, nick-nacks, Ac. to-ell to visitor.-.
Here they work zealously and well, and their product-are purchased not more from curiosity than
b r their beauty.
Many of their cells are tastily
w ere

decorated with colored paper, pictures and mottoes,
thu- relieving the walls of their bareness.
In one
cell we noticed the pictures of .James G.
Blaine,
Garlield. Hancock, Thurman and other prominent
In another

men.

various

ol

picture-,

were

de-eripiions.

-chooners and

and in still another

ve.-sels
biblical

■•< haritv never faileth.”
this motto
If I had time I would describe the
ingenious clock

and

of >av'age, with it

images, cornices, balconys, Ac.,
the gallows from the -eafluid of which
so many men have been hurled into
eternity: but
this has been removed. H e would like to walk with
our reader- around the high wall, which is constantly under the surveillance of the guards with their
rille- loaded with -ixteen rounds; and as we travelled we would look down on the picturesque Georges
river, a- it meanders along through the vale below,

and refer to

the grave yard ju-t
'V lie re the plain white

or

outside of the prison wall,
-lab of wood tells the un-

happy end of -ome poor outcast convict in these
words
“.John Smith, died Dee.
But
space will not permit. All we can sa\ is, remember
they are your fellow men, and do not forget them
in their unfortunate condition.
There has been no dearth of excitement this wintf*r at the

capital,

and the

legislative party,

to

come

the tirst of March, the very tirst day, (thus
escaping Lent by the skin of its teeth) will put on
the finishing touches. The reception and ball will
be held in («ranite Hall, the
largest audience room
in the city, which will be decorated in a
style of
ofl

on

magnificence exceeding

even

the

superb

affair of

last winter, the services of an accomplished decorater in Boston having been called into
requisition.
Twenty-two hundred invitations will be issued, and
how many new dresses will bound into existence
no one can tell.
Among the various mu Meal organizations which the committee of arrangements had
under consideration, and from which they wen* to

select, Andrews' Orchestra of Bangor, has received
high compliment of an engagement for the fes-

member of

Haniel Lane, K-q., «>t (hi- city, ha- received a
letter from New i .>rk which state- that ( apt. ICbeu
Holmes, of schr. Mazurka, lately mentioned as in
custody at Jersev City, has been exonerated from
the charge preferred against him and has been discharged. The same is true of the mate. Somw pig
iron was found on board the vessel alter slu* had
been unloaded, and the captain and mate were arrested and held for it. It appears that a portion .4
the iron

left

was

by

the stevedores who

discharged

the

vessel, and who reported the cargo all out : the
captain received his freight nionev and ever, thing

supposed

was

to be

straight.

<

>f another lot the of-

is

taught by gymnastic-and pantomime.

Miss Bar-

teaches them to grasp the words and sentences
by the movement of tin* lips in process of articulation, so that the graduate from her schooi can not
only converse with those of her own unfortunate
class, but by a universal language i-> brought into
direct and living communication with “the rest of
mankind." No person is so isolated from the
world,
s • shut up to himself, as one whose ears are
close*l
to the conversation of friends, and all the
sounds,
sweet and otherwise, of this busy world, and whose
lips are ^sealed forever. Miss Barton’s method
seems to make I’m* deaf hear and thedumb to
speak.
ton

The Insane

Hospital investigation

is

“coming

out

the little end of the horn.” The committee is
the protracted sittings without any practical result-, and are eagerly
inquiring of Dr. Butol

weary of

ler when In* i- going to produce his
“damaging testimony*’....Senator Dudley's speech in the Senate on
the woman suffrage bill, was
enough to kill the
for

dozen years.

indecent illustration- and low. clownish vulgarisms, it would compare well with the language of pot houses and low
saloon ...Tin* old Maine Farmer is putting on airs,
ami has just: ordered a new and improved Campbell
press and a 1 niversal job press. The concern was
never more prosperous than now.
Ckoiujk.
measure

a

For

Thousands of cattle were killed by the recent
Over .‘>00 dead cattle
severe winter on the plains.
were counted from Ogalalla to Big Springs, nine
teen mi ms
On rummaging the Christian names ot the Brea
idents. it appears that James occurs live times,
and John three times. James is therefore set
down as the lucky name.
The London Times says the surplus in the Brit
ish treasury for the current year will be £10,000,
ooo. which will be applied to'the reduction of the
Lnglish debt. We reduced ours over £70,000,000.
Hon. Fernando Wood of New York entered Congress earlier than any member of the present Congress—Ins first term being from 1841 to 1843.
Senator Hamlin and Alexander Hamilton Stephens,
entered two years later.
a total population of
21)7,000,000,
147,300,000 bushels to each inhabitant ;
while the United States, with a population of 4 4,
000,000. produces 1,020,027,000, or about forty
bushels tor eaeh inhabitant.

Lurope, with

produces

o.

Maryland is the only State which leads Maine in
the />er capita amount of municipal indebtedness,

it being £103 01 in the former Slate to £100 22 in
Maine. Georgia comes third with $83 J;>. This is
an unenviable distinction for Maine
A Mentor despatch says that General Garfield
has consented to have a public reception from the
constituents of his old district. Special trains will
Ho will deliver a farewell
be run to carry people
speech Garfield has fixed February 28th for his

departure

to

Washington.

The statistics of tiie foreign trade for the first
six weeks of 1881 show that the aggregate value
ot imports is about one fifth less than during the
corresponding period of 1880. and that the value of
exports for the same period is about one seventh
larger this year than last, showing a decided bal
mice in favor of the United States

mont.
Mr.

William II. Dutton died in this city,

day morning

on

Satur-

pneumonia, aged 04 years. Mr.
Dutton was born in Augusta, and first came t>*
Belfast about 40 years ago.
Mr. Dutton engaged in
tin* dry goods business in Bangor, and subsequently in this city in the store now occupied by I>. I,.
Peavy, on High street, under the linn name of Dutof

& Williams. Afterwards Mr. Dutton moved to
Biddeford and formed a co-partnership with Win,

ton

Salmon, remaining

several years
In ]s»;i h.
returned to Bel fas and became landlord of the New
England House. *ince that date lie lias been \u

livery and stage company
quiet, unassuming man. whom every
< Mu* good trait of hischaracter was that
one liked.
if he could say no good of a mail he would sav noth
ingill of him. lit was a life long Democrat and
Mr.
never mixed his politics with any side show*.
D. married Sarah, daughter of the late Elijah T »r

the

employ

there

Mr. D.

of the Belfast

was a

and a sister of Mrs. II. N. Lancaster, who.
long an invalid, survives him. He leaves one daughter, tlu* wife of .James s. Harriman, E-q- Th<funeral services were held on Tuesday.

rey,

Tiik Vah vtiox

Poi.i.s

and

ok

Waldo

( «*i x

the report of the
Valuation ( ommission, show the polls and estat<
of Waldo county by towns—
Polls.
Estate.
The

y.

following figure-

1880.

from

1870.

1880.

Belfast.!,:>:>0

1.303

130
2i:>
22.'»
200
102
20o
1*7
21 “>
220
482
33.'*
350
130
238
2*0
211
035
323
’*11
1 To
1*7
243
272
140
*>23

144
205
172
323
200
27’.
I**
218
221
460
330
312
172
230
207
2oo
.'*-;
340
535
100
100
200
275
140
024

$2,403,077
H>3,200
*>20,437
204,248
iso,sir*

Towns.
Belmont.

Brooks.
Burnham.

Frankfort....
Freedom.
I slesboro.
•Jackson.
Knox.
Liberty.

Lincolnvillc...
Monroe.

Montville.
Morrill.

Northport.
Palermo.

Prospect.
Searsport.
*earsmont—

>tockton.
^ wan villeThorndike_
Trov.
l iiitv.

Waldo.

Winterporl...

8,503

ls7n.
$2.00t 1,870

10I,70>
200.170

102,.'»77
220,040

177.211

r.»i,5o5

|.'*s,033
150,315
218,008
204,757
400,200

l53,703
170,004
2l*,3o2
2o3,*lo
430.050
320.835
37!*,!*4.“»

’do. 155

302,002
122.008
100.253

133.000

l*o,720
211.433

254,ah;

i:

home.

Steamer Notes.

week

Boston Transcript say.-—
Townsend <»!' La-t Bo-ton

have contracted to build a side-wheel steamer lor
tin* Bangor A: Boston line, to he larger than the
Cambridge. Probably the Atlantic \\ rk> will
make her engine-.. .Capt. <>lis Ingraham of the

Cambridge,

tinue to make two trip- per week until further no.
tiee. The Katahdin is hauled oifan-l will be painted, repaired and generally brushed up for the season’s business. The steamer New Brunswick of
the international Line, will be again chartered this
service in connection
w ith tin* other boats, beginning in June and
ending
in September-< hi account of the -torni of Mundiu
summer

for three

months’

from tin

iston,
east, put into Belfast
harbor, leaving in tin* night_steamer Katalidin remained over Monday night at Camden.
steamer Lew
for

a

The Island (Jottace Comiwnv.

The Legislahas passed an act t<* incorporate the Island
Cottage Company, with tin* following corporator-:
J. P. Cilley. II. W. Wight, and True P. Pierce of
Itockland, Joshua L. Jordon, C. Prince and (;ree 11leaf Cilley, of Thomaston, E. B. Neally of Bangor,
ture

1L P. Starr of

Spencer, Mass., and Ellis spear of

Washington, 1). C. The company is authorized to
buy or lease, hold, sell and convoy real estate to au
amount not exceeding $500,000.
Ii i- also author
ized to erect or lease cottage- and other buildings
needed for a summer resort, t.< build wharves,
make roads and otherwise improve their grounds,
and to

and operate private conveyance hr
steamboat, sailing vessels, or by horses and carown

See.

“In

order to

of

lobsters

of the a<t of

incorporation

reads

-nth -imt and regular
supplv
domestic consumption on such
islands, the close time for catching lobsters w itliln
three hundred yards of the low water line on the
islands ow ned by said corporation, shall be from
Oct. 1st to June 1st in each year, provided that said
secure a

tor

corporation, by artificial propagation or other appropriate acts, under the. direction of the Fishery
(Commission, shall increase tin* number of lobsters.”
operations of the company arc confined to
Waldo county.

The

The Cham;es. Morning l.iglit crange,
Monroe,
1ms electeil tlie following officers; M., I). \v. Mansur (>., Isaac ( Ook; l..,Bidllcld Plummer; S.,
Frank
Dollif; A. s., (J. S. I.ilileiiclil; ('., A. i.. Cates; T.,
Stephen Cram; See., C. M. Comint; c. K., .1. IS.
I.. It'. Womlman; F., Wellha
Crant;
F.. Weltlm I’lummer; I.. A. s., hie/*M. Clements.
-The following are the officers of Waldo
County
Council for lssl : M., Charles Bellows; O., ,j. \v.
I).
(). Bowen; s., M. M. Clements: \.
Wallace; I,.,
5., James Niekerson; ( ., T. W. shephenl; T., tillman Roberts, See., J. Cordon : C. K., 11. 1 >. Could ;

Neailcy; C-,

Bellows; P., It. Wallace; F., c. Bowen;
S., J. A. Ames... .Floral Crange, North
llueksport, lias lately taken i|uite a start, seven new

(

.,

1..

1,. M.

A.

memhers joining at

one

time.

They have

good
hall of their own, all paid for-Waldo
County
Council met with Silver Harvest Crange, Waldo
Feh. sth. In the absence of Worthy Master F.
W. Ritchie, Worthy Overseer Bellows
presided.
The mectrhg proved very interesting and profitable. The discussion of the question was opened
by Bros. Could and Shepherd and Sisters Niekerson and Smith and continued
by others. An excellent song finely rendered was given by Brn.
Poland and daughter.
|
a

in

W.

*,434

Cottrell

450 feet in length. The longest single branch is
feet. The plant was recently moved from one
house to another without irijurv.

45

Attention is called to the notice of ^chlottenbeck’s
wart and bunion solvent adv. in another column.... Schooner for sale
by E. C. A rev, Winter
port-Fruit trees and nursery stock. M. V. B.
Chase, Augusta-Meadow King Mower, by Fred
corn,

Atwood, Winterport-Hound lost,
Winteiport.

F

cently. The boys work hard,
give them a henetit.

poorly paid,

are

Kilgore. A. B Mathews and \V. II togler
Boardman was chosen treasurer and A. c.
Burges- secretary. Some financial matters will
come up at a meeting in March.
H. I..
I.

M.

The local of the Bangor Commercial complainthat the Journal is “unreasonably out of temper"
over his persistent mi- statement- concerning the
closing of Belfast hay hy ice. But when the Com
mercial persisted in putting forth day after day
malicious falsehoods calculated to injure the trade
of Belfast, it was the duty of the Journal to de
nounce them, and it did so.

We learn that the accident to sell. M. \V. Drew
took place while the vessel wa- in the >urh channel
and was •ause«l hy an ocean steamer. All the
Drew's head gear was carried away, the bowsprit,
together with the three head sails were cut adrift
The vessel is now on the railway at Norfolk under

going repairs, having sustained more or less injury
forward. Tliombs A Osborne of this city are mak
ing the sails w hich will he forwarded to Norfolk.
WlIKKF.AlU M'TS i»K BF.it AST VKSSFI.N
-hip
Nancy Pendleton arrived in New Y >rk on the l.'-tli.
127 day from Singapore. The ship had light w inds
.-eh \m.>
during the larger part of the pas-age
1.. MeKeen arrived at New I.ondoi/oj tie
th
Bark Ninth
staple-, on the passage from Kh>
Janeiro t«. Barhadoes. wa- spoken Jan. -7th. in lat.
4. long. 40....Seh A. W
Kilis cleared from Jack
souvilie

the

Pith, for Klizabethport.-'-lioom-i
sailed from Savannah on the 12th.
for Bath....Seh. 1 rcseott Ha/eltine eleareil from
Jacksonville on the loth, for Bridgeport.-.1
Flora Condon sailed trom Georgetown on tlie 1 *• I‘
for Boston
on

barley

Bueki

Tm: Pika

Pfnv

ks <>f

Mr-. II. K. 11.

vscf.

1

<

of

ompi<>»■

humor.

and abound- in

Pinafore

said

It is

to

b,

rven

an

traits, painting-and engravings... .The friend- ■!
Mr-. Klizaheth Treadwell Weston, of p.-t• ■rbop•.

wit and

laughable

more

than

Pinafore. Frederi* the her •< t tlie play by a mitake on the part of hi- nurse, w as bound to a pirate
in-tead o;' a pilot. The u mis of bi- identure- w
that he siiould si*i'vc them until hi.- twenty -1ir-;

* 10,108,151

of ^w

r

Fnglish Opera ompany w ill pre-ent the al>o\»•
play at Hayford Hall, in this ity on Thursday
l y the author an
evening March Jd. This opera

SO,.'*77,>34

Cuuniugham.

(

ter's

tine singer, and wo may expect a
Tickets for sale at Pole’s, m M inlay m

to jail for thirty days....On Tuesday LldridgBolerson, of City Point, wa- before tb.court, on

now

At the annual meeting of tin* Masonic Temple
Association on Tuesday evening, tlie following were
elected directors—Hiram Chase. 1. M. Boardman,

returns to

Cates

n,

The attention of our citizens is called to the advertisement of Hydrant Engine No 2. The hoys
will have a levee at Hayt'ord Hall. Wednesday evening. March 2. and our people should accord t<*
them the same general support given to No. 5 re-

144,21*

381,405

-Jeps<
«

ono,3()o

sent

Janies K.

t«.

Mrs. Charles H. Sargent, of this city, has two
English ivies, the united branches of which meas-

3*0,331
110,023
.V*8,000

or two.

The

it is stated that smith A:

Shirley,

ill

w

pleasant, ami the hark
yard, on Monday next.

ii

203.030

■

a

Saturday

*(M».j2o
I40.o5o
204,801
233.3*1

—

duty

next

Kd.4-10
13* ,33*

2*0,033

City marshal

complaints by

Bark C. 1\ Dixon, in -1. V. Cottrell's yard,
launch

1*1. m2

made the arrests and

two

corner.

1.030,"23
3oo,H"

and policeman
Staples
brought them t-> BelJ. A. Bobertson was lined $lo and co-t~
fast.
amounting to ^ln; Charles K. Bobertson wa-lined
$A aiid costs amounting to $1A, from which they ap
pealed-<>n Monday Charles Byown. of Lewiston.
was before Judge Boardman. for drunkenness, and
went

at Howes’

The second story of the foundry building is at
present used for a rigging loft. Mr. Dennett is titting the rigging for the hark Shirley.

birthday.

Arriving at hi- majority he leave- tinatlianeed, Mabel. Pi
covering that he was born on the J'.'th of 1- obrun
and in nudity had pa--ed but hi- tilth birthday he
hand in company with his

ter is

A

.1. A.

li'KMs.

curbing

stone

1,010,002
.tor*.mo

Bobertson, of >vvanville.
ami Charles K. Bobertson of Monroe were before
Judge Boardman, in this city, on I'liur-dav of la-t
week, for an assault on John McTaggett, A!t"n
I’illey and Amos Patterson. Tlie three last nanu*d
are section men on tin* Belfa-t railroad, and wnv
engaged, one day last week, in piling up -leepn
just abov c the lower bridge. The two Bobert-on-,
who had been to the city and had freely indulged in
the tluid that inebriates, drove up, hitched ti n
horse, and vv it bout cause begun an a--ault upon t!u
three men. In the melee that followed the Ib-bert
sons were badly u<ed up, and after a good thrashing
l’oi.K

William Kimball's butcher team ran aw ay from
Carter’s shop, on Tuesday, and was wrecked on the

loo,22t

< )nr was for an as-ault and
\ ille.
battery, and the
livers gave it as their >pinion that it was a put up
other for threatening language,
Bolerson wa- ac
job by a detective, who had been emploved, and
i quilted iii the latter, but on the former charge w as
who wished to make a -hon ing of -omcthiug done
convicted, lined $10 and costs, from which he aph> save being discharged.
The vessel has been
pealed and gave bonds in the sum of $7A. The asloaded for Boston.
sault took place in this city la-t fall, and w a- report
A(vn4 NTs. Mr. William T. Colburn was quite
ed in the Journal at the time. In the tight Boler-on
severely injured on Monday morning. Mr. Colburn bit off nearlv the whole of Cunningham'- chin
#
was crossing Main street .near Moody's corner, when
Pkksonal.
William Pickering Jr.. -I Salem,
the horse of K. 1*. Walker, of Yinalhaven, with h
was in
Belfast last week visiting friend-.
Mr.
was running away, came dashing down tin4 street.
is much interested in Belfast, having
Pickering
Mr C. jumped to one side, but the horse shying in
married his wife here—Miss Nellie S. Welch
the same direction struck him and knocked him
At the meeting of the State Woman
Christian
against a granite post at the corner. Mr. Colburn
Ciiion, at Augusta, last week. Mr-. ( yrus Patterfell and became insensible, but soon rallied and was
son, of Belfast, was on the committee on resolutaken to his home. No bones were broken, but Mr.
tions. she was also chosen an alternate delegate to
C.’s face was rut, leg hurt and back considerably
the National Temperance Society at Saratoga, next
injured. The horse started from the American
June-In the closing exercises of the graduating
House stable, where Mr. Walker was thrown out
class of si at the L. M. ('. seminary. Buck-p ut.
just as he entered the sleigh_Mr. llenrv Corbett.
last week. s. Herrick staples of Belfast read a
foreman of the Progressive Age otliee, was quite
r,
entitled "Steal or starve." of which a
essay
while
severely injured
getting that paper to press
pondent of the Bangor Whig -ay- "It wa- an abh
last week. He was at work upon the engine, w hen
effort and showed great thought".... Hon. Jo.-eph
his arm came in contact with the driving wheel,
of Belfast, has been appointed by the
cutting the arm badly and injuring the «■..j-ds. He Williamson,
Maine Historical society, on the committee on p -r
will not lie tit for
for

ba- placed two buoys between the
wharf in Itockland and .lame-on'- Point, ( apt. Intive occasion.
graham has also given his attention to the matter of
Tile exhibition by Mis-FUen L. Barton of several
| harbor regulation-at that port and prepared a chart
of her children, pupils in the Portland school for
to apply to anchorage--The steamer Cambridge
deat and dumb, in the I louse of Representatives the
which has been hauled up at East IU-ton for the
°ther evening, fairly took the audience by storm.
last six weeks, being repaired, paint-'-1 etc., left
Discarding the old sign system in which tin* pupil Tuesday evening for the Peuob-cot, and will conthe

town.

Rich, Brooks, to ( has. E. Lane, same town. Beni.
1>. White, Vassalboro, to James Severance, Sears-

same wharf, where her foremast will be taken
and spliced-Sell. Orion is at Swan’s, getting
ready for a start-Sell. George Shattuck is at
Fane’s, loading wood, hay and plaster, by Kaler,
for Boston.

city, has painted

same

Waldo county lodge of <*oo«l Templars meets in
Belfast to-day. It is an annual meeting and will la*
one of interest.

ure

Real Estate.

town.

out

of this

adv. in this paper.

The following are
transfers in real estate, in Waldo county, for the
week ending Feb. 22nd—Henry L. Alden and al.
Camden, to Wm. s. Knight, of Lincolnville. Catherine Bagiev, Isleshoro, to Experience Dodge, same

is at

Percy ^unborn,

see

Transfers in

place,

fences, reminds me of one incident. In the ear
riage shop, standing within a short distance of each
other, were four prisoners sentenced for life. Two
id them are murderers, one was committed for

riages.

the navigation of the Suez canal, obstructed by a
steamer ashore, has been re opened_Captain

amount

The Boston Herald has interviewed

will do well to make

and will bo out

tered to load for San Fiancisco,

posted.

ing.
explosive known as
fired by electricity.

the Last Minstrel.

voted sportsman makes a very lively paper of Mr.
Francis Endicott's “Striped Bass." in Scribner for

is

show

Lay ot

importance

more

week.

show'

facilities,
reducing

of the hen is of

Senator Blaine is
next

Gosnold’s

ing

lay

than the

now

indebtedness,

increased their indebtedness, the farm-

to

ted his resignation to Maine.

Fish and Fishing.

alarming an aggregate of municipal
have a brighter side. They
that while the cities generally have

have seen

we

the Boston Herald says
it is understood that Senator Blaine has transmit-

for itself.
The census returns, which have reveal-

slate

a

yet been definitely decided.

A

sure

ed

apportionment

Senator from Waldo and gives an additional Senator to Kennebec county
The matter lias
takes

from

Al ciL STA, Feb. *22,1881.
Were ever any of your readers in the State Prison? Not under sentence! Don’t understand me
that way; but as observers of the strangely interesting sights there. Enter with me, accompanied
by the legislative committee, and let us spend a few
minutes in the Maine State Prison. “Contented?

public

evident that nothing will be done by the
present Congress with regard to the undistributed

Hitli of

some

public
article by CapL

rated, D. L itiirop

equit-

the town

carelessness of these officers in

interest,

Richard

t<

tl.c

on

the Isthmus: and other papers
of which we shall refer more

across

particularly

Februaiy, 1SS0, and on the 22nd of that
month, witli a stall'of tifteeu clerks, began

repiv

a

strictures

is

The Com-

mi

White’s recent

schools, by John D. Philbrick : an
Lads urging the practicability of his

generally praised.

made in the State.

0« xe, on ••The
which he insists

by Bishop

the retention of the Bible

on

Grant

It has been very thorough and very accurate, and the valuation it has made is
believed to he the fairest and most

article

an

ology in the Public Schools/* in

ill which the Commission

manner

contains

view

851 .(id.
The

Russian Life.

of

considerably more, for the dollar of 1870
was worth only 87 cents in the currency
of 188d. Making this correction, the valuation of 187(1 was 8dT2.dd jur rpita, and
the gain during the decade has been

has done its work is

ror

Alraschid. An Apology for the
Suow, and The Storm, ISS1 ; The Plane tree: with

apparent gain of 85 per head in the

an

Kmp<

;

llaroiin

land;

|s7n

This

van

Alexander’s Reforms: The Invincible Armada:
Story of Queen Louise of Prussia ; Frank Buck

**in

in

noteworthy

Jacob

Christianity of the First Two Centuries

III per
d.5 per

Sdiid.iid.

now

articles:

Brewer of Ghent; A Glimpse at
Newfoundland: Plutarch, an l the Unconscious

41 inhabi-

a

law

a

It is doubtful, however, if
in its present shape.
three per cent, bonds can be floated. The best
authorities on finance say they cannot. The New

emigrate from." The valuaproperty in the State has increased
This is

of treasury note*. The bonds are to
twenty years, redeemable after live years It
thought that the House will adopt the Senate

run

to

81 LEV).7'.^.

to

$300,000,000

is an indication that Maine is coming to
be considered a good State to live in, as
tion of

qualified

vides for three per cent, bonds and treasury notes
in the proportion of $400,000,000 of bonds and

the State

as

who are

The refunding bill as it passed the Senate does
It pro
differ materially from the House bill

other words," says the Lewiston .Journal
“our young men have not been leaving

well

of Town Cler k,

position

men

not

during the past ten years, to
!
the extent that they did previously. This

!

should be taken to

care

make correct and honest returns.”

In

tants; now there are 10 voters in 4o.

.—

<

same

and

re-elected,

be

cade *22,Odd on a population of (1*2(1,!>15 in
17,592,555 ! 1870. The number of
polls has increased

during

meetings ap-

who has made blunders of this kind should

The report of the Commission shows
that Maine has gained during the last de-

jI

suggestion:

proaches, the people should be reminded
of the necessity of choosing Town Clerks
who have sufficient intelligence to fill in
the names of the towns for which they
make returns, and to carry out the figures
correctly. The errors of the past should
make those who control municipal suffrage more cautious. No town officer

Val. 1*70.

4.992,2s5
4s,942,323
5,7W1,(55W
7.554,073
21,004,054
lo.5o7,542
(5,857,010
9,894,105
22,097,94s
4,“57,2So
11,041.340
In,990,009
10,(K)W,5S1
W,“50,04s
22,442,875

and needed

“As the season of town

the State, based upon this report and the
present condition of affairs, must be regarded as very bright.

he repent of the valuation commissioners, submitted to the Legislature on the 17th inst.. shows
t .at Maine has a valuation of 5*235,978 716, as
against a valuation of 8jJ4.S22.Wls ten years ago
This valuation is
-an increase of *11,155.798.
distributed by counties as compared with 1870, as
follows:—
1

1

The Kennebec Journal makes the fol-

lowing timely

Indeed, the outlook for

now.

constant

a

In the interest of the
and
prosperity of South Africa,
peace

probably adopted yesterday.

report

FAIR.

the white settlers in

even

state of irritation.

.,

The Manic Agricultural Society has made public
their report of the fair held at Lewiston last fail,
from which we gain the following figures: At the
entries of cattle, horses, trotting
parktbere were
horses, sheep, swine and agricultural unph-m. ids
for which the fees received amounted to £-JuJH-S
premiums paid. £l.*Jlb: eight diplomas and one
large medal were awarded At the hail there were
fil*» entries, and £47.A.AH paid in premiums; IA .',1
ver medals, two bronze and 7b diplomas iwarm-1
Tin* total expenditures for 1 s?»«» u>re .^IH.'.M." !'J. of
which £S.S3A n.A was on account ot park, and £•-'.
lug NS on hall account
The grand total, iuciud
ing bills and premiums of former years, was £IA.b*J7 PI.
The total income was £!b.:ibl* bj, -h .wing
a net gain over expenditures, id >A.ldl.u:>
Tins
shows a handsome balance in favor of Lewiston as
the best place tor holding the lair
The two exhibitions which were held here wire themos* mscessful ever held by the Society {I. *wistou Jour

people struggling
naturally side with
fight—will be mis-

the under

cently.
In his letter ot confession to liis tather in-law,
The legislature has given leave to the petitionPUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE
Mr. T. B. Swan says ho would have failed last year
ers for a charter for a new Water Company at Bar
if he had not received $500 from Mrs. Cushman,
to withdraw their petition. This leaves
Harbor
$■-250 from Newton Stowe and $1000 from Wallace
the old Company alone in the field.
K White. Strangely enough Mr. Swan neglects
Hon. Abner Coburn has been elected President
to account for the sum of $1500 which in a deposiCHARLES A. PILSBURY.Editor.
tion now on tile in Auburn he swore to receiving of the Kennebec J.og Driving Company.
Richmond is to have a $75,000 bag factory.
It seems
a short time before the White matter
/ Business Manager and
Dirccvn
future
(». Tiwn
m LR,
Rl
sSELL r
Maine
Journal
that
the
The
Mining
says
local Editor.
that iu 1870 W il Deane, a \oung mail iu the
>
in
Maine
has
never looked brighter
of
the
mines
shoe business at Mechanic Falls suddenly left
Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
Subscription
time
than
at
the
present
It was
town leaving his creditors m the lurch
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the
At a recent meeting of the Androscoggin Bar
found that what property he had. he had sold to
Association las; week a committee was appointed year, $3.00.
Swan. and had taken his note for >1000 in payAdvertising Terms. For one square, (one inch
to investigate the charges ^gainst T B. Swan, a
of length in column,) $1.00 for one week, and 25
ment, so that Deane’s creditors could not collect
member of that bar, and report at the next April
cents for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of
anything One of them, however, the tirin of C
.1 Walker A Co. of Portland, hearing ot Deanes term, if there be sufficient reason for disbarring a square charged as a full one.
him.
transactions with Swan, suspected something
1 he Aroostook limes says that Swan 8 nut corn
The following arc authorized agents for the Jourcrooked. The linn sued Deane, and Swan as trus
shellers and knife-sharpeners are legitimate dedncj nal :
tee. and the papers iu that case now on file, prove
th
lions
from
enut
S. R. Niles, No. U, Tremont vSt., Boston.
money theory.
that Swan either made false statements then, and
T. C. Evans, Rooms 2, 4 & 8, Tremont Temple,
Fred Rollings of Kockport. while out gunning
was engaged iu the swindling scheme, or has
Friday, accidentally discharged hisgun loaded with Boston.
made a false statement in his letter.
S. M. Pettengill & Co., lo State St., Boston, and
shot into his shoulder and is dangerously wounded.
in the Deane case Swan made a sworn deposi37 Park Row, N. Y.
There was a $10,000 tire in Bethel Friday.
tion purporting to cover all his business trausac- 1
Horace Dodd, 205 Washington s
Boston.
The man who don't read the newspapers still
Ceo. p. Rowell & Co., lo spruce St.. New York.
tions with Deane. Among other things lie states
lives.
Orders
are still arriving at Mechanic Falls
J. H. Bates, 4L Park Row, New York.
that on the '-2‘Jd day of October. 1S7D. he went to
‘’Kicker Rake Company."
Methuen. Mass, where Deane resided and paid for Swan's defunct
There is talk of a telephone line between Water
him $005 on his note for $D>00, and that Deane enSUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to
of the members
have the address of papers changed, must state the
dorsed C1000 on the note. He then endeavored to ville and Augusta for the benefit
of
the
Kennebec
bar.
Post Office to which the paper has been sent, as well
sell Deane half an ownership in a patent pie rimThe programme of the centennial celebration of as the office to which it is to go.
mer. which Swan had.
Swan asked $'-2500 for it
a historical address by
March
includes
Bath.
10,
and urged Deane to buy it. saying it would be a
Ke\ H 0 Thayer, oration by Hou. E B. Xealley,
Subscribers are requested to takojiotiee of the
good investment Deane retused to trade Swan and
date on the colored slip attached to*the paper. It
poem by Frank W. Hawthorn, Jr
further deposes that a short time afterwards, he
at
Hall
is
the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
Augusta
Thursday evening Representative
met the same Deane in Boston, and after some
15 May s‘l, means that the subscription i> paid t->
audience to wit
was crowded with an
bargaining sold him halt of the pie-rimmer and ness the exhibition intelligent
date. When a new payment is made, the date
by Miss Ellen L Barton of that
that Deane paid him therefor $1500 iu cash
will be
to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS
Portland, of the proficiency of the scholars in her A RE R changed
It seems a little strange, to say the least, that
KQl ESTED T<) SE E TJIATTHEIR 1) AT ES
school
has
been
school for deaf mutes. The
open
Mr Swan in enumerating his receipts for 1*70
ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are re
but a few years and the teachingis by articulation,
should have forgotten tlie largest sum he received
quested to forward the sums due.
words spoken
from any one source, aud we tear uncharitable the pupils readily comprehendingthe
of
ot tl*e lips.
The
bv
the
movement
advantages
people will accuse him of lying either in his de- this
system over that of the sign system was clear ;
Maine’s Valuation.
position or his letter to his father-in- law.
ly shown in the rapid answers to questions, includ
THE MINING OUTLOOK.
ing mathematical problems, and the manner in
The report of the Valuation CommisThe situation at most ot the working mines is
which it puts the deaf and dumb in communication
with the outside world. The exhibition was greatvery gratifying, ami more than usual attention is
sion, submitted to the Legislature last
It became ob
being given to their development
ly enjoyed by all.
week, is an interesting and upon the
vious nearly a year since that if the Maine mines
It was stated in the Army and Navy Journal
were to be developed, the citizens of the State
some time since, and has never been contradicted,
whole a satisfactory document.
It shows
would have to show more than ordinary interest
that Maine is the only State which never lost a
that despite the years of depression which
No enemy’s
in the work, and they are not slow in showing llag by capture during the rebellion
baud was ever laid upon a llag borne by a Maine
their devotion to self interest. The reports we
followed the panic of IS7d, the State has
get all go to convince the most sceptical that the regiment. And yet the battle Hags of Maine show
a
d
a
for themselves that they have seen something be
mines are in
lair way to become producers,
gained in wealth and in population. The
at an early day we hope to record dividend paving
sides holiday service.
The Sullivan Bulletin says the Sullivan and gains are not large it is true, but it is encompanies all along the coast There is one point
which the people of Maine will require to gaiu be
Wankeag Mining Company's mill was started up couraging to know that, notwithstanding
It is said to be the first complete
fore full confidence is secured, and as the Legislaon the loth.
the emigration of our young men to the
ture of Maine has chosen a joint legislative com
silver mill ever erected in the State of Maine.
The annual mass eon vent ion of the State Chrismittee. it may nor be out of place t>> call attention
West, and the decline in our once great
to the importance of establishing a State mining
tian Temperance Union convened in Augusta. Feb
hi
bureau, with a commissioner whose duties should
There were large meetings addressed by His industry, ship-building, we have not rebe clearly described and to whom all reports should
Excellency Governor Plaisted. Hon. L H Hutch
trograded, but steadily advanced. Every
be made of the intention of opening a mine, and
inson. Speaker of the House of Representatives,
It has
from time to time the progress made.
and Mrs J Ellen Foster, of Clinton. Iowa. Strong county shows an increase in
polls, and
seemed to us that the people of Maine had it in
temperance resolutions were adopted
ten of the counties an increase in valuatheir power to make mining an industry of gn at
Soiou Chase. W F. Eaton, R M. Springer and
prominence. In order to secure all the advantages .1 F. Turner, the straight Greenback committee, tion. The others have sutl'ered from the
there is no good reason for attempting to carry on
have issued an address, giving their reason for re
the businessin a slip shod mannei system is what
fusing to unite with the Fusionists. and declaring depression in the ship-lmilding and lum;s wanted and with capital judiciously invested,
that the only true policy for Greenbackers is to rebering interests, both of which are revivthe mining business will compare favorably with
fuse all alliances with either of the old parties.
that ot lumbering, the fishery, or ice trade,
The >wan committee have voted to report to ex
ing. so that the valuation of J8!t(l is likely
f Economist.
pel 1 B Suan, Representative from Minot. The
to lind these counties in a far better conwas
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sympathy
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apprenticeship.
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procure tin.*
lb-leu F'ester, of Iowa, tor a
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March.
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treat.
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>>f Mr-. .1

lecture sometime in

lawyer,

a
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lie very
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"•picul. and la-t week addressed the I,adie- Tern
perance I'nion ai \ugu-ta. The kennebee .Fourmb
la- the following :<• say of her on that occasion
Mr-. Foster
of tin* need of

-poke eloquent!)

for about t w hom

organization in tin* temperance \\oi k,
and the relation of tlu* "tate toih** liquor tratlh
also Of the influence everted »■) in-truetion in the
home.
Mrs. Foster denounced local option ii,
strong and unmeasured term-.
>he arraigned
hancellor <’roshy, and cvpo-e.i tin innate fal-it.
*f hi- statement- and theories.
Her address w.

production *1 an cvtraordinarily developed
brainpower. It wa- pronounced by all who bad
tin* pleasure of being within tlu* sound of her viel" be -a grandly conceived and splendidly enunciah
argument for the wi*ak and fallen *f humanit)

the tine

"he

concluded amid

great

and long continued

ai

plause.
Tim: Cm
ed

io im-.

lecture at the

a

Lev. Mr. < uuningham deii\e
Baptist church on -unid.i) s

ing la-t. Hi- tnlk wa.- up ui flic manie-r of .-incr:
ing the nati cs of Hi ado- -tan, and was
r> emtaining-The entertainment and supper at tli.
Bapti-t church hist Frida) evening were above tl
average, but owing to the storm the number in at
tendance was not large. About sJ.'i dollar- um
realized-The entertainment at tin* North chute
last week netted ab.mt
-abie.-t of Bcv. M
tioodenougdi’s <mida\ evening I.-t un- at tin l ni\
■

salist church will be “Christ and < onfuciu-.".
The subject of Bev. Mr. Bnevt "abbath m>•:
ing sermon at tin* N >rth church, will be. “Life
(*od in the

evening

...

-ul of Man."

"

Bc\

Prayer meeting

tlerrish, Metb

Mr.

>

in tl

list, wiil

ev

hangc pulpit- nevt Sabbath, with B« Mi. Merrill.
Cougrcgationalist. at "earsport. ..."uhi.-t of dis
eour-e at the Lnitariau church, “< hri-tian A mend
1

ment to
<

the Con-tit ution."
Last

vsiiM

week

More)'- hounds, seeing

pre.-sed hard

t'ov

a

no

b\

i»y fail running,

e.-eape

re-orted to cunning. Perceiving tin* disparity in
weight, he went for the thin ice straight. Although
it cracked and bent, lie -afc!\ over it w cut, w lu« :
the hounds c-sa) iug t" do, tin ) straightway both
went

tin*

through,

one

most

and before th«*\

valuable

was

eouid be

dead..

A

re-cu-cd,
gentleman ol

Ihi-town, a storekeeper, relate- a story of a -tore
which wa-thc mother of a large litterof kitten-.
Thinking she could not feed sb large a famil) In-

•‘at

had a part of them killed.
Happening to look im
celebrated her loJd birthday on the lAtb in-t.
her bov a day or two after. In* -aw a good sized rat
Mrs. Weston is a cousin of the late Mr- Bachel
lovingly taking sustenance with the remaining kit
Porter and the late Mr-. Jane Bi-hop ..t Belfa-t.
tens-The writer once had a famil) at that washe enjoy- good health and i- daily about the house,
deprived of all her kitten.- nut "in*. Her motherl)
converses and tells stories of day- gone by with
j heart .-eemed to pity the lonely little thing, ami -In
the greatest interest. She ha- a son, Hen. Samuel
| went to a brood of downy little chick and sr meted a
Weston, aged so, a grand-daughter aged As, a great- little white fellow and carried him I mine tor emu pa
grand daughter aged :\2, and a areal -great-grand-, >n
No partiality wa-manifc-t
ny for her lonely baby.
*» years old, living.
Vsa la Forrest Ames, the
ed for herown offspring, ami tin hi- k .-eemed ton
nominee of the (Ireenbaekers of Portland for May
of his new mother-Newman Bo.lweil a young
He is forty two ycaror, is a native of Searsport.
architect of this place ha- titled up a room ver;
ol’age and lias lived in Portland for the la-t twelve
new
store, where
tastefully m Sargent A >on
years. He is a carpenter and joiner by trade, and
he i- prepare*| to do any w rk in his line.
lie 1
ha- the confidence of the Greenback parly in P<>rf
now making a plan for and will build a
pretty e..t
land-lion. Nathan Houston, •>.' Belfa-t, the Wa
lage near the light hou-e when -pring opens....
do county member of the Valuation < ommis-ion,
L'he w reek of the old frigate w hieh i- partially c\
returned home last week, having complete'! bib\
posed at very low tide, i>

N. H..

..

labor.-.... Mr.

Frank II. Sleeper,

a

brother of Sher-

burne and (teorge B. Sleeper, of his city arrived
Belfast hist week from Fort Wayne. Indiana. M

>KAK<rui:T.

about thirty year- ago f.»j- th.
west and lias reside! in many places in that conn
try, but is now located at Fort W ayne. lie la-t vi
iteil Belfast fourteen y ear- ago. Mr. s. i- out ot
i
health, and ha- come east to see it a change <-t
If so hi- family will cun
mate will benetit him.

Sleeper

left Belfast

him, otherwise he will return w e-t.... I B. Wa Ikn
Ksq., of Vinalhaven, was in town on Monday.
Mr. Charles A. Sibley, son of the late Bnibeu Sib-

ley, paid Belfast a Hying visit la-t week. Mr. Sibley resides in Ka-t Brookfield, Mass., where he iengaged in the manufacturing busim s-....Mr. Austin L. Phil brook. a Belfast boy. now a Im sines- man
of Boekland, favored the Journal ollice with a call

Monday.... Mr. L. I shales, for a long nine in
the employ of W. C. Marshall, has entered the -top
on

Woods A Mathews. Mr. M. T. Marshall has
taken an interest, in the store of W. ( Marshall.
Voting Marshall is a son of the late Col. Thomas
Marshall, of this city, a gentleman of liberal e ba a
tion and attainments, and well adapted for busim*—.
He has for some time been reading law with tlit*
llarriman Bros. Hi- many friends wish him sue
of

cess

in his

new

of the firm of

business.... Mr. \\

Thompson

('riiomp-on.

A ^on, furniture dealer-

u

this city, has obtained a situation in the whole-ale
furniture warehouse of Sargent A < •*.. <•! N
Vork and New Haven, Conn. Mine time since, Mi.
Wellman, the barber, devised a support for a table
or sewing machine leaf, which Mr. Thompson had
to be the
has taken
this support with him to New York, where he wi’j
Introduce it, and upon which he receives a royaltyMr. T. will divide his time between New York and

patented for a half intere-t.
best thing of the kind invented.

-li-appearing piece

piece, being mtirli -ought after

relit

...

hunter-.

in

It i- said
Mr. T.

Cap:.

I»

I Cake's

11

horse

g*>

frightened I’hursday ran into ( apt. \V. II Parksleigh, threw him out and ran over him. ( apt.
Blake escaped tiuiniured, but both sleighs were
badly damaged and the horse receiv. i :t severe cut
on the tore -houidei
..\V. «». A <
Barney ’s shop
wa- entered by burglar- one night last week and
but for the timely arri>. al of < apt. Benjamin < 'ol-on,
watchman, 11 y would have male a good night’vvork. It was some one well acquainted with the
Mes.-r-. Barney and the premises, for when Capt.
Colson asked them w hat they w- r- doing there at
that time of night, they told him Mr. Otis Barm y
sent them
that

asked for
out

and showed him where the eastings

they wanted.
a

an

seven

Thc\

order, ami
-Ivoie-

were
w

hen

very
<

and asked

goods, their angei knew
quietly remarked. “I

m-

pt

indignant

w ere
w

lieu-

to

drop

bound-, but Capt.

th.

!-<-st

hen

Col.-m pulled

thing

you

the
(
can

do is to get into y our pung ami travel' which they
eoneluded '•< -1 after threatening to pr---cento i’i.|
son for pointing a pistol at ttiem.
.'flic Methodist
Society's fair and levee was a success both socially
..

financially and the entertainment wa- very line.
net proceeds were £140-The school
in In ion
di-triet clo.-e Friday with an exhibition at l nioi,
Hall in the evening... .Capt. P. P. < an er has deni
am

1

l'he

oustrated that there is something in dreams \bout
a week before the hark T. F Whitten xxa-lost < apt.
Carver dreamed one night that the vessel was in
trouble, and became >o much impressed lhereb\
that he went next d:i\ and -cun d $o,000 insurance
on tin* Carver estate'- interest in the hark-l'h.

faeterx has just received several large ordci
and i- runnin : night and day.... Mi*. Charles Vxeril
has been ovcrhoanl again. Not satisfied with his
New Haven-In a recent issue of the New EngXovembet immersion he while pulling a line,
land Journal of Education. Mr. A. IE Kelley, of Thursda> in getting s, h. < >ak Crove into the wharf
the Belfast High school, disposes of some of the thnmgh the ice. went backward into the water.
fallacious arguments in Uiehard (.rant White's' Tho-c who ixv it say Averil has made a mistake in
his calling, he ought to get a rubber suit and go into
attack upon the public school system.The
tiie Paul lioytou business, he seems >«» much at
House Committee on Pensions has reported favor

ably

bill

granting pension

to Charles <>. Mci\enne\

Belfast. The pension is applied for on account
of wounds received while capturing deserters in
this state-Frank W. Berry is again routined to
tin* house by illness-P. H. Longfellow, E»«|., of
of

Marinas, Clerk of Courts for Washington county,
n
was in this city Monday evening, a passenger
«

spool

water-There have been some liftx
peculiar kind of rash here this xvinter.
.Wentworth the “barber" after bis “rash'* at
tempt i- out again. There was a great deal of
mourning and tearing of hair during his absencehome in the

case.-of

a

The friends of

Miss Dollie Smith, xvho i s one of the
hundred competitor- for Mr. Prang's prize
for best designs in Christmas can Is, feel confident

eleven

Lewiston, on his way to Washington; I >.
Longfellow married a Belfast woman, a that her specimen forwarded last week will merit
daughter of Joseph Wheeler-Mr. John 11. Quim- a prize notwithstanding the many entries-The
by has recovered from his recent illness and is again accounts last week concerning the hark T. F. W hit
ten, were correct in the main. The hark tlr-t went
at his post-H. H. Johnson, Sr., has been very ill
ashore near Penzance,England, and afterwards took
for a few days, but is recovering—Miss E\ ie Cav
lire. The crew and a portion of the cargo was
ischool
ill, and j saved. The bark was about .ViO tons-The remains
ter, teacher at the south Primary
! of Capt. Charles Field, of this town, recentlv shot
her place is supplied by her sister, Miss Xadie Car
and killed at Leadville. Col., arrived here Wednes
ter-Capt. Fred White has been placed in com- day, on steamer Cambridge. Mrs. Field necom
panied the remains home.
maud of seh. Orion, of this city.
steamer

C.

Mr.

-till routing iii -low 1\.
entertainment given by the
Higt school boys some evening this week, the pro.
red-to la* given to the Stmda\ school.\ very
I

\MvHn;

i:

>i*«»ol wood

i.

There is to he

Buooks. T. H. >imoi)ton, Esq., of Camden,
Hrand Worthy Chief Templar of Maine, will deliver

an

temperance sermon was preached here last
-aimath. by tin pa-tor, Mr. Blanchard-Mr. and
Mr-. John Tierce have gone to New York to-pend
tew month.-, and arc greatly missed. Several other- left on Monday's boat, much to our regret.

The lishing is pretty good on the
day last week about twenty live pickerel
were caught.
Dodge A Doe, proprietors of the
*aw mill at this village, intend landing at the mills

It i- quite sickly at the present
Joseph Sayward, one of our oldest towns
i- quite 'ick. \l. >. Bieh, F>q., is very ill with

Wayland Knowlton, Hsq., has gone to
chorus of the disciples of Coke and Black*
stone, at Belfast, having recently removed to that
•it}.1. < >. Johnson had his well known horse.
Billy, badly cut in the fore leg while hauling presst nay
Belfast ••lie day last week-It does not
o**k much like hard times when a linn which has
.Ilium

<*11 tin*

jewelry

this section for the sale of

an\a--ing
ami sih er plated
'w rathe:

good,

q

:e

lie

t

mo’ie’

a tirst class workman. Mr. K. W\ Brown.
Pickerel weighing four and live pounds arc hr.
ing caught in Winnicook lake.

employed

village district- dosed their winter terms
-i week.
n*»«>1 closed last w eek also...
Writing
Ba
Kn wlton
Hall on the evening of
Ma.-k
We learn that the mail route between
Mur* ii 111:.
is
t vvu and Waldoboro lias been awarded to

tt:

tw

....

-•

Pert

Moor,-.-.

1

Maine

17th iu.-t. William Klli> died
•'aii'a- ;
:•:> years—the oldest person
He nad lived mult r the administration «»t
Pr
lent from Washington down, and wain whu is now "‘toektor.. on < ape delli-on.
h•
I Mar. h lath, ITS-.
He east In- first
k r

•<

*>.. 'he

'\

■

!• ntia!
■■■i

"i

■

annual

v

Jspj and

iential el#-non sine*- and

'fry Pr.-i

meeting

town

Hr

served in

igain-t F.tigland in 1>P2-1... and

.ir

l

a

1-

in a;

was

rc-

the time of hi- death.

In

oid school defi'ersoniau

was an

tirmlv adhere!

an

f.i

a

n-i

p

M;
•

for dame- Madi-on in

."It1

at

N.

apt;

tho-e ideas

to

( iifl'ord and W. F. Hriiliu

t«.

the

to

are

lation

County

pie t-anily entertained ’ast satby the Stockton amateur dramatic
r.i.tion of the laughable far*1** entitled
Wife." The hall wa* crowded
eyy

n.

M

1 »en>oi:

'i

Mi

:i’

Mu

n-i'

new

Fake;

i

2

-aid

ha-

il

:

'i

e.•

i;.•!

ioim.

It

k-p-»ri

<

ng.

!-e corrupted,
people.

not

he

I

an

true

a

agedeiti-

found

was

|

t corn 'a-l week.
.>rhr. Mary A.
■■pair,-'! kunages and <ailed with a 1*>»• 1
Mi-- Mary \. Hi ley ha- returned Irma

t

Mi-- < addic t.
'li-

M

rockett from New York,

bran,-, reported dangerously -irk
iinpr-u ing at last account-... .Capt.
!■ M‘d r-nnott is fpiite sirk. ..Hay and wood
iit
m pure freely.... M ->rs. Pratt am!
>ard exchanged pulpits Feb. pith_It is an
••k.

"t

w a-

\\

time-.

have

n■'ttatli,

hi-

strange bed fellow
-trange relationship
voting man in town whose

a

con-in, and

hi-

eou-in

i-

his

"ater

r

The roads
late

ti-'U.ine

id- ha\

ntrr

i

I!

-:g• tt

-..aj

w*-, i.

!
will

li.-f

a,

I

I

"

heir oilier!

M.

W.

l

\\

M

ad

This

m w

ha:!

an.

J.

< ».

They

are a-

W

.1 r

M .ry

ha-e:

(

Uaipii

t

t<

x

W.
!■

(

\uother

(•locking

of

«erning

fol-

W

A.

ii. their

ioik-poiu.

has.

treasury.

P.

tic

1

entertainment

:

ippim---.

><•*■-, as

was

I with

in

a

\

wa-

bc-

a

this time

..in

drea-y. and
Ti

not

n

!' r- rrn

■

F

!'

few

secin

1

The

spring

-i-minaiy closed
'.cm

and

Wcd-

i.i;'-

IIaiii Mt

Vt lan tic

bi-gins Wedne-

Bova! A nil

(

presence of
and ier cream were served,
oinp^ny danced. The officers of
pt- are— I A. Crocker. 11# 1*. (bio. Robert *.
(
Mant.-r, >.. ,1. W. Littlefield. < of H.: I).
Man-on, I’. -.. I I*. Beeves, Trea.s.; Win. ( layi»cr-ons.
which the

<

<

ik«

"1

:e

AVIDIA.

bimling

1

■

d

be awarded when pupils could pass
1 satisfactory examination
in all the required
indies. No scholar has reached this standard mibl the tern*, just closed, ami to V. l>. Wellman and

"iploma

was

to

Mice J.. Currier

diplomas were awarded as the
losing exercises of the evening-On Friday the
'■laminar school gave some closing exercises at
iicir schoolroom, and on Friday
evening our fire
..ipany gave a masquerade ball at Megunticook
n il!, but
owing to tile storm there was not a full attendance—On Friday Fred F .llins and Freeman
K. spear of Itockport, wereo it
gunning, Mr. Rob
lius was walking a few steps in advance of Mr.
'pear, when the latter slipped and fell, causing his
pm to lie accidentally discharged, tin- whole charge
of shot entering ttie right shoulder of the former
b

I

tint popular line of steamers, the I*. It. & M. S. S.
have their arrangements all made for the com

season, and will make the route over which
lin-ir steamers run more attractive Ilian ever if nos
Bible.

$2.50, $5.00 & $10.00.

THE

SHAWLS

painlnl.dragging

MEMBEHS

India.

and Woolen I

Paisley

Kiejrant designs ami ^reat value.

1000

Yds.

Print,

4-1-2 Oents.

5,000 YARDS DRESS PRINTS
.A.t 5 Oents.

3000 Yds.

3000 Yds. 40 in. Brown Cotton,
2000 Yds. Bleached Cotton
6 1-2 Oen

s.

200 Yds. TABLE LINEN,

The valuation <»f tin* I’niK l Slates i-.qo.io.
000.non. the country standing third on ‘lie list of
all the great nati ms

Wednesday Evening, March 2, ’81

All l.,in.eii, ~0 Cents.

at the hall from (i to s.
after Hliicli there Hill be dancing.

300 Yds.

Hayden,

500 Yds. Striped Shirting

Ins

Iss

ill be

at to o’clock in tin- forenoon.

In

MARRIED.
In this city, Feb. 9th, Charles F. < olburn of Pittston and Mary s. Blunt.
in Thorndike. Feb. I9tli, by Rev. K. F. W are, Mr.
Rosrue K. Bradford and Miss olive A. Cillev, both
of Thorndike.
In Cnity, Jan. 30th, Mr. Frank I.. Call and MiIsadore Norton, both of Troy.
In Camden, Feb. 15th, Mr. Burton II. Winslow of
Saco, and Miss Annie P. Perry of Camden.
In Rockland, Feb. 15tli, Jolm Reed of Damariscotta, ami Miss Martha < Fuller of Roeklund.
In South Thomaston, Feb. 9th, Waldo llarrinu'-m
»>f South Thomaston, and Mrs. Ardella Blake of

B*.v7

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
ISv
l'KOOCC'K

<>t

PUH’BS

MARK! I'.

PAID

J.'.m.'ju Hay ¥ ton,
Apples#’ bush,
I //."> IIi«U*s if tt>,
dried, ¥ It*
Beans, pea,bush l.d.'>«l.*n Lamb# tb.

in addition to this
DIED.

$12,011/1 Id,(M)
OmO

aged

Oat

That

wc

choice line of

SPECIAL NOTICES.

SHIP NEWS.
PORT OF BELFAST.

CARD.

ARRIVE!*.

To all who are suffering from the errors and indis
cretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay,

Feb. 17th, sclir. <*eo. shattm k, Jone?., I
>ii
Knima Hotchki». Phillips. Bo-ton
isth,
21st,
Miuetta, Wade, Bo«to|j.
<

SAILED.

Feb. 19th, schrs. Ringleader,Smith, Philadelphia:
Lillian, Ryan, Boston.
Cleared Feb. 23rd, schrs. Allen <«rcen. Nicker on.
New York; J. Ponder, Jr Welch, Boston.

AND-

selling

we are

at a

It Is impossible for us to enumerate the
great bargains ue are offering Wc only ask an
inspection of our stock to convince every person
that our prices are lower than ever before known

This Bankrupt Stock
Was closed to

BOSTON,
I

us

in

FEB.

And i- offered to the

public

I,

ution in which J< >>EI»H El I I>
d A M E>
HARDINC. NEI.so.N R. < II.I.V,
KA AC l‘,l K’N- are creditor.-, and WALDO
1 > A 11; N A >>< K IA i’ll )N, ;•
corporation duly eslab.
lisiird by law. not rented for tin* pur|mse>*of edu‘•ation or religion, having its
place of business in
Waldo, in -aid Countv, i- debtor, will be -old at
public auction to tin- hi'uhe.-t bidder, mi the Mil da\
"1 Mann, A. 1>. l>s|. at nine of the clock in the
forenoon, on the premises in said Waldo, so muck
ot tin* riidit. title and interest which said
corpora
tion ha- or had on the 17th
day of Eebruarv, A. i».
1S>1. when the -aim* wa- seized on -aid execution
in and t*» the following described real estate as inecessary to -ati.-ty said execution and incidental
charges, vi/ situate in -aid U al lo, and bcinjj the
"dine on which the ( heo-c Factory of said
corporation now stain1- in said Waldo; bounded on theeast
by kind ot Allen d. simmons; on the we.-t and
north by land <d Joseph Elli-; and on the south bv

ounty road, leading from Evans' Corner in said
W aldo, t
Morrill, together with tin* building thereon >tandnijr.
! hav ing certified on said execution
that I am unable to find personal
property of said
corporation. I he interest of -aid corporation in
"did real estate bcinx an estate in fee simple.
CHARLES RAKER. <heriiV.
February 17, A. lb 1»1.—:L\s

FIRE!
which the

block

Tlm

cleynul .lc

m

&

vein

-tore of

'HAM,

WE

We shall
great -ale.
offki: a siq.KNini) Pi in. Cashmere for t'>71 e.; 7 -.
marked dowu from ST Cf.; s7 Ce. markeddown fn in
$l.on; $1.00 marked down from $1.25. Do not fail
to avail yourself of these bargains.
this

1881.

for the next

Low Prices,

M'JLL&N,

w a.- -ituated ha\ inir been s.»
damaged by F I RE Jan.
-".b l""l,a.s to deprive them of a
place of bu-ine--,
it has been derided to dispose of tin IMMFAsi
ST< K ’K of

eon-

/

( a si

U'EN (IN THE

(

of Ihtuh/r

Extra .loan -ilk emlinh

'■

Corsets.

1-1-1, for 8; I-2r.oaoii.

»

I

One

lot worth HO cenf', for

..

<

>1 her

45

JOB

$1.00

Cents P

Yard.

r

Extra

U iilt/i.

in

]*i *|>mi

**

m.

UMBRELLAS.

Linen Damasks!
tjualit\
aOvandnu- in price*

REWIrtAWTS,

S/t/mil ill Onn/itfi

ooni>.

S7 1-2

•lUalities

!-■ -»k at the

OF

Only 10

Shoodahs in Hack & Colors,
6~ l-i£c. 46 in. 'Wide.

LOT

“55

.>

down from sT^e. and .spun.

ard -marked

For

!

/title/-., Month Cloths U,~>e. ,{■ S7 l-'ie
per

‘.S&eeut* is

-ell fi-r

we

The balance of these jrnods sold out at cost.
*1
we sell a skirt that ->ld for

-Jcirli.

/Ins/:

r.iw.-l

ivputaU'-a "t tin

Felt Skirts.

we

look at mi:

Umbreiia

only 25c. p r yani,
former priee s 1 .25.

sell at

we

only $1.00

-ell for

.*?!.<».»;

FORMER PRICE $1 50

American D,ess iioods
2.V., formerly sold lor'

From lOe. to

ami :;7<\

On/t/ .>Or,
One

Remnant Cress Goods!
Wr have

Dr."

i.

in all

-..,>d-

t

a lar^e stock of -h.-rt lenulh
qualities, from tin- highest n-.-i

lowest.

od
•

lot

/Vr

l>o~rn.

worth

$1.25
1.50

1/25
1.50

2.50

2.00

*.

Carpet Room

UNDERWEAR!
Dozen Ladies Vests, only

Cotton Cress Goods!

2a

tents

\s thN stoe|v must

positively

GOOC

Kadi.

si*i.i;m>ii>

trrand cleaning out of these p»ods will i>e made,
as the prices van we cannot quote them. Suffice it to say that they will he cheap.
A

One

\

to

£25.00.

Frrsrut

£5.00

to

$ 1S.OO.

shall otter

a

LINE
F-

1 ndershlrts 50c., said everywhere at 07e.

M

$7.00

we

via i:.

Extras, 87 l-2c.

Lowell

RUBBER WATERPRO 8

Former Frier,

-..id

lot t hildmi’s Vests, Medium size. 15c. Kach.

(•cuts*

CLOAKS!

be

.50
-()

and

t»l'U

WILL r.L FoLNI) I\

W»

>5

Bargains!

-1.00

*2.00
tin-

shall close out the lot at any price.
(toods worth si.on per yard shall dispose of :,! -j.v
and M7«-. per yard. A splendid oj.port unity to oh
tain dresses for children at nominal prices.

top

Tlis Srealsst

Limn,

1//

ALL-WOOL 75 CTS.

ONI.I

$2 00, $2.50, $3 50 ami $5.00 Each.

INCRASNS 55 CTS.

T. W. Pitcher & Co.,

Doub'e

KID GLOVES.
have the I.AlBil>T ami M< >>T (nMI'l.FTK
Stock in Belfast, aiul shall close out the entire l<>t,
amounting in value to $l)oo. Shall sell
Wt*

DOlRLK INDIA STR1PKR FROM $7.00 TO $30.00.

Buy

one,

I»e sure and remember these priees. We sell a
8<>od Kid < ii->\ e, 2 Buttons, for 2.V. < >ne lot for 1)7
:{ Button Kid-riOe.. former priee 81.bo. 4 Button Kids 81.uo. old pri'-e s] ;,u.
\V«* -hall offer a lot
of Kid-, slightly soiled, be-: i|iiality. at le-s than
one-ha!'. their value.

$10.00 TO $37.00.

perfect satisfaction warranted

or

SOLD EVERYWHERE AT 25c.

;

Oil Cloths &

money

I iekets tn tin* eoneert $1, and

every one

MARKED DOWN.

WOOLEN SHAWLS,
&

Single

Only fi !-‘‘r.

WILL

ML1

L

SAMI! SACKIKHT.

Till'.

IN

l*HI<

yuaranfffl

a

BLANKETS

It removes Corns, Warts,
and ( alioti>.
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in oaeii bottle.
*id A CrilK 1.S' iiUAllASTEElKJrn
Price 25 cents. For sale by till Druggists.
Pry it and you will be com inccd like thousands
" ho have used it and now
testify to its value.
Ask for s< hlottcrbcck’s Corn ami Wart Solvent
JUKI take no other.
iyrw
At a
the

From $3 00 to $6.00

A lull assortment

February.

A. I), lssi.

of Waldo, deceased, having presented his
lirst and Jinal account for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice
l" all oersons interested
by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks
in the Republican Journal,
printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Bellast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of March next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be allowed.
•hvS
JAMKs I). KA.MSON, Judge.
A trite copy. Attest :—A. A. Flktchkk,
Register.

subscriber hereby gives public, notice to all
concerned, that he has been duly appointed,
and lias taken upon himself the trust of Administrator <»f the estate of

on

hand; look at the -preads

ieort/i ?.><*.

TALL, SIJM IlorXO, HUOWN TAX (JOI..
-i-JL ored face, all black along back, with white
ling around neck, breast and legs, spotted tail,
black with white tip. Lost between Belfastand this
place. Any information that will lead to my lind
ing him will he amply rewarded. Address
-ws*
L. .JFPSOX, \V interport.
A

G'K N TS

W A NT ED

-TO SKLI_

In the New England States.
The best of testimonials required. Good wages
and steady employment given to successful men.
For terms, etc., address, stating age, previous occupation and names of references,
M. V. B. niASR, Augusta, Me.

i i.v

our inteniion i- t<* mako a rlean swoop of our
»fk, these ^"tt.ls will -ull'tt tin- sum lale of the
others. Shall -oil (urtaftis lor

and

$1.25.

lot

--bu\

line

one

henistitehed

only

12

worth

and -how it to your frien
<•..

<>

17>*., splendid values.

!
Our a--ortment to Im» eh.-sod out

reaardles-of any

profit.

stock is not large, but have about .“>00 yards on
hand, to be sold 2"> percent, less than former prices.

Our attention wiil be uio
leetion

of

parties
diately.

indebted to

vices of

SHIRTING FLANNELS!
Grey

1-2c. per

Flannel at 12

it

22c.

on hand, together with a full
regular length*. We make this stock
specialty, tin* prices will astonish all.

a

II? Tlie

Have opened a full
Hosiery carried over
at a bargain.

we

sell for 121-2

Cts,,

and

will settle immesecure

quotations

on

our

the

ser-

required.

goods

and

may be relied

prices

to avail themselves of an

near

“

Sold everywhere ut 1(1 (Is.

to the coi-

Attorney when it is

the fact that these

ty to

Buy tbe Flannel

us

n

accounts,

propose to

as wt>
an

unsettled

upon, should induce the trade far and

yard.

“

all

Uemnanl llamburgs
assortment of

yard.

One Lot at 18c. per
a

(>0 Cts.

BEST fW&KF. $2.550.

2.V.

This

a

t'rirr

U

MEN AND BOYS’ WEAR.

One Lot of

r

All Linen

WOOLENS!
-V

l’i>rnt<

Carpet Sweepers!

we

lldkfs. seM loe., 12

X

LOST.

run

.m•

si

.>(> Cts..

!
One

65 Conts

rI'*HK

KsTHKR JKKLISON, late of Monroe,
in tin* County of Waldo, deceased,
by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore
requests ail persons who are indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have
any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
F. K. I‘A KM KB.
Feb.*>•>, issi.—:{\\s

tr

I

sell for

Probate Court belli at Belfast, within and for
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesdav of

NORTON, Administrator of the estate of
SC.BKNJ.
SIIORKY. late of Palermo, in said
<

| r
t*nl\ for tin-

-\s

SCOTCH YARN

Marked down from $3.tH» and SS.00 per pair.

caustic.
Bunions

markfl tlown
1 tlie.-e prices ait'
t-oml* on haml for i>f» day s.
haw l»:vn

-c<

ft-.

•

BED SPREADS!
is nut

fan

you

!‘rr Shrill.

'‘Or.

SC If t.OTTEJt HECK'S

entirely harmless;

IT*

COVENTRY YARN

I S.

->\v«*

USING

i" It*

n-.ii*.M>

article of stock, value.1 from 25c to
$350,
including watches, di tuioiid jewelry, Ac. 'Tickets
lor >ale al F RFJ> 1*0 ITTs, v ho will **ive all in for

Cure Your Corns !

jfr/..»«.

to

au>*.;s

Double,

188!.
draw- !

Tlw-f
lrmn

some

illation.

Rugs

refunded.

Both
Norombega Hall, Bangor, April 14,

50 Cts.

Warps,

Hemp Carpeting 16c.,

LACE NECK TIES

Fruit trees and other Nursery Stock

BLUE STORE.

Look af*them and

•■ur-M-lvt-s.

known—length i'4 yards, width 22 in.—extra
loe. and
heavy, handsomely bordered—also our •'»
12
Towels are very eheap.

IE! SEE MIS!

FORM Kit PRICK,

\

THIRTY DAYS at

Marvelously

hi*

A- a Sl'taialty wo shall offer a
BKAI'l'IFl I.
1ILE.U IIEI) COTTON' for only 10c.
|>er v. v..
not o'jualloil by
an;, houso in .Maine.

successively

Great Reduction in Price.

-.

---

loss of manhood, &c., I will send a recipe that will
you, FREE OF CHARGE. This great remedy
was discovered by a missionary in South America.
Send a self-addressed envelope to the Rkv. Joseph
T. Inman, Station /), New York City.
Iy20

Hankrupt

\

well

to the mvat

Bought expressly for

\ i, |)(>.

ounty

V el vets!

bucksport,

~

cure

—

months.
years and
In Worcester, Mass., Feb. 11th. Mrs. Je nnie E
Ramsey, aged 45 years, 1 month ami 20 davs, for.
luerlv of this city.
In
Feb. loth, Mrs. Nellie .J. Crant, aged
2s years, 2 months and2S days.
In Rockland, Feb. 12tli, Robert Spaulding,
aged
sT years.
In Rockland, Feb. loth, Delia O’llallovan, aged
20 years.
In Rockland, Feb. 10th, Huldali A., wife of Tims.
Day, aged 52 years.
in Yinalhaven, Feb. 12th, Mr. Joshua Calderwond,
aged S5 years, 2 months.
In Koekport, Feb. l-ltli, James Aldrich, formcrlv
of Rockland.
In Kocknort, Feb. 13th, Mrs. Amelia A., wife of
Col. J. I). Rust, aged ill years, lo months, lo da\
In Castiuo, Feb. 1st, Mrs. Fannie.!. Perkin-.
In Bluehill, Feb. 9th, Eva, infant daughter of
John W. and Carrie H. Could, aged 3 week-.2 dav*.

Meal if lb,
5g5>2
20 Onions # lb,
Butter, Salt,
5#j0
r»s Oil, Kerosene if gal..
Corn if bush,
10
OS Pollock # tt>*
Corn Meal if hush,
3m3,<
11m12
Ciieese # tt>,
15gl7 Pork ^ tt»,
5m(> Plaster #
Codfish, dry,^ lb,
$1.00
0 Rye Meal, # tt»,
Cranberries # «jt.,
21.;
Clover Seed, ¥ It), 1 Ow23 Shorts ¥ ewt.,
$1.25
75m‘j.T5
Flour ¥ bbl., $0
Dm 10’2
sugar # It),
45
H. G. Seed ¥ bush, $3.20 Salt, T. L, ¥ hush,
11 '2 a 13 S. Potatoes ¥ tb,
0
Lard ¥ tb,
85 Wheat Meal, 4? tb,
Lime ¥ bbl.,
4a4>*

A

a

in<*»*

yar-1.

Bleached Cotton!

shades in .stock

all

•

J

In Knox, Feb. 5th. Joseph Spencer, aged 39 vear>
and 2 months.
In Fast Boston, Feb. 20th, Clifton JL, second son
of Capt. Clifton H. and Jam* B. Havener,
12

RETAIL MARKBT.
s

have

Stock

under this heading.)

$l.r.o«2.7)o
$1 .‘mm 1.To Lamb Skins,
5m<»
Yellow-eyes 1.05m iso Motion if tt»,
20m23 Oats if bush,
47<i5o
Butter if lb,
”mS
r*o«x«;o
Beef if tb,
Potatoes,
0o«r05 Round Hog#'1 lb
TmT1*
Barley # bti-ii,
12 a 13 Straw ^ ton,
Cheese# tt»,
$0.oumS.uo
12o 14
12m 14 Turkev # lt>,
Chicken i? tt»,
Omu
12 Veal if it),
Calf Skins if 1!.,
Duck if It),
1lb,
41
10m
Wool, washed, l?
1* Wool, unwashed, if lt>, 33
Eggs If do/.,
Fowl if il>.
10m 12 Wood, hard,
$4.00/j5.00
Geese if lb,
$2.50 m3.IK)
|0al2 Wood, soft,
if It).
if box,

few lots of

{Nothing beyond the announcement of the name, age,
residence, if c.t of deceased persons will be published

5m<»

Medium

Beef, Corned,

IU TTON OLOYF.S IN SPLENDID QI'ALITY. 37 I-2c.
We can give llic best value ever offered In a
Move for S5c.
arc a

lormerly -old for ♦,MM1.
\

yanis to -Jw yards, wv ^Imll soil
price of *;.'4c. per yanl, worth

CORSETS.

on exi

BY

W hicli every person should examine.

Bluehill, Feb, 15th,
Algernon B. Dresner
Bluehill,and Miss Lizzie E. Haskell of Sedgwick.

BUS.

PUODl (

complete;

50
\\

momi:xx />/; roxrmr:

Haniinris, Laces, lions,
Kid Gloves k Hosiery,

Mr.

C. II. >au<;i:n't. No. b, Main Street.

is

mark-down. Fine qualities at
Si.ooand $1.25 per yard,
i orduroy Velveteens at
s7‘;<\ per yard. Striped Latins $l.ou, <old for $1.25.

I
and

Handsome Patterns, from 12 1-2 els. to Ii3 ets.

In this stock there

Rockland.
In

subjected

KID GLOVES !
:t

An essay upon Ensilage by the author of the
Book of Ensilage, giving in sixteen octavo pages
what has been accomplished by this new syslem
It u i be sent free «>., r»*e- ipt of stamp. Ad Iress
John M Baii.iy, •Winning Farm." Billerica, Mass.

KEN

I V\

NOTTINGHAM LACES !

subseriher offers for salt* schr.
VKllXOX, .'>0 tons new measurement. Also two other schooners of
74 tons, well found in everything. Will
_st-11 or exchange vessels* for mining
stocks. Address or call on.
E. C. AKKY.
Winterport, Fell. 24, lssl.—:>ws^
Tlit*

► MOl’XT

limn OF «>H nvi.s to he sold at ii IV■»« pereent. We -ell forfl Ji a slmwl

111' Hon Of

WAI.DO —s.

AI.Im) <s.

Double and Twist Panting al 23c.

500 Pair Beautiful >i Ik Kinbroidereil Corset:', 35c.

Schooners for Sale.

ex-

AID FIT

OPTICAL A. I AM V LOOPS, FIXTUUKS, Ac..
IM A GRAND

Towels.from tie. to doe.
Napkins, all Linen ....*.-5l)c. to £1.50
lied Spreads....-.liOc. to £.id5
Handkerchiefs...from do. to He.
1 Lot each Hemstitched
ITdkfs (all linen).......Sc. and Idle.

You will govern yourselves accordingly.
Oivcu under mv hand and the order of < ourl this
Kith dav of Pell., A. 1. li-sl.
CHARI.KS TAI.MIvR,
Register pro teni of the Court of Insolvency for
said County of Waldo.
:twS

morrow

The assortment

Sheriff’s Sale.

FOR MEN A ROYS' WEAR.
our

BROWN COTTON

TOWELS!

<» 1-4 Cents.
COTTONADES & WOOLENS,
Look at

•i *
■

HEAVY

Inc. per

prinlei'l

DOE

•>5

\r«ir

A. 1).

<

>1 nil All. .! I IIH'IAI C(U l; |,
I
Iaim;ir\ rIA rm. A. I), 1—1.
I |"'ii l!i" fiui'o'.injf lil.i'l.i
ir.Uiril, Thai the lihellam .im c
(.' till' libeller ..{ the pemlem
tln iv"1 h. puhlishinu' an alfi'sli'il
r"ji\ m' ihe sanui ami
•1 this "T'h'r ihi i't'oii ihi'i'r ivt'rk' surrc—ii civ in
Ha l{('|iulilii'an .1 "iirnal, a
at
new-paper
licit a si, in Hi"
"Ui.i v "i Wahl", th" la-i
publication
1" 1"
'" I It'— than
lay hrloiv llm imM tmn
thirty
"i iiii' * "iirl. I" la- h"i Icn al
Krlta.-t, w'illuu ami
''11' ll"' I "itnly nf Wahl", mi tlm thirl
Tu.-ilay
"I April li"\t, Itiat il"
may lin n ami there appear
.""I -hew cause il any he has, w in the
of
praver
the "aid lihellant shouhl not he nrauieil.
Aile-I :
Wii.i.hm lit ana l/lerk.
\ ini" "op. of I lie lihel a "I the oriler of i lie Court
thereon.
Attest
\t n m vm Itmtltt. I lerk.

ltd Gents.

r,o t ents.

To the creditors of t.FOHhk Vi. KIOkSON, of Tnity.
in Hie (uunty of Waldo and Slate of Maine, Insolvent Debtor:
AUK I1KRKUY NOTIFIED, Thai with the
approval of tile .fudge of the Court of Insol.
\ eney for said
County of Waldo, the second Hireling of tile Creditors of said Insolvent is appointed
l"l.. held at the Probate CourL Boom in Belfast, in
said Could v of Waldo, on Thursday, the loth day

w

w

Turkey Damask

1000 yds. Blue Mixed Flannel

ADMISSION,

have just reoeivoii iomi vanls of

We

In ivinnani-i from ii
.tt tin* ;i>toiii'liiiiL;'

--.

-T \ti: nr M AIN1'.

Cents.

Mcserreij <('• Do/irrtij, of Hoc/, /and.

March,

PRICES:

(

:S7 1 -:l Cents.

BY

INCLUDING

Cases.

the Vermont wife murderer,

5c.

300 Yds. Plaid Flannel

ithin the regular schools ot medicine,
and of quackery without, until between disease
and drugs the patient is reduced to the saddest
and most deplorable condition, and oue for which
No curative Treatment
relief seems impossible.
can be subjected to a severer test than is offered
by these cases. And yet, in many of these, the
most brilliant results have followed the use of
Compound Oxygen. A record of some of these
eases will be found in our Treatise
n Compound
Dus Si ahkky A
Oxygen, which is mailed free
pA!.i..\, 110!* and III I Lirard St.. Philadelphia. Pa.
ecuted to

Oents.
HUCKABACK,

3

Supper will be served

BOYS A BESETIT.

$2.50.

Dee. 24, A. D. Dsn.
Then personalis appeared >arah A. Carver and
m:td( oalii to the truth of the several
allegation- -at
t oil h in the a bo sc libel, and t hat -lie has used rea-''liable diligence to ascertain the
of resilience
place
«>t the -aid orrin F. Carver, but is unable so
to do
and that it i- to her realls unknow n.
Before me.
d v SI I
I.mm di:., dustiee of the Peace.

"

-O N-

of

her-aid husband.
Dated Burnham. Dee. 24. A. D. lssn.

Best ({unlit}. UioUt style, lit Us.

lOOO YDS.

1.717: THE

values can he obtained. We ha\ e marked
d-.wr, silks 20 per cent. We sell a good silk for 7.V.,
worth $1.00.
For $1.00, worth
$1.25—increasing in
quality and value to $2.00 pei yard : for $2.00. worth

OriinV.

Gingham,

HAYFORD OPERA HOUSE

....

Anno Domini 1>75. at -aid Burnham, said'Orrin F.
( arver beat, brui-ed and illtreated
your liliellant.
Al-o to wit : on the -th due of dune, A D. I-7i;, at
-aid Burnham, -aid < >rrin F. ( arver svttli hi- clenched ti-t heat, bruised and illtreated vour libellant.
Also t" wit on the 2nth day ot dune.' \. D. is;;. ;,t
Knox, in said County of Waldo, said Orrin F. Car
vei- beat, brui-ed amt illtreated vour libellai.l. Also
to \s it
on the 2oth
day of September. \. D. 1-;;, at
Fairfield, in the Counts of Somerset, said
< 'urver sei/.ei 1
your libellant by the hair of her bead
and threw her down a flight *of stair-,
great Is injuring her. hy tva-on s\ hereof -he su tiered great
d!s pain. And sour libellant further
that
" hi,out reasonable cau-e -aid Orrin F. (
arver, on
the J 'tii day ot September, \. D. 1-;;, utterls de-eited and a hand »in-d sour libellant. and that his
plaee of residence i< i«» her unknown, and that -he
bits ttseil rea-ouable diligence j<, ascertain the same
but i- unable -o to do.
Wherefore, and because 1 is reasonable and
prop, r. conducive to domestic harmony, and eon
-i-tent svi'li the peart and morality of
society, vour
lii'cllant pray- that she may he divorced fr'mii the
bonds of mail imony now e\i-ting between liei and

—

OP

....

i Splendid

;if

llOti.-y

The organized ami unorganized militia in the
I'nited States number i>.:;dA ddd uim
quite a for
mid able army.

Supper and Dance,
Single Dance Tickets,

will open

In- informed 1 hat -lie \\ a law fully married to the
said Orrin F. (’arver, at Burnham, in said Countv
of Waldo, on the twents lir.-t day of March, Anno
Domini I>75. by Be\. A. I*. Hatch', a mini.-ter of the
go-pel. lawfully authorized to -olenmi/.e marriages
at said Burnham. And that -aid li lellaut atid libeller
re-ided within the State ol Maim-as hits >and and
until the jntli day of September. Anno Domini
wily
1S77. That s our liheilant -iuce said intermarriage
has always hehascl hrr.-rli acha-tt and a Her.
donate wife toward.- -ai l < >rrin
( arver, hut that
the -aid Orrin F. Carser wholls regardless id his
covenants
atid
dutie- ,-inee -aid intermar
marriage
riage. has become cross and irritable in his temper
and di-po-ition toward.- y.utr libellant \\ ithoul am
cause on her part.
And that on divers das
anil
1 hues, since -aid intermarriage, -aid Orrin F. Carver has committed
improVoke<l personal violence,
mi the 15th das of
upon your libel laid, t-* ss it
duly.

Wai.iio

-I N-

MILL GIVK A (.HAM) LKVKK A BAIL AT

MUSIC

scat'

SA BAH A.

Levee and Ball!

a B -.-ton dealer in live stock,
dmi.fil'd she- p last year

the

Sailing vessels to enter-Mr. W. E. Robbins is not
a
very heavy man but lie handles the heavy part of
heavy anchors, at the anchor works, with ease_

small lots at

lew

500 Yds. CRASH

cal

-i

'nan

reserved

of

-hows",

Hyflrait Engine Co, 1.2,

back. Mr. Hollins is now in a very criticondition. Mrs. Eaton, Jr. and Itoss were called.
•East Monday the east wind blew into our harbor
good deal of floating ice, making it difficult for
orn

11 ulis

experiment

|

the counters.

CLOAKS!

FIREMEN’S

the

of

on

AMERICA.

s.

Many of the cases which come to us tor treat
by Compound Oxygen are of a class which no
physician of any school would undertake to cure
in fact, such as have run the gauntlet ot
are,
They

B.

music, reading, declamations, the drama.
»m Folk-," and awarding
diplomas. Two years
a committee arranged a standard of
graded acbrerm-nt- which must be accomplished by each
hoiar to enable them to pass from one department
another, and for the high school a certificate or

-I'

W

inor-

OUR

^ A BA 11 A. < \ b VFB, of Bur 11I1 mi. in said ( oun0 ly «»f Waldo, wife of (>BB1\ F. ( ABN Fibre
sportfully libel- and give- the I 'movable <Ourt t<>

T!ie Best Value Ever Offered in

incut

drifted out into the harbor where

heavy -now storm,and was listened to
dli interest throughout_The
rinsing exercises
'! the High -Hiool were
very interesting and were
b"\»-d by a large audience.
The exercises eon-

I.S7P

crop of

President Hayes has be m: given the degree of
L I* by tine John Hopkins University

Desperate

Simonton’s lecture, "Ancient
indmark.-," last week, was well attended notvvith-

<

toil

Horace Pm ter says that the demand for
run to Washington for Hen (inrtield's inauguration exceeds anything ever known.

picked up, brought on shore ami i- now in
a physician.
Ili$ vessel was in the harbor.

but lew of the

I Lot Matlasses.....7c.
I Lot Momie Cloths....Se.
I Lot Double w idth Brocades...... ldjeI Lot t oloied Vlpacas..Idte.
I Lot Colored Caslnnere.Idle.
I Lot Llegant Fabrics.. dOc
I Lot each 15k. Cashmere. ;i7Ae.. dtle.pidie

by all Druggists.
Price, only $1.00 per Bottle.
C. S. ROBERTSON. Proprietor, Boston.
«E0. C. BDDDW IN A CD., tien'l Agents,
lilt A 3S Hanover St.. Boston, Mass.
lyr'i
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The snow blockade i:i Missouri. Kansas, L»wa
Tin*
and Minnesota was broken on Feb Pith
storm w as violent and eold severe.

Thompson, It. A. ( '.: d. .1 Kane, M.
v
H. B. Pierce, M. 1st
-b-scpi, Tyler. M. _M \
.1 m <» 1<| Fellows lodge received its new work
t week, Win. MeNiehol and Rufus
<»ray being in''"*
1 B-M-kland by
Rev. Air. (.ioodcimugh, of
da.-i.
pecial deputy.Ibu Moses Webster
.-elect part} at hi- house on Friday
"bno i. -1
The company was given the
liberty
the house and treated to a
turkey supper. The
was
ninu
pa--ed pleasantly with games Am
x‘
W eb-ter brought and returned the
company ill
kThe gentleman is very popular in this town.
'-'p:. Kmery Hopkins last week received a
y painful and serious injury. In attempting to
a< h his dory
by going down the piling of a wharf
ini w bi< li spike- were driven for -teps, he slipped
md fell mto the water, but caught one hand hold of
■he dory with which be held on.
In hi- descent hib:
i-l '-aught upon a
spiki making a had wound.
I
captain after a while got into his dory, but wa
wa-

made

lift-

su

Friday

The Palace hotel at Buffalo, belonging to I>r.
Pierce the patent medi. ine man and costing half a
million, was mimed Feb. Idth.

hapter

'.died their otlii-ei-- last week in the
b

West ! ist

Pie

Mr. Worth, the fi.mm- Parisian man milliner,
predicts that \merman silk- will soon supersede
those of French manufacture.

MarHi Jnd.

b".

•rm m

raiiioa

A mixed ticket was elected in Philadelphia, last
week, consisting of King (Hem ) for mayor and
West (Rep ) for city solicitor.

ng tor the iron horse....

|.. \j

>t

unusually long

•

There are only three ladies living whose husbands
were Presidents ot the I'nited States. -Mrs. Polk.
Mrs Lincoln and Mrs Crant.

••A;, umg->ii >t !>■ uni-lJucklev euthis foot
b.i'b- Monday afternoon.Bides t«. K 11sri!i

die i in

iiau

The Boston Advertiser announce* that T B Aldrich will succeed W l>. Howells in the editorship
of the Atlantic* -Monthly

sociable,.refreshments
.....Members of the lb-form club and
imhering about ;<». attended the tempermention held in Kllsworth Feb. Path and
in

cm*

.•

pri/’*>

Oencrals Hancock ami Orant have decided to be
at the inauguration < f President Lartieid.

ision. Faith Hinging to
nr-.ibablv well rendered,
"drowned in dreadful base."

]'.!<• music
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iu
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rejecting wealth, knowledge.
«/, sir. !inal!v accepts religi*»n
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John W Young, son of Biighum Young, Las
been arrested in D *nver. Pob rado. for bigamy

performances ..f the am*
tableau of “Hogefs' (iroup"
-r the oath, the tableau of ••The* Army and
the tan drill by twelve young ladies, A;c.
! a. the inest exhibition of the
evening was the
niton,imp hi which a yawing lady i- in search of
r,

r.■

That will be found

sensutiun in Ihe Bark and
Loins. Suppressed or Inroiiliiient Irinaiinn. with
whitish or hriek-dust tieDropsy. I.ravel. Diaries, Organic Weakness,
Ac.
M l’II i: FT it I m has no
ettunl for Lameness and
Weakness peruliar to Females.
NFPIIRKTH 1 M Is the best
known remedy for Diabetes.
VFPHBFTICt M. as a Conic
and -timulaiit for aged perBe
sons. is without a rival.
tor Dr. lil Lsure and ask
LOCK'S KIDNK1
KKMFDl.
For Sale
NKPHKKTICLM.

The vaho of the cranberrv erop on Pape Pod
last year i- estimated at >:{iiium,i t, fifdlljHMl.

dc-erving special

ate

GREAT BARGAINS

the most rfl'crtiiul I’.emcd) tor all Diseases of I In*
kidneys. Bladder, and I rlnary Organs, Female Complaints and (.eneral Debili-

appointment.
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Honor la.-t Wednesday evt* was a >iu
iiall was filled, many being obliged t<*
The net proceed.- were about £40.
The
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The Host..i! Mjrgica and Med,cal Journal advises
the people to look out for the small pox

entertainment given by the

Tlie

<

The census -hows that the
was live ami a halt million ! ai<

lodge i-. in line condition. having
newly furnished and ail paid for and

ant

The follow

NEPH^ETICUK*.

il« tel keepers in New York have subscrib d
>do.oon for the W. r d'- Fair.
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STATE OF MAINE —WALDO Ss.
To the Hon. Justices of the Supreme .ludlelalCourt
next to he holden at Belfast, within and lor the
County ot Waldo, on the first TueMlny of .Janitury. Anno Domini 1 ssi :
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Denver.

LOOK.

F. W. POTE/S ON MONO A V MOKNINO, FEB. 2Mh.

DR. BULLOCK’S KIDNEY REMEDY,

as

Sale

-'Vs

A

ty.sueli

PeopSe of this county before. RELIANCE must be placed
onNfh5»9rtjr*#i®^Hrf3ff®ried
the prices advertised, for the *.he
closing out sale is bona fide and positive.

on

I’diupanv.

Urseru d Neals,.50 A 7a ( Is.

al.-oi l.
A
thus prevent lev .r and \ oo.
Malarial and < 'ontaghms I >i.-ca-c.-. and when placed
over the pit of the stomach, cure Dy-pip-ia. I »i I i 11
( olic, ( ramps and Ham
\>k for Collin-' Voltaic
Lie trie 1‘. on- l’la-ivr-. which are ten time- nmi
powerful than the best porous pla-tcr. I’ri'-e 25 <-t-.

bn

Generalities

...

w>-ek-

PIIICFS

“i
B^9C AuJen”S:..fr‘‘tho'‘uv
Hoi-on-aml
Kidney-;

VOLTAIC

First ! lass

a

Our Store to tie Enlarged

Admission..35 ns.

'they vitalize, -tivngtheu
and support Weak and I’ain

I

£\J*-*“"**o*

Hrs'.-Uass'llpcni liy

en-

CUTICURA REMEDIES

tug

Mr. !.. p »po.-es to do a large bu-i\
carriage line the coining -ca-on
has bo,-a '-outiued to the house for-mv

■

I

ami

-now

A

The Bemaufl is ImperaiivB.

Sift 51 j R*J',

!

Duty

W? BURKETT’S.

GEORGE

FINE ( HOItls ANI) ORCHESTRA.
SPECIAL SCKNKRV A (ALCIC.M EFFECTS.
SI LI U (N s ORK.1NAL ORCHESTRATION.
COSTHIES IMPORTED FROM KFROPE.

Messrs. Wklks
Pottkk
(Ientlemen,- I li.tw
been troubled for nine years w ith Salt Phcum and
have tried every patent medicine (I think know n
t<> the trade; have also been attended by physician-,
but w ith no more than a temporary relict As 1 had
tried everything it was m> more than fair that 1
should try yours, which were astonishingly orteetive, completely curing me. Ii is two months since
1 «juit using the medicine, and I am satisfied I am
permanently cured. (Gratitude alone prompt- me
to tender my testimonial.
M >st truly your.-,
t.po. 1. o\VPN.
Dealer in Dianas and Orj/ans.
Dkand P aphis, Mini., October. 1 s7«i.

chapter
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For Nine \ears Speedily Cured with llit* futiccru
Kemedies.

lu the 11 'Use
e
\pne>ive of s} in pat by
<
with If.*
1
I: eland. c-m;e down from the
Senate in ielimtelv mmtpnihd. On motion of Mr.
Keegan. <»t \ an liur* n. the House n fusi d t<> con
eur but adie-red to
a- previous vote giving th**
o
resolve a passage
tn.iT'!! of Mr. Parker. »•:
P
L? wist. ; .Ordered
a the Poinimtt e on Meiean*
tile Adair* and Ii.su:,i:.ce be instructed t impure
into the expediency of slabli-hing by iau. the
weig it of a d« /.eh eggs, with a view to their being
Bold bv u iffht
No on.nun i:. t lie Senate
Mmdav p.'ii Jl
In the P- me 1;>.j i.ill providing that tlie standard
«•!
of
Turk's
bushel
Island, or other coarse
weight
dt. shall l>« seventy ; muds and a hush
gra s
el of Liverpool suit v.xtv p. ur.ds. was passed in

PEOPLE

ho will present for the first time in this city,
<;IU*KKT \ si I.LIVAN S Comic Opera,
a sequel t<* II. M s. Pinafore, the

"

—

;'••••

Mocked up Hie highway-.J.
l:a pi;
iia-<-d Hie planing machine (*f
-I i -*•! it up in the
shingle and gri.-t mill

--

hi'.

at

are

the

Feb vj
i he >
tie pa-s- d t
be eii
fit salmon and ale
grossed an a. ,.i ivl-1: -n
wive fisiierv in p.c M'donak r.-.*r n. the town of
Waldobojo: and an a<d to «•-.«•, i chap:. r 1 Id relat
ing to n.M'ianees and an act to amend see «'*.
< t the
i.-vised .-taintis relat mg to the
on o? piot-ate courts.

veiling. Feb. 1 ‘»th.

i.iy

\« us ,n.
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concurrence

and -till amulferwiio i- an uncle tohir. and whose m i
i- his mother-The Man annual tea party in their-lodge room,
ine! t
itath-
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CARPETINGS, OIL CLOTHS & MATTINGS!

Pirates of Penzance,

«.P<>. \V. KK()\N N, Mason.
Marshall ST.. Pl{< >\ IDl.Nt 1.. K. 1..
Nov. *jy, istji.

engrossed

Saturday.

Stock That Mast Be Sold In

tirely cured me, taking evt ry 1-it of humor "tl my
I thank
face and leaving it a- smooth a-a dollar.
vou again for the help it has been t«* me.

«

lam tn.it ,-p*o erty makes
doe- marriage make

e

30

Ouration cured by the (iilleura
Kemedies.
Sirs, I have had a
Messrs. Wi.kks \ Pnrn.K
Pingworm Humor,got it the barber's. for -i\ year-,
which spread all over my ear.-, face am! neck, and
I have
which itched and irritated me a great deal.
used many remedies, hv advi<« of physicians, w ith
Your ( rricni.v Pr.wi:iui:> have

FANCY GOODS, TOWELS,

COMPANY.

A-

\

1

dead in his bed
f*-b. Nth. ..Hi!! A; Mauslicld reentre.

-OF

\ ears'

out bom-lit.

CARTER'S

A

-30 DAYS!-

For Skin, Scalp and Blood Humors.
eiirred w ith tiie Senate in ill
'Pile Hot se m
Tin*C tktka Hkmkiuksmiv prepared by Writes
detii. i. ly jm'tp u.ing he bill reported by the agri
^ I’ottkk. CluMiiist- and Druggi-ts, :»bo Washingon
ura i. ;;iu.it t* e iner-wi'ing tho number ot pages
ton Street, Huston, 21 Front street, Toronto. <Mii.,
of the rej >rt .ft he S *ero ai v t the Hoard ot Agri
a nd > Snow Hill. London,and are for sale by all 1 >ruglmave to withdraw was re i gi-t-. I’rire of (Trimu, small boxes,' .">(• cent-;
iiltum to bin j agep.ortcd .m petition t prohibit tl’.e taking of mack- large boxes, containing two and one-half time- the
>-'im s
A miiioiity report wa> made,
Resolvent, slant per
erel
quantity of -niall, £1.00.
bottle.
(TTRTRA MKUICIWt. Toil.I ! sou*. 25
Legislation inexpedient
regih-miig such h- "v
cent- per cake; Ci Tli
ua Mkfu inu. >ii.vvi\<;
was rep,, ted on order relating to taking nlmon
Sou*, 15 cents per cake, in bars f--r Harlu-r- and
throughout :- State
large consumers, .50 cents.
lyrl5
!'•
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nnii ill tin- Senate
:
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!-» announce t«> the citizens of HelfaM
and vicinity, the engagement fur

CRAND ENGLISH

Pottkk:
Messrs. Wklks
(ientlemen,—i have
been afflicted for nineteen years with Psoriasis,
and have spent hundreds of dollars for doctors and
Doctors did not
stiitl' they call blood purifier.-.
know what toeall my disease, 1 would scratch night
until I scratched myself raw : then it would dry and
form into .-calcs, which would all be scratched oil'
cured
rn-xt night and so on. i have been
t lie ( iTiccuA 1Ji:mi:i>1 i;s.
; by
THOMAS DPI.ANY.
Most respectfully,
Stow Mil l.,
Tom out) ST., (
Mi.wrms, Tknn., dune If., IsT'd.

In the House the p-poit of the Valuation Com
mission was riecived and ordered to be printed
Adverse report.- were made on a petition asking
t Issii; oil order
for the repeal «»1 the eider law
relating to ami in in g the law relative to taxes that
asvessers may deduct iudebtedr.es> from pers* mil
• ■state:
that paupei law he so
anged as to pro
t i e s i n s t e ad
\ bill was
of towns: forchang*
loi.ster law
reported t-■ autlmri/.e the city of Hepast to pay its
o
to
Or
deldedm
and
new
bonds
bonded
i»ue
P i"
to h.- engrossed —An act
der»*d pouted
dices :
.le.-lai ii g w •■!:.* ;i
m : be too : tain sch< "1
an act ;n relation to siim«.:i ai. ialewive fishery in
the M.-d mak river in the tow; of Waldoboro
Fiihav. F« 1> is 1 the Senate the Irish rooln
t. >i.s weie called .ip by Senator Dingley and the
Senate skirmished over them for some time. and
it r Pai
r they were in

ing
i.

s relating to taxes.
I?
In the Senate the bill in
to tiie times nt holding sessions of
( uniiissiui.' is passed in be

chap n ot th.- i;
Thursday. Feb

their late illnes-.. ..The Masonic

'in

.Legislature

An,r>i.\. Feb. !'•
In the Senate the bill to incorporate the Island Cot’ageCompany passed to be
engrossed At the expirati n of the morning hour
Sen it'ir Mortland called fur the special assignment,
which was the Iv-eKland divi>i..n hill, thequestion
being the a option m concurrence of the minority
report, which gives the petitioners leave to with
draw. He proceeded to address the Senate at
length, iii t'avwi "1 the minority. Senators Walker.
Hisbee and Hern spoke bn the majority and
Moitland. (.'lark and L’att*‘iigal: tiie minority Tin*
vote stood lb in t.ivor «-fadopting the minority re
Tuis disp< ses ot the matter
poll a ! 11 against.
In the H t.ise a bill was lvpmted in relation to
the salmon and ale m* listin g m the Motion.ak
Wahlobojo. read twice and
liver m the town "i
Passed To he engrossed—Hill to amend
assign* 1

Washington.

>i

pleased

of Hair.

PSORIASIS

report average sales, bad
t ^ln |u*v day ea-li. Query
eoine Ifom .-... .Tlie schools ih

war.

House.

The liiish 'ni t ln!> of limujor.
Are

of s^th

ca.-c

The < cticika Kkmkdiks are marvels ot curative power. Internally, the (TTict n.v Besoi.yknt
cleanses the Liver and Kidneys, regulates the stomach and Bowels, enriches ami purities the Blood of
Scrofula, Scrofulous,Cancerous and ( anker Humor.
Cl Tin itA. a Medicinal Jelly, removes
the large amount of damages as published, and ! Externally,
all Scaly Crusts, heals Humors. 1 leers. Sores. Itchwanted
for
his
and
all Itching Affections of the skin ami
a
Liles,
fair compensation
injuries. ing
only
Scalp with loss of Hair, and is admirably assisted
He i- an old resident, havinglived in town 7:> years
in every case by that most softening, healing, and
-Business i- good : potatoes are selling for 4."» to
exquisite!, perfumed toilet, hath, and nursery San•Vi cents per bushel.... Messrs. Moulton and Stevens
ative, the* CLTKVMA Mkdk inai. Toii.kt Sou-.
Lent lemon say the Ct n< t le v Mkiucin ai.siiw im,
are doing an extensive business in getting out
Soai* is worth its we ight in gold.
con
M.
spool stock, Inning a contract for about
Dr. 15. 15. Whitney ha- -old out and expects to go
t-> Low ell, .Wa->.... I lay i- scllingat £lG per tonNineteen Years of Suffering and Hundreds of Hoi- i
Mr. H. 15. Rice, manufacturer of harnesses, has
lars for Medicine.

for shipment.

«

Tlie

Hayford Opera

MRS. H.

Cure Skin Diseases and Scalp
Affections with Loss

Thompson for damages
against the town, has been settled by paying Mr. '1'.
it will be remembered that last fall Mr.
Thompson'shor-e backed off abridge, injuring himself and daughter.
Mr T. says he never claimed
I MTV.

—

-e:

hundred cords of spruce, to be sawed into

two

-o v-

SKIN REMEDIES

hie

shingles, one hundred and sixty of which are .already on the landing-1. 15. Perry lias titled up a
carriage and joiner shop near the site of tin* old
tannery.

.-t teacher-... Business continues good
Hay
and potatoes are coming in every day in large quan.o. J. Farwell has a ear load of wool read}
tities.

1

<

...

rheumatic lever, and Isaac Collin has been alllieted
-ome time with rheumatism-Daniel Cordon is
teaching » high -chool in -Johnson's Hall, and ioving quite a good attendance, lie is one of our

sw

and Its

1*1 kmiam.

lake.

Tumumuki.

men.

(jit ic ura Bill M!

Evils," at Cnion church,
Brooks, two o'clock
m., Sunday, the -7th. Tin.*
lecture i- under the au-pico- of the Crand Lodge of
< lOtiil
Templars.

tin.*

me.

lecture, “Wine

his

offered to the
line of
from

las*

Spring and

Summer

vear— shall

sell them

they

complete stock will
were

be
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as
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as

sold at auction.

though

the greatest

opportuni-

bargains

ploy

evei

public.

Prices will be attached to the
sale and the

Bleached llose north ;>7 l-*2c. for 1*2 I-2c. A 17c.
Our

secure

large

will enable
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force of
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give

tion to the trade.

goods for

help

we

em-

proper attenHvv.'l

AGENTS FOR DOMESTIC PAPER FASHIONS.
The addition to our Store and the general enlargement of our Counter and Shelf Room, make
jt necessary for us to limit this sale to only 60 days, as repairs will then commence. Thanking the public for their generous patronage, we are resolved to merit your continued good will,
by presenting the most attractive bargains ever offered over our counters. We cannot guarantee duplicates, and shall withdraw from this advertisement items as soon as sold.

GEO. W. BURKETT,

83 Main St.,

City Block,

White Store.

The

Wreck

of

the

“Indian

Chief.”

Maine

Outward bound in the Indian Chief, with skipper,
and pilot, a Northern man.
Thirty all told from the Yorkshire coast, we sailed
for the Channel, to make Japau
Icily old from the nor’ nor' east, the wind like an

Miscellany.

THE PROSPECTS AND ADVANTAGES OF

Grateful, comforting and sustaining
physical weakness are Malt Bitters.

HATH.

We quote from the address of President Andrew
J. Fuller before the Bath Board of Trade as
follows: 1 Hesitate to believe that there is not
that public spirit that there ought to be to insure
arrow went whistling by :
our real business prospeiity.
Still, 1 believe the
The stars stood sharp by a frozen moon : and the outlook for the future is more
hopeful than a
moon stareil white in a frosty sky :
Our
business,
year ago
legitimate
ship building,
he
as
we
the
watch.
the
cried,
And
changed
skipper
the prospect for a good year’s business looks well.
•■Keep a good lookout—do you uuderstand !
Bath has become largely a manufacturing city for
W e must strain our eyes for the bright Knock light,
ships and other class of vessels, as Lowell has for
and clear.the surf of the Goodwin Sand.
cotton goods and carpeting; a contractor sends his
I’ve sailed on a fouler night, my lads, but many a order ter
any class vessel, steam or sail, and revessel has come to grief,
ceives his vessel all fitted for sea as he does his
In sj ito of the light of the 'Kentish Knock.’ Still, bales of sheeting and
carpeting: then many of our
here's good luck to the Indian Chief!''
capitalists build vessels tor their own use. equal if
not
to
of
the same class of ships in
superior
any
It seemed so strange that a starlit sky should look
the world
For the past year, most of our deep
so calm on a seething sea;
sea vessels have been
paying their owners a fair
And a cruder wind never shivered the skin, or j
remuneration, ami as we are to day the largest
made the mast like a bending tree.
We were well within sight of the Ramsgate Pier,and wooden ship building port in the world, our State
stands second in point of tonnage in the United
our cunse set clear of the Kentish Knock.
our other manufacturing interests have
When the ship gave a shy like a frightened horse, States,
been as prosperous as other cities. We have no
and then came a crash and a sickening shock :
cotton mills to he sure, but we have some other
We knew what it meant when, without any fuss,
kind of industries, that are very creditable to laCANTERBURY
the skipper and pilot folded hands,
SHAKERS’
located in any town or city
Wo have one of the
And the rockets went up in the pitiless sky—we
best
cordage factories in the country which is at
had struck on the bar of the Goodwin Sands!
TING
work
all
the
time
to
till
its
orders:
we have two
What was the use of the compass now. or sail or
large block factories which seem to la? well emrudder ! No treacherous reef
SARSAPARILLA.
Could ever imprison with firmer grip than the sands ployed : a large engine and boiler shop which is doing well and will faithfully execute ail orders prethat swallowed the Indian Chief!
sented, also a brass factory doing a thriving busiwhen
the
for
the
end
to
take
ness ; a large manufactory tor anchors, turning out
It
didu’t
come,
long
The Great Blood Purilier, Kidas good work as can be found; one of the
waves washed savagely over our deck.
largest
ney Remedy and Mild
foundries in the State, turning out very superior
So we lighted a flare, as a despeiate chance, to
to
our
wares largely wanted for ship building and other
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A new broom may sweep clean, but it is not of
much use unless it sweeps dirt.
The Peruvian Syrup

has

Tl.e fttllowlntf Is Ihe sworn statement to the InCommissioner of Massachusetts of the
financial eonitltlon of Ihe

New

cured thousands who

suffering from Dyspepsia, Debilitr, Liver
Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,
etc.
free to any address. Seth W
j FowlePamphlets
ifc Sons, Boston.
were

1
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now

A'ew York young man pops the
"Let's consolidate."
says :
a

t. J. BEALS.
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A. M. ROSS.

Having leased the Nichols Block on Main St.,
and hoiiKht for ( ASH the

like to talk of

liaud^

Premium"

Outstanding

-O F-

FriUKMics. .lust now coughs, colds, lung aud
bronchial complaints seem lo lie epidemic
lu
these eases of sudden colds the best thing to do is
to get a bottle of A II Downs Li x I it. which iu
variably gives speedy relief and ultimately effects
a complete cure in all cases where the
breathing
organs are affected
l se it in time and prevent
serious lung difficulties. Sold by all Druggists

statute." of Massachusetts.

Distributions unpaid...

t»2,400.00
23,027.00

Corn, Flour & Groceries

37th Annual Deport
Free to any address.

Endowment*

HKKVKY. Administrator of the e.-tate
of Belfast, in ."aid
represent" that the
goods, chattels and credits of -aid deceased, are not
-uflirh-nt to answer his just debt" and charge* oi |
1
administration bv the sum of ten thousand dollar
Wlu*refore your petitioner prays your honor mi
a license to sell
at public
auction or private sale so much* t the real e*tate of |
"aid deceased, a- will satisfy -aid debt-, and iiu i|
dental charges and charges ol Admini-tration.
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W hich will he sold at prices to suit the.times.
We shall make a sperlaltj of

The reason

why Dr, David Kennedy’s ••Favorite
Remedy’’ cures complaints of the Liver. Kiduevs

HOLIDAY

Dowels and Blood, is that it is compounded of the
very remedies which Nature herself has provided
fo; this purpose.
Being at first scattered through

Fumitufe, Carpels, Clocks,

suil'eiiug One dollar
bottle will convince you and make
you grateful that you read this item The Doctor s
office practice is in Roudout, N. A
a
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statement of
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Nevada critic, speaking of a harpist, said
never before knew there was much mush
in

CASHMERE

Hi* nnial.

None.

A
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.ie.Biennia!.... N..ne.

Biennia!
Maiylai,
M.'-'.e-h.isett.-.A .inual
i..

.Ninety day

-.

Nom

ONE OF THE OLDEST AND MOST RtllACL'REMEDIc IN THE WORLD iOR

Mieiiigan.Biennial. ...None.
Minne-ota.Biennial-"ixty days.

THE CURE OF

Mi--otiri.Biennial... ."e\enty day
N •'•rc.-ka....Biennial....
Forty day .-'

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,
Sore

Throat, Bronchitis,
Influenza, Asthma,
Whooping Cough,
Croup, and

Mi-'js-ij.oi..

.Biennial

None.

-.

Ne\ |.ia..Biennia!-"ixty day
New 1 lamp-hire.
Biennial.... Nom*.
New Jersey.\tuuial.Nom*.
New ^ -ik... ..\ mi Hit.None.
V utli < arolina.Bienniai.... Sixty day-.
>hi".Biennial.... None.
<
M'egon.Biennial.... f orty days.
I Viin-vJvania .Biennial... None.
Rl. 'de I-iand.\nnual.None.
!ii < arolina.\nnnal...
None.
Pa ue.-ser.Biennial...evenly tiveday
i e\a-.
Biennial.... sixty
i':i"‘M.
Biennial.
None.
\ rgini
.Biennial.... Ninety lay
" e-1
i mi nut. Biennial.
F« riy !i\
da
'Vi-eon-in... Annual... None.
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Every affection of tho

THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST,
including’

<

i,

v-

At' l‘»MA 11<

m i.!. lil'DV.

-.

11 he seen that thirty one of the thirty-eight
Lave adopted biennial sessions, and that
two.jy oe of the thirty-eight have further rest! iet« i exces.-ive legislation by limiting the length
of the sessions. Of the New England States three
nave recently
adopted biennial and the other three
retain annual sessions
There is no good reason
w! y my of tbos small States should be at the ex
pease ot electing ami assembling its Legislature
every year. [New York Herald.
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satisfactory and cheaper than elsewhere
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m->
York
loses
one
••Representative
Repre- most ingenious of all. [ Bangor Commercial.
sentative
Tue committee voted tnat the county
delegations should submit to them the ap lortiouClippings.
immt ot Representatives in each county,
Fe- pciqne probably have ever
thought what
The 11 *• v«-!«»j• no1.1s in relaLun to Swan's eornen •mage <1 the poj.ulalion ot our s.ute vote at
sheller" have shaken the belief of a good iuiiv
One of the members of the com
any election
people in 111;vicinity in r- gard to that >1000 matAnd all other go'iiis embraced in tin* grocery
mittee on apportionin' lit lias carefully computed ter
f Dexter <»:/. tte.
ilne.
\l-o a full line ; -tuple
the percentage of the November vote and readies
In tlic.Maine Legislature there is no party known
the following result by counties: Androscoggin.
-i
Aroostook. Id: Cumberland, dd : Franklin, do; as tin* (In enhaek party.
There is the Republican
In tin1 next Legisla
Hancock, dl ; Kennebec, dl; Knox, dl : Lincoln, party and the Fusion party.
dd : Oxford, m
Penobscot dd : Piscataquis, dd : lure there will be a Greenback party, known as
Sagadaho" dl: Somerset, dl ; Waldo.do Wash- such by a!! men. and don't yon forget it. (Chase's
T T«* percent ot the vote Enquirer.
ington. IS; York, dl
1" the whole
population was dO.do
All < f wlipTj ] ..Her t-i tie* put lie at .actual co-t for i
Thomas B Swan, in a speech in tin'In.use of
The
bill
women
declaring
eligible to certain Representatives at Augusta.
the i.ext -'»0 -ia> -. Thankful for pu-t pat mi,age 1 i
Jan ti |xno mui:
school ollR-es. which is pending in the Legislature,
solicit a continuance of the ,-ume. < ome ami learn
“The press of the Republican party makes charges
my price- for they will plea-c \ou. ( mm* early. ] m similar to the Massachusetts law and is as ful
against me letlecting upon my honor and mtrgnlow.-:
.'Scot I
No person shall he ineligible to
Kespectfully,
tv
'I'imes haven't changed much, have they,
otlieo t Mipervisor ot Schools or of Superin
’t. L, MOOI>]
Sr<(rsmont.
Thomas .' ( Biddotord Cnion and Journal
tending School Committee, on account of sex
Fell, la, ls*'l.
JwT*
Yc' d
i his act shall be in efleet when approved
The retirement of Mr. Hamlin takes from the
by the Governor.
Senate a wnerablc and honored statesman who. in
a quiet, im dost, industrious
way. has had, perhaps
more inliuence upon legislation than
Flour, Provisions and Produce.
any halt dozen
of the more ostentatious men around him.
We
New
Tin
Quarter-. f the Well known Firm of presume Mr Hamlin retires because of old age.
Wright Bros. a James.-Thirl) Years in the
Maine has fumd more hii.liant Senators
1; will
Flour Trade.
be a long time b« foie she iinds one who will do
Among tin* largcsi established in this line is the her such essential service
York
Herald.
[New
<;
n
t Wright Bros. A James
This house was
Our acorn is rapidly attaining Hie dimensions of
-'ablished in IXAO by Wright A Whitcomb, ami
an oak
The movement to exempt from taxation
This favorite mower i- ort'eivd to farmers for tlie
continued under that title up to FS7s. when Mr
all vessels engaged in foreign commerce, so aus
e.omimr season-* Fifteen years nf
ntinced >u<-«
W’ni'e mb retired, and the remaining parties in
is sulth ient
idem
of merit. Fan ht< a'v invited
picioush started in this stale, has attracted atteu
:e b.isitir-ss eoiritiued under the lirm name of
lion else win r-*. and here we have that protectiont“ydve the M FA DOW KIN<« an e\aminati>m. They V>
right Bros A James, who are located in the fa
will consult their own interest in !<u\ inir a reliable
i>t t.igan. the New York Tribune. advising tinotis lnisiuess .-trueti.re known as "State Street
mower of responsible parties.
\ full stock of ret.f the same policy in ihat state
An
Block. occupying Nos *J1? A
pairs on hand. ( irrulars free.
State street, adoption
and liglit taxes will help to give the
which extends through to No IN A Ilf. Central open registry
FItKII ATWOOD, (.eneral Aircnt,
Ameiican sailor a fresh chance on the oeean.
street.
Uere they occupy eight Honrs. AO feet iu
New Knidand and Provinces.
I Boston Herald
width In u’oo feet iu depth
To these extensive
\. 15.—In torrilorx where we have ie
corajjenev
the linn made a change about three
We have received a pamphlet advocating a l'id*
quarters
respondence is solicited from reliable parties.* | Jt7 mouths ago. from No BS Commerce street wiiieh
ed Stati > l'os’al Telegraph scln-un- We don’t ike
warehouse they occupied for thirty years
Thu any stock in this thing, nor in postal savings banks
business of the house made it necessary that ‘hey
and tlio like. Oar g >vernm**nt is Hilly as j internal
should seek more commodious quarters, especial!)
as it should he in business matteis. controlling as
Tin: m i;m kic.i i; offi-:i:> m i:i:vr. vr a ■'f late years their trade increasing in volume to
it d< < s the po.-ta* monetary affairs ot the nation
1
bargain, the hall ami i>li«>t..grrapli r- mu over such an extent that it is generally coucrded that If it has
any spare paternity, we move that it ex
his store on High street. Tin*
photograph gallerv in the buying and selling of Hour they do the pend the same in educating the
was recently ori-upi.-l by W. ('. Tuttle.'i.ml i- <*>*
ignorant, and in
business
ot any Hour house in Boston or
largest
protecting the oppressed Business will take care
peri,-illy litte-l up for tin* business. Abinnhincc* of New
is
had
at
their
England
of
facility
itself
Every
water is earrie*I to the rooms I>y puin]u. ami the
[Oxford Democrat
skylight is one of the he-t in tile state. The hall over present quarters, both for receiving and shipping
A Greenback friend who voted for Governor
l iie entire structure is packed with tile various
the store i .»n by Jn u-et, well ,-n la] a e-1 f. ,r a in meetIMansted wishes us to inform Ins Excellency that
articles dealt in. especially Hour, of which huge
ings or any hall purpn-e-. Kiiipiii-e nf the p-oprie
tor at his store, on High street, ailjoiniiig Miuonie
stacks are seen, also provisions and produce, the it is not imprisonment tor debt that drives young
F. I!. KN<iN'I.T-IS.
Temple.
largest order being tilled with the utmost prompt- men from the Stab*, but snow drifts He wants a
Belfast, Fell. 17. lssi.—7lf
ness
Their trade is not confined to the States, law passed making every land owner responsible
He says that
but they ship extensively goods to the Provinces, for the mad passing his premises
he removes his fences every season and no one
South America, West Indies, etc by cargoes
In
FOB SALE.
ever knows any had drifts on the road
the Hour trade, the house is a representative one.
passing his
it being the largest house in the trade iu
Schr. NATHAN < LIFFoKI) 1:52
this property, while on the other hand his neighbors
to
do
so
and
the
whole
district has to turn
tons old measurement; well found in
section of the Cnion. Success in the flour business neglect
chains, am liors and rising. Part of depends on the judgment with which purchases out and clear the roads. He says this is not equal
sails nearly new.
( an he started
ization of burdens and he wants the Governor to
are made, and the gentlemen ot1 this house are
with trillinlr expense.
attend to it
Fmpiire of
[Somerset Reporter.
considered authorities, having had experience in
A. HAVFOKI) or I>. I. \ NF.
this department from boyhood
An essayist, speaking of Air. Hayes, proposes
Belfast, Feb. ! r», lMSI.—7tf
The brands of family Hour coming from this
that he should be known as Rutherford the Good.
house can be found in the hands of nearly all tirst
In this way we might decorate all of our Presi
class grocers throughout the New England States
the August: Adams the Inand provinces, as the salesmen of the tirm visit dents—Washington
domitable: Jefferson the Philosopher; Madison
Tin; S1»KIN<; TKISV i'OMMI.M'I'.S
every section, ten tirst class men being constantly the Jurist; Monroe the Peacemaker; Adams the
on the road
The members of this well known Scholar: Jackson
the Man : Van Buren the Piplo
TUKSDAY, MARCH f-i
fiim (E A. Wright, E <i Wright and A K. James)
inatist: Harrison the Patriarch; Tyler the CounFor catalogues and further information, address
personally attend to all the details of their large
Polk
tlie Conservative: Taylor
Gentleman;
It. WdODltl ItV, Principal.
and growing business, being early and late on hand try
the Soldier ; Fillmore the Benevolent; Pierce the
Castine, Feb. 10, 1HS1.—3\v7
and guarding with a jealous eye the interests of
Indifferent: Buchanan the Irresolute; Lincoln the
their patrons. The various articles dealt in are ot
Patriot: Johnson the Iconoclast: Grant the Illusthe very best quality, and the
reputation of the trious and Rutherford the Good —or. what is bet
house is ot the highest character
The trade has
ter, perhaps, the Goodv. [New York Herald
stored six tiioi s \m> tons of been built up on the basis of an extended reputa
ICE f<»r sale in summer, I am now pre- tion tor reliability of goods and straightforward,
pared to till orders for cargoes direct from pond honorable dealings. The gentlemen have been
There were seventy patents issued to women
with ice from 22 to 24 inches thick, at FORTt
ideutitied with the trade for over thirty years and from the patent office at Washington for the
year
tESM ■•EH TO.If. Those wishing for ear- now
occupy the highest position among’the lead
ending last July. Most of them have to do with
goes should not send vessels that will draw over
houses
in
their
line
in
the
New
household appliances.
ing
England States
twelve feet of water.
H. K. PGIRCG.
The energy and enterprise which characterize the
Belfast, Jan. 25,1881.- 5w4
managementof the house of Wright Bros. &James
A Victoria. British Columbia, despatch says that
are especially notable, while the
long experience official returns place the yield of the gold'mines
SEAMEN WANTED.
and great facilities they possess are advantages for 1X80 at $_l .013,8-27.
which are made available for the extension ot
ANDORDINARY SEAMEN, for coasters.
to
J.
S.
Apply
theirsteadily increasing business, [(’or New York
lt.YNLKTT,
General Walker estimates that the population of
31tf
Mercantile Review.
Intelligence Office, Rockland.
this country will exceed 01,000,000 in Isoo.

Mi

only temporal';•
By the urgent

Cotton, Cotton & Woo! & All-Wool

st res

A WELL-KNOWN PHYSICIAN WRITES:
It does n t dry up .»
; !■.
behind, ns is the cast wit:: r. t
1
loosens it, cleanses the III:.
yr..
thus re::. wing the au," f
i

I.

hundreds of dollar- for

DRY & FANCY GOODS!

SIIOK

Mr. \\ .tlferF’ose. of tbis city, lias iuv< ..;• d a
s-if ad mg beil buoy, the tirst on-* ot which is

1

..

CONSUL PTlONi,

s.

day

...

lilsf'OKl" M.

Beach. Of St

Mi.

s

-that has

i-»

■

the notice ot tin* jmi>»Ii**. i- flint ot

brought

ployed

In

wilidoW of Bl'OWii's shoe stoiv !i Toneless
street i" au t'o■ ie111 >bje 01 s ;; ; «*r which posses
It wa** : In*
ses a good 11. '<i! of historical interest.
wedding <!.*.* .f Madame Fry* wife of Foiouel
of
Andover.
M
i-n-aenusetls.
who w as
James Fry
a personal friend of (imierai ( i
e-ge W asnlngton
and a m unber of i s si ill".
Pue shoe vas
by Mrs Fry- at the inauguration of Washington
President and subsequently at tiie mai uuratioii f
John Quincy Adams, by Miss Fletcher of 15
a
grand niece of Madame Five and a nice of
Daniel Webster
The shoe is now the property of
Dr ('hadwick of this city, wh > is a grea grandson
of Madame Fry.
The mate to the shoe and the
brocade dress of the same mat* nai are in the pos
session of < a her members of lie family
The shoe
attracts much attention, although tin* style does
not dill'-r materially from that now m vogue
| Portland Advertiser

At a Probate (
art held
the County of Waldo,
Kebruary A. I ►. 1S"1

—

■-

a..

11

trail tiie pivsene o, < aleuliis
\-. le-- than sc\ri.
Kidiie\

BUFFALO, JAPANESE, WOLF

-.

1-w

ROSS-

To All our Friends.
l .*«»>. —;{ut51■*
Searsport, !>»'•.
Having bad nuinbei less inquiries tor advertising
i-ai is from ladies in all
parts ot the eountrv who
are interested in ilie
prevailing fashion of making
Lard < "il. ctio >. we are having printed tor them !
a set of s.-ven beautiful cards, each in six colors
and oti a gold background, m the very highest
degree • »< art. illustrating Shakespeare's ••Seven
Ages of Man." We have spared no expense in
these (arils—they are simply little art gi ms
Our
oaiv aim has been to publish the finest cards yet
tur- r- tli-1 I)*--! line <*i
shown
Applications tor them have come in so
rapidly that nearix tlie whole edition is engaged
before the receipt by us of Ur- cards from the artist
Wc have, therefore, been obliged to adopt the foi
lowing plan for the distribution of the remainder
-A N DNo more ol the gilt Shakespeare cards, seven 11.
the series, will he sent, excepting upon the receipt
ot a statement from a grocer that the person
applying tor the cards has bought of him on that
To be fotiml ii \V;dd*» ( unit)
I have
•.lav at least seven bars of Dubbins’ Khctiic Soap,
with price paid for same. All applying in this
Lined buffaloes from $11.00 to
Lap bubes,
manu-r will receive the full set ot seven cards
from _$•>.•>5 to Sd.lt! : Horse blankets from $1.22
to $0.12 : Halters, lOe., 50c., 05c. and $1.00,
gratis by mail This will insuie us that oui
friends and patrons get their share of those beaut 1
A L S Ofu designs, although it in no manner repax s us for
the cost of the cards. Your grocer has the soap,
or will get it. and the purchase by you of seven
! ha\«• a nice line of
bars of it at one time will secure for you gratis
seven really beautiful cards.
The soap improves
with age. and is an article of necessi'y in your
leeise every week
Therefore, you are tu-t asked
Prints from 5 to sc.; sheetings from 5 to 10c.;
t rashes from 4c. upwards; Dress ooods from
to
buy a useless article, but one that xmi must
an
se. Knickerbocker to a tine AU-Wool ( ashhave anvwav. Please send us vein applications
mere.
Also \ diets, \eheteeus. Trimming
at mice, amt tell your lady friends making "card
Silks and satins. Laces,Kdglngs, buehes, buchcollections’ to do the same. Price to lad;, s not
Fugs.Shetland shawIs.Long and square shawls,
bin i: g soap, do cents a set.
Yours respectfully
>th
l.-uiie- am! gentCardigan Jackets,
1. L LkAl.iN tV Co
Ladies Cloakings, lister Cloths, Itepellants,
7tf
1 D’> S Fourth street, Philadelphia. Pa
Table Oil Damask, a dozen patterns, White
Linen and Turke) bed Damasks,
A
hi*1,*
ran lie foil ml in this \ ieinity.
A
great vnriot) of

•.

Kan-;--.Biennial_Fifty days.
I\> uiuek\.Biennial... ."i\ tv days.
i>o11j-1;i],;t.Biennial
Nine’ty day -.

I»<.'•

t:
Me deliver goods to an) part of the Village
free of ( barge.

P.KALS

iv.narkabh

>ne <»| the me-!

'Vinter 'rrangement.

Belfa-t, within and
tin second Tuesday

weeks.

(no

BRACKETS. &c.,

gridiron.

a

kennedj's •*Fa\orite llemed)'* about

Were bought direct from the manufactories, and
are carefull) selected.

,'w?

case.

kitlne> expelled after using l»r. !>a\id

Stone in the

liDtklanil. Ml. Desert, MilbrMs? and Marhias

l pon the foregoing petition, < >rdere«l, that tin- petitioner give notice to all per-on- *ntere>ted. by
causing a <*• »i»\ of "aid petition witli; hi orde* :
on. to he punli-hed tliree week" sueees-ively in the
Kepubliean Journal,a p.tper printed at Bella*!.that
they may appear at a Probate < ourt to beheld at
the Proi.ati' < Ulnv in Belfast ab*re"aid, on the -eond Tuesday oi March next, at ten oVlnck in
tlie forenoon, and show e;m*e it any they have, \\ h\
the -ame should mt be granted.
J VM 1 > D
I. \M"< »N. Judge.
\ true copy petition and order thereon.
(it VKI.fs P vi. Ml-. It. Kegi"ter. pro tem.
Attest

MR. JOSEPH BEACH.

-—O U R-

idlers to the sick and

expended for

>»

11 <i ]>jK uni to

tf tint

Brackets, Wall Pockets, Fancy Baskets, &c.

the woods and fields. Dr. K. has collected them,
and after loug and careful experiment has comb
ed their virtues in the form which he low conti

dently

GOODS!

CONSISTIN'!. OF

>TE\ E\>. I’i -"idem.
.-r.-taiA

BEN I 1
(.IIlBKNs.
|S"IIlyi l i

>sLPH M.
M \KCU ! i.

-FOR-

and'convey

At a Court of Prohate, held at
foj the County of Waldo, on
• d
February \. 1). H*]

>

nTLEFIi I.D,
Mint., Bo>t<>n.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

of OAKKs

grant him

,| vs. I

DANIEL i. \ M
Agent for Belfast.
Belfast, Jan. 1.5. 1 --1.

Probate for the County

(

I02.!>23.3d

umaa.ring Mull*

ix\|, will make
‘HU'S ill: vvkkk, until
5SSS3g mrnSm
further notice, leaving Lincoln's Wharf. Boston,
every Ttie-da' ami t ri-lay at Voo p. \i
Leaving Belfa-t everv Mondav and Tmirsdav at
-l.lu !'. M.
Passengers for’P rtlaml leaving Belfast Monday,
connect vv ith Portland steamer at Rockland,and a’r
rive iii Portland same night.
I>uring the winter m-mtiis extra are will be taken
that perishable ireight i- m
chilled •.r frozen,
freight taken at low rate-

ANC1KK, late
C1AKV1N
ounty. deceased, re.-peettully

813.071.030.32

unpaid-

Matured

rday.

AJIDIN, ( apt.

lioix,
Jan. 10,

■

PROBATE NOTICES.
of

K \'I

rowir

>41,870. in

Judge

ARRANGEMENT.

U,Mf*.

The medication is ENTIRELY VEGETABLE and
HEALTHFUL. Pleasant to the taste, certain in their
action WITHOUT GRIPING. They take the place
of the nauseating doses, given for the above complaints.
They are the best aperient for children as well as
adults. All druggists sell them. Price 50 cents per jar.

J

unpaid.

Death losses

Fu r slioa o here, presenl to the Citizens of Searsport and virlnity, an opportunlt) to purchase
goods in above line never before ottered.
He also have a large and carefully selected stork of

CONSTIPATION,
BILIOUSNESS,

To the Honorable
of Waldo.

Wlnterpnrt, Buek*port, Senpsport,

WINTER

AND LIVER TROUBLES.

Deserve at 4 per '-cut. in
compliance with the

&c*., &c„

"Well, wife, you can't say 1 ever contracted bad
habits
"An. sir ; yon generally expanded them.'

Cure for

at

Belfast, I nmden and Kockland.

A FRUIT REMEDY AND SURE

LIABILITIES.

Furniture, Carpets, Clocks,

It stamps

Touching

SMITH’S medicated prunes.

17o.33o.d3
l!»>,o.'»i. 13
117,303.18
104,200.00
si 3.!

BANCOR & BOSTON.

^
v-*
O

policies

upon

upon which a valuation ha> been
made and reserved.
Accrued IntereM and Dents.....
Cash in Bank".
Loans on Collateral.

and most Varied Stock

Largest

Have Wlstar's llalsam of Wild Cherry always at
It cures Coughs. Colds. Bronchitis. \\
[looping Cough. Croup, Influenza. Consum|itio u. aud all
Throat and Luug Couiplaints. 50 cents aud 8l a
bottle
The "envelope" muff is much worn.
its wearer as ready for tile next male

Mutual

England

of Boston, on the 31st of December, 1 ssO.
ASSETS.
stock ami Bonds at market value.slo,lul,7<i4.25
Loans on Mortgage. 2,140,72.'>.00
Deal Estate.... 1,312,720.70
Premium Notes secured by policies
worth double the amount ionncd....
1.280,231.04
Amount of deferred quarterly premi
urns..'.
207,107.43

Messrs. Beals & Ross

ACtEVT* *JII CA-VVAMSERN
Make from $25 to $50 per week
selling goods for
L- G. it ID Li 111' A CO.,10 Barclay Street, New York.
Scud for their < 'atalogue and terms.
ivrii

-BETWEEN-

V"
k

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

question

The Sanford Steamship Company.

*4

\A

1

When

Cl

surance

A. Ilowes A Co., Main St., Belfast. Me.

We mean business, anil If you will give us a rail
you can see for yourself that we are doing Just
wluil we advertise, and selling heller guilds than
toil ran buy elsewhere for the money.
*;min

I'M IK subscriber hereby give- pul'lie n< *1 i*
!■ .-,11
1 •••meeniod, thill -lie 111- been duly it pp< »i 11t« <1
and taken upon lier-el! the tru-t of 1
<<utri\ oi
the will of
■

Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat, Bronchitis, Asthma, Consumption,

And \!l Diseases of TlHIO l l

and

U

I’ll! up ill pUiri Size H.Wile lor FaWlilx I -e.
Seientilieall
-1;iiprepared of I>a 1 -am l olu, (
lized Roek < andy. old !.'
md oilew l*»nie-. The
f ormula i- know u to our !««•-( phy-iei tns, 1- highly
commended hy them, and the aualvsi of mir nio-'t
\. \I\RI\KR, iti
prominent ehemi-t I r< lli'-.-lLlo, i> .-II l!ie label of e\. r‘\ l*o|fle.
It .-Will
know li to the ni'-dieal profe->i.ui that I'oLl IRM K
and I' 'i K will alldrd the uTeale-t relit ! | a t 'oimh-.

Col.I-., Intluen/.a, Idoiiehitis, >mv Ihroat, Weak
l.un^s, also Consumption, in the incipient and ad

vanned stages.
Cse.l as a 15Id \ MR At. \\ and A IT’KTI/.KK, it
makes a delightful tonic for fanill> u-t 1- pleasant
to take if weak or debilitated, ii Lri\ e-* tone, aetivity and .-treiitfth to the w hole human frame.

m,VT 11K "i on i it in
i
y
I Vj n U I lull, unpriii- pie-1 dealer- who |
I try to palm otV upon on Roek and Rvcin plane I
\uf mir TOU' Kite K ANI> 1IVK, wiii.-h i< tlu‘7
only tncill'-alr.l artii-li- hunlf. Ho
nuii
iru
I ing a tiOVKKNM ENT STAMP „n
l,„tt],-A

TAUT ION

THOMAS
ill the

-v

oui.ty

II, late of Kell i.-t,
Wald", deceased; ,-lm flier, i.ov

UMKI'.I \l\\
"t

ivque-t- all p'T-"ii- who

indebted p. -abide
eea-eiT- e-tate to make immediate payment, and
those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit
the same for settlement to her.
Hawaii i;. i.i.Mi:i;i iaki;
Belfast, Keb. 1_\ lssi.

tlo Ask jnur
«.-j .si,
tin ( hlldrcn,

jnur

(irorrr fur II :
Hint' Merchant fur il !
ask your Altunina for it!

'»ltl titilSTS.
«£?di0.li!,b>
MhM IIAMs everywhere.

DltOf Kits and
ivreow

subscriber hereby giv e-puMir m •! i
concerned, that be lias lieei duly appoi
t Adiuiui-trai
taken upon himself the trust

|I

■*

11 K

■

<

m

the estate of
\.\

it11:i:

mi ix,i

rib late «,f

n

-i,

<.

b
the County of W’aid", dee,■a.-ed, l»y ui\
the law direi
; he therefore rcpit -I all per-m,
make
who ;ire indehted to -aid deea-ed'- '--tat
immediate payment, and those who have any de
t
omen!
mauds thereon, to exhibit the -anm bn
UM. H
Ml lx,| IT
Viinir.
to
Prospect. 1' eh. lb. lssi

in

as

hereby giv es public notice |,i all
concerned, that he has been duly appointed
himself
and taken upon
the tru-t of’ -rtf lenient,
as surviving partner, of the bu-iiie.-- of the late
i.

MANHOOD RESTORED.

Ml lx. K IT

A Lliun

of

indebted to -aid deceased's estate t<> make inline
diate payuu‘tit, and those who have any demandtiiereon, t't'exhihil the same for settlement !<•
JOHN F. 1.1 P.P.Y, Surviving PartnProspect. Keb. lb, lssi.

Commissioners’ Notice.

OKKKIi

ot the eoni|ianv.

l.Kollli'K

astine, Maine

Apple

II

to

WITH Kltl.K. -w,-retail.
-1f

I>::-

I

\\

<

\

v -n.

i.\

\ni>
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